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For those who have fallen victim to senseless gang violence; 

may you be avenged.
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“The County and City of Los Angeles are the “gang capital” of the nation. 
There are more than 450 active gangs in the City of Los Angeles. Many of 
these gangs have been in existence for over 50 years. These gangs have a 
combined membership of over 45,000 individuals.

“Gang membership in Los Angeles has continued to increase over the past 
fi ve years even though there have been periodic crime decreases. One of 
the major factors contributing to increased gangs, gang membership, and 
violence has been the lucrative narcotics trade, with rival gangs vying for 
the greatest market share.

“Gangs are not a new phenomenon. During the last three years, there were 
over 16,398 verifi ed violent gang crimes in the City of Los Angeles. These 
include 491 homicides, nearly 7,047 felony assaults, approximately 5,518 
robberies, and just under 98 rapes.”

Los Angeles Police Department offi cial website: 
Gangs: LAPD dot org, May 18, 2015
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Chapter One
“He was a raging not- 

in-the-closet racist.”

A 
most unusual meeting was taking place at 633 West 5th Street in 
downtown Los Angeles. Two things made it peculiar. First, it was 
midnight on the helipad of the city’s tallest building, known locally as 

Library Tower and to the world as the U.S. Bank Building. Five men and 
one woman stood on the roof of the eighteen hundred foot skyscraper with 
an unimpeded view of the city. The six were rival leaders, the heads of all 
major gangs in the city as well as the state, and all had international ties.

Heather Jones looked out over the lights with two of her guards 
standing next to her. She had become the head of Das Players after the 
Los Angeles fires. The Players named themselves after an adult magazine 
popular in the late nineteen sixties, and their influence had grown since 
its humble start. They operated the largest ring of prostitution, human 
trafficking, and drug distribution in Los Angeles with an interstate and 
international reach. The gang accepted all nationalities and prided itself 
on being inclusive; however, the rules were strict. Only women and 
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girls could join, and when they did, they pledged their allegiance to 
the sisterhood of the Players until death. The Players were also known 
for their sheer brutality. In an article, a reporter wrote, “While the Das 
Players all female street gang may seem sweet and innocent, make no 
mistake; they are brutal and sadistic killers.”

Heather stood silently with a cigarette in her hand. Her slender 
frame set off against the ambient light from the city below. The full 
moon made her black hair look almost silver in the moonlight, and her 
supermodel face with deep blue eyes and light skin disarmed her male 
targets. She was a brutal dictator and had a reputation for wanting to 
exact her own revenge on rival would-be gangs and individuals.

Ernest Campbell stood near the center of the helipad with two of 
his closest lieutenants, looking at Heather standing alone and the others 
milling around. Campbell was the head of Los Angeles Brotherhood 
United, a merger of all black street gangs in Los Angeles completed 
right after the great fires. Not even law enforcement, except those on 
the take, knew the black gangs of LA had united. Ernest had risen to 
power long before the fires; his brutality was as effective as his smooth 
face and clean-shaven head. He was a lifelong gang member with one 
caveat … he had never been to prison. He was a well-educated and 
respected member of the Los Angeles community as a high-powered 
defense lawyer and oversaw the gangs with an iron fist. There were 
occasional street skirmishes and drive-by shootings that haunted the 
gangs now under his control, but in this new era of gang management, 
Ernest was a savant. The police rarely caught the drive-by killers, and 
the people of the streets stayed silent because they knew something 
the cops didn’t know … Ernest Campbell either knew or would learn 
who the shooters were, and he would have them killed himself.

Campbell, for all of his shortcomings, hated violence. He ran the gangs 
like a business, and because he was able to gain control through brutality 
against his own members, his gangs were becoming respected businesses 
that covered the gangster mystique. While the brotherhood had dozens of 
spinoffs, in three short years he managed to turn what was once a gang 
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kill gang mentality into an efficient business. The brotherhood dealt in 
extortion and protection for local businesses in the LA area as well as 
the whole of LA County and beyond. Thanks to money laundering and 
drug distribution in cooperation with other gangs as well as working with 
militant groups in LA and around the world to recruit young black men 
into the holy war abroad, Ernest was a celebrated attorney by day and a 
diabolical underground gang organizer and leader by night.

Julio Esponzo stood next to Ernest. He, too, was a well-respected 
local civic leader and ran one of the largest Latino-based employment 
and anti-gang organizations in Los Angeles. Esponzo was an outspoken 
critic of the LAPD and spoke against gang violence of all kinds. 
However, behind his civic exterior, Esponzo was a dark black soul. 
He was the head of the American Mexican Mafia, answering to no one 
outside of those leaders in Mexico and other parts of Latin America. 
Julio had taken over the gang after the LA fires and, in doing so, united 
all of the Mexican gangs with the exception of a few holdouts. Like 
Ernest, he swiftly dealt with his detractors and those who disobeyed 
him. He was known by all as a brutal and sadistic killer who once 
murdered the family of a gang member who broke the mafia code and 
spoke to the media, leaking information about the gang. Instead of 
taking out his revenge on the mole, he took the mole’s wife, children, 
grandchildren, and extended family in Los Angeles and abroad and 
had them tortured and brutally murdered on video, which he forced 
the mole to watch over the course of several weeks. When he had 
pleaded for mercy and begged that Julio kill him, Julio is said to have 
just laughed and said, “No … you will live with the images in your 
mind for a long, long time.” The mole was supposedly shipped off to 
Mexico and placed in a mafia prison where he was tortured until near 
death. Word spread to all of the members, so that they knew what their 
fate would be if they dared step out on their sworn oath.

Chen Ho had been elected by the board of governors overseas as 
head of the Asian Mafia in Los Angeles. The fires had killed many 
gang members and left all of them in disarray. The central command 
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in Korea seized the opportunity to assemble a leadership role in the 
U.S. and took control of all Asian gangs and ran them under the guise 
of legitimate businesses. Ho studied at UCLA, graduated top of his 
class, and was a respected attorney. He ran a reputable practice in LA 
and was a partner in the firm of Campbell, Ho, and Richards LLP, 
which occupied the seventy-first floor of the building below.

Chen was as brutal a dictator over the gangs that he managed as the 
rest of those gathered on the rooftop for this once in a lifetime meeting. 
While the rivalry for power ran deep in the Asian gangland, Ho and his 
bosses knew that the only way to survive was to consolidate resources 
and absorb all the local Asian gangs into one group. While diverse, the 
groups were allowed to keep their individual names and identities. They 
were known by their corporate name, Sole Asian Holdings (SAH), and 
were operated by a large network of interconnected leaders. Ho stood in 
the distance, looking over the city with his own protection around him, 
only a few feet away from one of his archenemies, Fabio Taluchi.

Fabio was a fifth generation Italian Mafia boss. He headed up all 
the illegal activity that the Italians dealt with in Los Angeles as well as 
interstate and answered to the board in Sicily, Italy on all matters for the 
family. Unlike the groups that were represented at this meeting, Fabio 
only knew and understood family unity in the Italian Mafia. He ruled 
like his fellow leaders except he had never killed anyone and had never 
been directly involved with the day-to-day operations of the business. He 
left that to his trusted captains. Fabio knew about what was going on and 
ordered many an execution. He hated the fact that he even had to entertain 
this meeting, but it was made clear by his board in Italy that he was to 
meet, greet, and engage in dialogue. For him, the situation bringing these 
people together was nothing more than a nuisance, a fly to be swatted by 
his subordinates, but his bosses wisely didn’t see it that way. Fabio ran 
a string of clothing stores as well as hair salons and restaurants across 
LA and the country. He oversaw a multibillion-dollar empire and was 
arguably the richest financially of those present. He looked on at the 
group of hoodlums around him with derision. Unlike the others, he had 
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no guards with him and told several of the attendees that he knew he had 
nothing to fear. No one would dare hurt him and bring down the wrath of 
his family on the whole group … and he was right.

The leader of the meeting, and the most underrated gang lord was 
Brent Richards, an attorney and one of the founding partners of Campbell, 
Ho, and Richards LLP. Brent was pasty white with a hot temper and a 
brutal streak and the head of one of the most powerful white supremacist 
movements in the U.S. He was a raging not-in-the-closet racist and made 
his feelings about having to tolerate any of these people well known. 
Richards had an underlying life and story that had helped him rise to 
power over twenty years earlier, and through his years of experience, he 
learned temperance when dealing with all races and had mellowed in his 
older years. At sixty-five, he quietly allowed the ‘infidels’ to have top 
billing in the law firm and kept his practice of law to the entertainment 
and banking industries. He used his judicial influence to keep down most 
of the races of people present on his rooftop. His group had not been 
targeted yet, but his side business that ran in the same lines as all of 
the others was in jeopardy, and he needed to form an alliance to protect 
himself and his movement to keep the lines pure. Those who knew Brent 
well knew that he was a huge fan of Adolf Hitler and the Nazi machine. 
He had a large swastika tattooed on his back and one on each upper arm 
like those that the storm troopers of the Reich had during the heydays 
of the Nazi party. In public, however, he was a soft spoken and well-
mannered individual who mixed well with others and had worked to 
tamp down the rhetoric that had colored his early life.

Brent stepped forward and said, “Ladies and gentlemen, I want to 
thank each of you for putting aside the warring factors that keep us apart, 
so that we can discuss a cancer on all of our gangland operations. As you 
know, there is a scourge on the streets of our fine city, an animal lurking 
in the darkness of Los Angeles, and that animal is hunting … hunting 
us and our groups. This beast has declared war on the gangs of LA, and 
it is time for us to unite to eliminate this menace from our streets. At 
first, even I thought that it was one of you who was killing other gang 
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members, but over the course of the last month, and the information I 
have been able to extract from the LAPD and federal sources, it is not one 
of us. This is an animal of the base sort who must be eradicated in order 
to assure our survival and our ability to conduct business uninhibited. I 
invited you tonight to talk about this and to brainstorm a way to flush him 
out and eliminate him in the most public and humiliating way possible. 
So, welcome. Shall we adjourn to my conference room and begin this 
meeting?” There was soft applause after Brent spoke, and the attendees 
began to walk down the stairs to his office a few floors below.

Deputy Samantha “Sam” Pritchard had reported for duty at the 
downtown LA County Sheriff’s office at the request of Sheriff Jim 
O’Brian. It was the end of September, and Sam had risen to the top 
of the list of candidates seeking the office of Sheriff of LA County. 
Jim endorsed Sam, and she had done as he suggested in their first 
meeting … she allowed the media and the world to see her feminine 
side while remaining a no-nonsense, hard drinking, smoking deputy. 
Jim had told many in the department and the media that he liked her 
because she was to the point and stood for all the things that he stood 
for as the head of the sheriff’s department. His comments went over 
like a lead balloon in the media, which believed that he endorsed 
Sam because she was a beautiful, sexy woman and favored her over 
her male counterparts. Jim didn’t entertain ‘the fools’ and was sitting 
in his office when Sam arrived for her first day of duty as his partner, 
not a popular decision with the media or his own department. Even 
Sam aired her dismay on the assignment, but Jim dismissed all of it 
and told her, “You’re going to be the goddamn Sheriff of LA County. 
You better fuckin’ learn what the job entails. It’s the people who elect 
you not the media.” Sam knocked on his door and saw him sitting 
off in a corner of the room near an open window with a cigarette in 
his mouth, blowing the smoke out of the building. He stubbed out 
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the smoke and told her to come in and take a seat. Jim sat down and 
asked, “So … are you over your little temper fuckin’ tantrum?” Sam 
nodded and said, “I have to be over it, Jim … that doesn’t mean 
that the media or my coworkers are.” Jim nodded and said, “Fuck 
‘em. It’s just the way it’s going to be.” Sam nodded and asked, “So, 
what’s the first order of business?” He laughed and said, “We have 
a meeting at the federal building on Wilshire to talk about the gang 
killings with Special Agents John Swenson and Chris Mantel of the 
FBI.” Sam laughed and said, “I thought we all agreed that this guy, 
whoever he is, is doing us a favor.” Jim nodded and said, “Yeah, I 
agree as do Swenson and Mantel, but we are still the police, and the 
feds are putting pressure on John and Chris to stop the killings.” Sam 
looked on as Jim dialed the phone to speak to Swenson.
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Chapter Two
“He felt a warm breeze blow  

on and then through him, and  
a smile broke across his face.”

T
he road leading up to Oakwood Cemetery was wet from an early 
autumn rain. The live oaks were losing their leaves, and they laid on 
the wet earth in shades of gold and brown. John Swenson walked 

slowly up the steep hill and across the cemetery until he reached his late 
wife Amber Swenson’s grave. He knelt down in front of the granite marker 
and wiped away the leaves, revealing Amber’s full name, ‘Amber Lynn 
Swenson.’ John put his windbreaker on the ground and sat down next to 
the live oak tree that stood guard over her grave and sat silent, looking out 
over the fresh mowed grass and the seemingly flat park-like surface dotted 
with the same imbedded plot markers as Amber’s. One of the cemetery 
workers was walking the area with a leaf blower but shut it off when he 
saw John leaning against the tree. He drew a deep breath and said, “Well, 
honey, I’m getting tired. Tired of the rush and craziness of detective work, 
tired of running from one crime scene to another, seeing the brutality of a 
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new generation of killers who openly claim their crimes and look at prison 
as some kind of badge of honor.” He sighed deeply and said, “I got your 
killer, honey. I know I promised that I would be buried here next to you, 
but I’m with Sara now, and we have a full life. I know you would want me 
to have it, and I do. I have decided to be cremated and my ashes released 
to the sea.” He looked up at the gray sky as a light mist began to fall. He 
stood up and picked up his windbreaker, put it over his huge shoulders, 
and said, “I will always love you, Amber Lynn. If there is a world after this 
one, I hope that I get to see you again, and that there’s room enough for me 
and Sara to see you.” There had been a cool chill in the air when John had 
started up to the park, and as he turned to walk away he felt a warm breeze 
blow on and then through him, and a smile broke across his face.

While walking back to his truck, his cell phone rang, and he answered 
to the sound of Jim yelling. At first, he thought Jim was yelling at him 
but quickly realized that he was yelling at someone else on his end of 
the line. John held the phone to his ear as he started the engine.

“John … John, you there?” “Yes, Jim, I’m here. Why are you 
yelling?” “Because I have a bunch of dumb mother fuckers who work in 
my department that’s why. Where the fuck are you? I thought we were 
meeting at your office this morning.” John made a U-turn on Lassen and 
started back to Topanga Canyon Boulevard and the 118 Eastbound that 
would take him back to his office and said, “Yes, Jim, we are supposed to 
meet at my office at eleven. But it’s nine thirty a.m. Are you having some 
trouble differentiating between a.m. and p.m.?” There was a moment of 
silence and then a loud, “Oh, go fuck yourself. I’m bringing Sam with 
me to talk about the recent gang killings. Do you have a problem with 
that?” As he made the transition from the 118 to the 405 South, he said, 
“Not at all. I would like to meet Ms. Pritchard. You’ve spoken so much 
about her, but I haven’t had the opportunity to really have two words 
with her.” Jim growled into the phone and said, “Fine … I have a few 
things to do. We will be at your office at eleven. Will Chris be in the 
meeting?” “Of course,” John said as he barreled down the freeway. Jim 
said fine and hung up, and John went on to his office on Wilshire.
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Andrea Mantel was sitting across from Chris’s desk admiring his 
FBI collections. He was reading a report on his tablet and looked up to 
see his kid sister holding an FBI baseball cap in her hands. Chris looked 
at her and asked, “Do you want the hat?” She smiled and nodded. “It’s 
yours. You can wear it at school.” Andrea sat back down and put her 
feet on his desk and said, “I’m in my senior year, big brother. I graduate 
next June with my bachelor’s degree in English. Did I tell you that I 
have been accepted to the University of Iowa’s Master of Fine Arts 
creative writing program?” Chris nodded and said, “The number one 
program in the country.” Andrea smiled and said, “And here I thought 
you weren’t listening to me.” Chris kept typing and said, “Please take 
your feet off my desk, little sister.” Andrea got a pouty face and pulled 
her long slender legs off his desk. She sat there for several minutes 
looking at the hat when one of Chris’s fellow agents knocked on his 
office door. Chris looked up to see Gilbert Sears looking into his office.

“What’s up, Gil?” Andrea looked Gil up and down with a flirty 
smile, and Gil smiled back. He became distracted looking at her and 
forgot what he was going to say. Chris looked up and said, “Agent Gil 
Sears, this is my little sister Andrea Mantel. She’s single and about 
to graduate from college and move out of state for grad school. No, 
you can’t ask her out, look at her sideways, or anything else. Now … 
what do you need?” Gil was blushing and said, “I’m sorry, Chris. I just 
wanted to let you know that John called. He’s on his way in and said 
to remind you that you two have a meeting with Sheriff O’Brian and 
Deputy Pritchard at eleven.” Chris got a half smile on his face and said, 
“Um … Gil, I already knew that. You know that I already knew that 
… so you were looking into my office at my sister and thought you 
would get an introduction?” Gil nodded slowly and skulked back to 
his desk in the bullpen. Andrea got a mean look on her face and said, 
“Christopher … you are my big brother, and I love you but don’t try 
and tell me who I can and cannot date!” Chris smiled and said, “I am 
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your big brother, and I have also been your guardian since Mom and 
Dad died in the fires. I’m only looking out for you, kid.” Andrea put 
her hands in her lap and was about to say something when there was a 
light tap on the door, and she turned to see John Swenson looking in.

Andrea got up and walked over to John and gave him a big hug. “What 
was that for?” he asked. “For helping my brother. For getting him through 
law school and into this great job.” John smiled and leaned down and 
whispered, “You’re welcome … your big brother can be a real head case at 
times.” She nodded, and Chris looked at the two of them and said, “Now, 
Andrea, if you want to date John I’m perfectly happy with that … you will 
have to clear it with his wife Sara.” John laughed, as did Andrea and Chris.

Chris said, “Gil was kind enough to remind me that you and I have 
a meeting with Jim and his new partner Samantha Pritchard.” John 
nodded and said, “Yes … we’ll use my office. He wants to go over the 
gang killings.” Chris nodded and said, “Yeah, this is a serious case, 
man. If we don’t catch this guy, we are going to end up with out and out 
gang warfare on the streets of LA, and they will be gunning for anyone 
and everyone.” John nodded and asked, “So, Andrea, what brings you 
over from UCLA?” “I stopped in to see if my brother would take me 
to lunch, but it sounds like you guys have a busy morning going.” John 
nodded and asked, “If he can’t do lunch, how about you come out to 
my house for dinner tonight?” Andrea thanked him for the offer but 
explained she had a conflict. She kissed both of them goodbye and 
fluttered out of the office and down to the elevator to exit the building.

John laughed and said, “She’s a poet, right?” Chris nodded and 
said, “Yeah … well … she thinks she is. I will never understand 
how she got into the country’s best writing program, John. I think 
her poetry sucks.” John laughed and said, “Beauty in language as 
in aesthetics is in the eye of the beholder.” Chris shrugged and said, 
“Well, I know my sister is a beautiful young woman but that’s as far 
as I will go there.” John laughed and asked Chris to follow him.
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Jim’s voice could be heard echoing off the walls of the entry to 
11000 Wilshire, the federal building, as he was being searched. “For 
God’s sake, you assholes … I’m the fuckin’ Sheriff of Los Angeles 
County. This is my partner and sheriff-to-be. What the fuck is your 
problem?” Jim was being frisked by one of the security agents, as 
was Sam, and neither was happy about it. After they were passed 
through security, Jim yelled out, “You know I’m the reason you 
people are safe. It’s not the other way around!”

John and Chris were talking as they waited for Jim and Sam. 
“So, what do you make of this new killer, Chris? Only killing gang 
members and using their own terror and random acts of killing on 
them?” John asked. Chris looked at him and said, “Why do I smell 
the Iron Eagle in this?” John shrugged his shoulders and said, “I 
have no idea. I can tell you that the Eagle has nothing to do with any 
of this.” Chris looked at John and said, “I would like to believe that, 
John. I really would, but you know where I stand on vigilante justice, 
and this seems to mirror the work of the Eagle too closely.”

A voice sounded out from behind Chris and said, “It’s not the 
fuckin’ Eagle, asshole. How many times do we have to go over this 
with you?” Chris turned in his seat to see Jim and Sam standing in 
the doorway. Jim walked in and sat down next to John’s desk and 
put his feet up on it and said, “John Swenson, Chris Mantel, I would 
like to introduce you to the next Sheriff of LA County, Ms. Samantha 
Pritchard.” Sam walked in and shook both men’s hands and said, “Sam 
… please just call me Sam.” John pointed to a chair as he shoved Jim’s 
feet off his desk and said, “Please have a seat, Sam, and thank you for 
coming over.” Chris went to say something but was cut off by Jim.

“So … why the hell are we sitting here wasting our time talking 
about a guy who is clearing the streets of gangbangers?” Chris shook 
his head and said, “You know how I feel about this kind of shit, Jim. 
It’s the police’s job to deal with these killers not some vigilante who 
seems to think that he has a responsibility to the city to rid it of gang 
violence.” Jim laughed while taking a cigarette out of his top left 
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pocket and putting it behind his ear and saying, “Yeah … and we want 
the Iron Eagle to stop his private war on crime.” Sam sat up and said, 
“That’s exactly what we want, Jim. I know it’s not my public platform, 
but it is my private platform to catch the Iron Eagle and bring him to 
justice.” Chris nodded in agreement as Jim and John looked on. John 
asked, “Tell me what you know of the work of the Eagle.”

Sam sat up straight in her chair and said, “He’s a brutal killer, a 
serial killer that the public has come to glorify. The Eagle literally gets 
away with murder, and it seems that no one is interested in stopping 
him.” Chris shook his head and said, “Your words are falling on deaf 
ears here, Deputy Pritchard. Agent Swenson and Sheriff O’Brian 
approve of the Eagle and what he does, and I can tell you they will 
not be swayed against him.” Sam looked at Chris and asked, “What’s 
your feeling, Agent Mantel?” “My feelings on vigilante justice have 
been made clear to all in this room. I can tell you, however, that 
the Eagle has protection from high up in government, and you are 
wasting your time trying to do anything to stop him.”

“Do you agree with citizens taking matters into their own hands?” 
Sam asked. “No, I don’t. I think it sets a dangerous precedent. That’s 
why we’re here. Because someone has taken it upon themselves to 
war with the gangs of LA. A war that might get started by this psycho, 
but in the end will end up with law enforcement either catching the 
killer or officers getting killed standing between the killer and his 
targets. I don’t agree with vigilante justice. I don’t feel there is any 
room for it in a society that is supposed to live by the rule of law, 
and there is nothing I can imagine that will ever change my mind.”

Sam smiled, and Jim and John looked at each other, and John 
said, “I hope that’s true, Chris. I hope that you never have to face that 
moral crisis in your own life. Views change when you are directly 
impacted by brutal and senseless crimes.” Jim nodded with the 
cigarette now in his teeth and said, “So, enough playing grab ass. 
What the fuck are we going to do about this new killer?”
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Chapter Three
“Shit … I let one of  
those fuckers live.”

I
t was half past noon, and there was a group gathering at the corner 
of South Central Avenue and East 59th Street in Los Angeles. There 
were about three dozen mixed race groups occupying the entrance 

to Fabio Taluchi’s clothing warehouse, calling out racial slurs as well 
as throwing rocks and bottles at the building’s barred windows and 
front doors. Fabio was on a conference call with Heather, Ernest, and 
Julio, wanting to know what the hell was going on. He yelled into 
the phone at the three on the other end of the line, “What the fuck is 
going on here? Jesus … do any of you know what’s going to happen if 
I send my muscle out there to clear the streets? I need my damn trucks 
rolling out of the yard in the next half hour to deliver my clothing to 
stores across LA County. Now, which one of you started this?”

Ernest spoke up and said, “Fabio, I can tell you that this has 
nothing to do with my people. The same was echoed by the others on 
the line. Fabio said, “I don’t give a damn. There are dozens of blacks, 
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Mexicans, and women outside my business. They are all affiliated 
with all of your gangs, so whether you set this up or not, you better 
diffuse it and fast, or I will deal with it.”

The gunman had taken up a sniper position on the roof of a building 
two blocks away. It towered over the area, and he had clear angles on all 
of the people. He laughed to himself and said, “I bet old Fabio is in there 
on the phone whining to the others to stop this, but they can’t. I started 
it with a little rumor, and now it is going to grow out of control.” The 
gunman moved to three guns that he had set up on the roof as well as three 
rocket launchers. He looked down on the crowd and picked out three or 
four people to shoot. Two black, one Mexican, and one white female. He 
also peered through the scope of a fourth sniper rifle that he had pointed 
at the rear entrance of the warehouse and the Mercedes limousine that 
he knew Fabio used. He set three rocket-propelled grenades to launch 
remotely, the first was to strike a fire hydrant on the corner of the street 
and two others were aimed to hit two electrical transformers near the 
group after he dropped the ones he had chosen for execution.

“First, a shower for you fucks, then the blown transformers will 
rain down acid and electricity on the rest of you dumb asses, and I will 
definitely get a shot at Fabio.” The gunman took the first shots, and all 
of his targets hit the ground. Before the crowd could react, he launched 
the grenades. The first struck the hydrant, sending water gushing into the 
air and covering the dazed and confused group. The other two rockets 
struck the power lines and transformers, and in a matter of seconds what 
had been a group of thirty crazed and angry gang members threatening 
Fabio’s warehouse became a silent group of bodies all jolting and jerking 
on the soaked pavement as electricity passed through their bodies.

Fabio was still on the phone when he heard several small 
explosions and the crowd outside his office go quiet. One of his men 
ran into the office and said, “Sir, there’s been an explosion. A fire 
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hydrant just popped off the ground and two transformers exploded. 
The street is flooded with water, downed power lines, and those 
that were threatening us are dead or dying.” Fabio asked, “They are 
all dead?” “Yes sir … I don’t know what the hell is going on, but I 
think we need to get you out of here now.” Fabio went running out as 
Heather, Ernest, and Julio cried out for him to stay put. Ernest said to 
the others on the open line, “This was a distraction to get Fabio out of 
the building.” Julio said, “And it worked. Fabio is as good as dead.” 
Heather said softly, “If Fabio ends up dead along with the bangers on 
the street, this killer will have taken this war to a whole new level.” 
Ernest said, “I’m calling Fabio’s cell phone. Let’s all stay on the line 
until it either disconnects, or I tell you to hang up.”

The three could hear a phone ringing on the conference line and 
then Fabio’s out of breath voice. “Fabio!” “Fabio, it’s Ernest … don’t 
leave the safety of your building.” “Safety? What safety? There is no 
power, and there are dead people all over the streets.” Fabio held the 
phone out into the air as he was heading for the rear exit, so that they 
could hear the sound of sirens heading in his direction. He put the 
telephone to his ear as he was exiting the building and said, “You hear 
that? That is not the sound of people I want to see. Those are cops, 
firefighters, and paramedics. I’m not going to become a victim. I’m 
getting the hell out of here before something worse happens.”

The shooter had his scoped rifle trained on the exit door near the 
limo and saw Fabio moving out of the building along with five of his 
bodyguards. He slowly squeezed the trigger with the scope on Fabio’s 
head and shot three rounds. He saw the blood spatter as Fabio’s head 
exploded along with three other guards near him. The shooter looked on 
to see two other men running back to the building. He squeezed off two 
more rounds, striking both men, one in the head, the other in the shoulder. 
One wounded man got through the entrance and into the building, 
slamming the door behind him. The shooter stood up, disassembling his 
rifle and said, “Shit … I let one of those fuckers live. The bullet went 
straight through. That son of a bitch will be just fine.” He had two cases 
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open and slowly and deliberately disassembled all weapons and put them 
away. When he was done, he took the scope in his hand and looked back 
down at the carnage. He could see that police and fire were on scene as 
well as paramedics and workers from the electric company, working to 
kill the power so rescuers could get to the victims. He let out a laugh and 
said, “That should send the first message to the rest of the leaders that 
their days are numbered.” He slipped a small piece of paper under the 
legs of one of the rocket launchers, smiled, and said, “This is for you, 
Agent Swenson and Sheriff O’Brian. I hope you heed the warning.”

The last sound that Ernest and the others heard on the phone line 
was Fabio yelling out orders for his car and then the sound of the 
phone hitting the concrete. The three were silent on the line until 
Ernest spoke up and said, “Fabio is dead … our assailant is taking 
this to a new level. No one is safe … we better get our shit together 
and find this fucker before we all end up the same way.” There was 
nothing but the sound of soft clicks as each of the lines went dead.

Ester Morrison was sitting in a viewing room at Castor Funeral Home 
in Long Beach. She was silently staring off into space. It was half past 
one. The funeral director, Michael Stewart, came into the empty chapel 
and asked, “Mrs. Morrison, how long have you been sitting here?” She 
looked up at him staring down at her and asked, “What time is it?” 
He told her the time, and she said, “Um … well, I guess four hours.” 
Michael pulled out a chair and sat down next to her. He put his hand on 
her shoulder and asked, “Does Mr. Morrison know you’re here?” She 
nodded and said, “Yes … yes … he had some last minute work but is to 
meet me here for the viewing.” Michael kept a low, controlled voice and 
said, “Mrs. Morrison, the viewing is not until six p.m. tonight.”
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He pulled out his cell phone and called Detective Reed Morrison of 
the Los Angeles Police Department. When he answered, he said, “Mr. 
Morrison, this is Michael Stewart at Castor Funeral Home. I’m sorry 
to bother you, but your wife is here and has been since about nine a.m. 
this morning.” There was a moment of silence, and Reed asked, “And 
you just now noticed her presence?” “Yes sir. She is in the main chapel 
viewing room. It’s set off from the rest of our home here. I’m sorry. I 
don’t think that Mrs. Morrison is well, sir.” “Mr. Stewart, just how the 
hell is she supposed to be well? How is she supposed to understand 
anything at this moment?” “I’m sorry, sir. I do understand.”

Reed snapped back, “You can say a lot of things to me, Mr. 
Stewart. You can give me your condolences; you can tell me you’re 
praying for us but don’t dare tell me you know what we are going 
through. I am a half hour from your facility. I will be there to pick up 
Mrs. Morrison. Please see to it that she is not left unattended.” There 
was a quite yes into the phone, and the line went dead.

Michael called out over the intercom for the chapel and asked two of 
his female employees to sit with Ester until her husband arrived.

John and Chris were just getting ready to get lunch after their 
meeting with Jim and Sam when the call came over the radio of 
the accident at Taluchi Clothing’s warehouse. John turned his truck 
around, and the two men headed down the freeway to the site.

Jim and Sam were on scene when they pulled up. The smell 
of charred flesh and burnt rubber hung heavy in the air. Several 
employees from Edison were both working on the power lines and 
transformers while visibly trying not to vomit. John saw Jade Morgan 
and Jessica Holmes walking the scene with their blue coveralls and 
gloves, talking to one another off in the distance. The LAPD had 
closed down the streets around the accident scene, and John and Chris 
walked over to Jade, and John asked, “Who was first on scene?”
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Jade pointed to three LAPD officers off in the distance, standing 
around a cruiser, smoking cigarettes and talking. He nodded for Chris 
to follow, and the two men made their way to the officers. John looked 
at the three older, overweight cops and repeated his question. One of 
the cops stubbed out his cigarette in his palm and said, “I arrived first 
… there was nothing I could do. The fire department and paramedics 
got here after me, and then these other officers, but the place was a 
disaster area. There was electricity arcing in every direction, people in 
flames screaming. It was like something out of a horror film.”

John had his tablet out and asked, “Outside of the electricity and 
victims on fire, did you see anything else?” “Yeah, that fire hydrant 
over there was shooting water fifty feet in the air. I put in a call to 
DWP and to Edison to kill the water and power.” John looked around 
and asked, “Have you or your people done anything to work this crime 
scene?” The cop laughed and asked, “What crime scene? It’s a fuckin’ 
accident scene. A bunch of bangers in the wrong place at the wrong 
time. There is no crime scene.” John shook his head and was about to 
say something when he heard Jim yell out, “Stephen Murphy … you 
fat fuck. I thought you died of a heart attack three years ago.”

The heavyset officer responded and said, “Hello O’Brian, you fuck. 
I did die of a heart attack three years ago, but they revived me just so I 
could be here to be a pain in your ass.” Jim walked up and shook hands 
with him and said, “Let me guess, you and your two fuck buddies over 
there haven’t done a damn thing here.” Sam had walked up behind Jim, 
and Murphy said, “Speaking of fuck buddies. I hear you grabbed little 
old sheriff wannabe over there. Were you late to the scene because she 
was giving you head?” Sam moved past Jim and slapped Murphy hard 
on the side of his head. “You’ll mind your manners, Officer, or I will 
have your ass walking a beat in South Central.”

Jim pulled Sam back, and Murphy pulled back, holding the side 
of his head and said, “Well, she is feisty.” Sam went for him again, 
but John and Jim had her by the arms. Jim looked at Murphy and said, 
“You don’t fuckin’ move. This is an active crime scene.” He looked 
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at John and asked, “What did he tell you?” They shared information, 
and Jim pulled the radio off his belt and ordered his CSI team to join 
Jade’s. Murphy had already called his people, and Jim told him and 
the others to sit and watch real cops work.

He walked over to John and Chris with Sam behind him and said, 
“Okay, John, what the fuck is this?” John looked around and said, “First, 
this is not an accident scene. All of these corpses are bangers, and from 
the colors I have seen, they are not from one gang. Two, this is all out 
in front of Taluchi’s warehouse, which we have been trying to bust for 
several months.” John walked the group over to where the fire hydrant 
had blown to pieces and asked Jim, “You ever see a fire hydrant explode 
on its own?” Jim shook his head. “Yeah, me either.” He pointed up at 
the transformers where workers were trying to get power back to the 
area. “Those two transformers didn’t just explode spontaneously. They 
had some help.” Jim and Sam looked around, and Chris asked, “Are you 
thinking it’s the same killer from the other gang hits?” John nodded.

Jade was kneeling down over several bodies, and Jessica had a tablet 
computer and was trying to lift prints off the bodies on the ground. John 
looked over at her and asked, “Have you been able to get any good prints?” 
She nodded and said, “Yeah, the prints might be good, but the people they 
are connected to … shit, man are they bad.” Jim asked, “Gang members?” 
Jessica nodded and said, “So far I have been able to get ten good prints, 
and all of them are bangers. The strange thing is they are all from rival 
gangs. Warring gangs. You got Mexican, mafia, Das Players. You have 
several brothers from three warring black gangs all lying dead near each 
other. I don’t know, John. This is a first for me.” Jim nodded, as did Chris. 
Sam looked on and asked, “Has anyone been over to talk to Taluchi?”

Jim laughed and said, “Oh yeah, that fucker is under investigation 
by state and federal agencies, and you think that he’s going to come 
out here to chat?” Sam shook her head and said, “No, Jim. Taluchi 
might very well have been the target. These fuckers might have been 
sent down here to cause a distraction while someone else took out old 
Fabio.” John and Jim looked at each other. Chris had already started 
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for the warehouse entrance when John called out and said, “Chris, take 
cover. We don’t know what the hell is going on.” An LAPD chopper 
was hovering overhead, having just made the scene. There was some 
chatter over the radios, and John heard one of the pilots say, “We 
have a limo in the back of the warehouse. Looks like multiple people 
down.” John, Jim, and Sam made their way to the front entrance with 
Chris and, after announcing themselves, made entry.

John and Chris cleared office by office, as did Jim and Sam until Sam 
called out from the far back and said, “We have a live one. He’s bleeding 
pretty good, but he’s talking.” John and Chris walked back to where she 
was, and there on the floor leaning against the wall was a tall, slender 
man in a fine suit with a bloody shirt. John leaned down and asked, “We 
will get you help. Tell me what happened.” The guy looked up at John 
and said in a weak voice, “Ambush … we were trying to get Fabio out 
of the building because of the electrical fire and gangs outside when we 
were ambushed.” John asked, “How many shooters?” “I don’t know. I 
didn’t see anyone. I never even heard the shots. One second we were 
getting Fabio to the car, the next blood and brains were everywhere.”

John stood up and had Chris get a paramedic unit while he looked 
around. John heard Jim calling him to the back of the building. 
“Swenson, head toward the light … these fuckers did … and they 
don’t look too fuckin’ good.” John followed the sound of Jim’s voice 
and the light at the far end of the building. When he walked out the 
back door, the door to the limo was open, and there were three or four 
bodies on the ground, several head shot, including Fabio Taluchi. Jim 
looked over at him and said, “What’s out front was just a distraction 
… our gang killing friend is moving up in the world. He’s hunting big 
game.” Chris and John nodded while Sam looked at several objects 
glistening in the afternoon sunlight several blocks away.
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Chapter Four
“Seriously, this damn guy’s  

making threats against state  
and federal authorities.”

E
ster’s car was parked in the lot of the funeral home all by itself. 
Reed parked his cruiser and walked into the building where he 
was greeted by Michael and some other employees. He walked 

back to the chapel where Ester sat staring off into space and said to 
the others, “Please excuse us.” They all stepped out, and Reed knelt 
down and put his hands on Ester’s and said, “What are you doing 
here, honey?” Ester looked over at him with a blank stare and said, 
“Waiting, honey. I’m waiting for our baby.” Reed was choking back 
tears and said, “Come on, honey. Let’s get you home.” Ester rose as 
Reed pulled her, and as they walked out of the chapel she said, “But 
what about Alice, Reed? We can’t leave her alone.”

Michael and the staff were standing at the chapel entrance and 
heard Ester and said, “Alice is not alone, Ester. She is with us, and we 
are taking care of her. You can visit her tonight.” Reed was fighting 
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back tears as he walked Ester to the foyer of the funeral home and 
then said, “Wait here, honey. I need to speak to Michael.” Ester stood 
still as Reed walked back to where Michael was standing and said, 
“There will be a lot of people here tonight to say goodbye to our 
daughter …” Michael nodded, and Reed asked with tears running 
down his face, “Were you able to make her viewable?” Michael 
nodded slowly. “So … um … the casket can be open?” Reed was 
fighting with all of his might to hold it together, and Michael said, 
“Yes, Detective Morrison. It took a lot of work, but Alice looks as 
she did in life.” Reed nodded and walked back to Ester, and the two 
walked out of the funeral home to his car.

John, Jim, Chris, and Sam were all standing on the roof of a big 
box retailer’s warehouse off South Central Avenue, staring at three 
rocket launcher holders and several spent ammunition casings. Jim 
was smoking a cigarette, as was Sam, and he looked at John and said, 
“This is now some scary ass shit. This fucker isn’t just going after 
lone gangbangers; he’s obviously after the top brass.” John nodded 
while putting on a pair of latex gloves and said, “Let’s get to work. 
We need to find the note.” Chris was way ahead of them and spotted 
the note right away. He pulled out an evidence bag and pulled the 
note from under one of the launcher’s legs and said, “I got it.” John 
and Jim walked over to Chris as Sam was picking up and bagging 
shell casings. John took the note and opened it; the contents were 
right to the point.

“Dear Agent Swenson and Sheriff O’Brian,

“The fi lth of this city must be dealt with, and since you 
can’t deal with it and neither can the LAPD, it is left to 
us. Leave us to our task, and you won’t get hurt … interfere 
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… and you both wi ll die.

“Peace,

“Plato”

Jim let out a laugh and said, “Plato? Who the fuck is Plato? Jesus, 
that dude has been dead longer than … hey … what do you know … 
Jesus.” Jim let out a loud snort and laugh while taking another cigarette 
from his top left pocket and lighting it with his Zippo, snapping it shut 
and saying, “Seriously, this damn guy’s making threats against state and 
federal authorities.” John looked at Chris and asked, “What’s your take?”

Chris looked around and then over to the limo where Jade and her 
team were working on Fabio and the others and said, “These guys are 
pros … definitely current or former military. White males between 
the ages of twenty-five and thirty-five. Based on the height of the 
launchers and their settings, this shooter is between five ten and 
six feet tall. He’s a strong fuck, probably between two twenty, two 
fifty. He’s well disciplined, and I would say that he has an intimate 
knowledge of these gangs. This group has a grudge, obviously, with 
all of them, and the only way they can resolve it is to eliminate them. 
They know you two, and in this case the shooter worked alone.”

He pointed to John and Jim and continued, “They have no ill will 
toward you, but they will definitely kill you if you get in their way. These 
are not psychopaths … sociopaths either. I think this a purebred, very 
well-trained group with an axe to grind, and we are not going to stop 
them. They will stop when the last person on their list has been killed.”

John and Jim just looked at Chris as Sam said, “While I agree 
with most of that, Agent Mantel, one thing resonates with me from 
the author’s note. He directly threatens Jim and John, which means 
that the killer knows them. Not just by name. I think that the killer is 
someone that one or both of them see every day.” The men waited for 
Chris’s response, but he stood with a thoughtful look on his face.
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Finally, Jim said, “This killer is one of us, folks, and he is hiding in plain 
sight. The question is, one, can we learn his identity and stop him before he 
kills again without getting ourselves killed? And, two, do we want to? The 
guy is killing the worst of the worst.” Sam said, “Reminds me of another 
vigilante that we know.” John’s facial expression never changed. Jim said, 
“Well one thing is for certain … this guy knows us and our methods and 
has a hard-on for gangs. We need to look in our departments to see who’s 
had recent run-ins with a gang or lost someone in a drive-by, abduction, or 
revenge killing. Someone who’s deeply investigating these guys and has 
decided he has enough information to clean up the streets with his group.”

Sam shook her head and said, “No. There’s more to it than that … 
this guy knows that for every gang member or leader he kills, three 
more will take their places. The most peaceful time in LA history was 
the year after the fires when a large portion of the city was wiped out, 
including many of the gang members.” Jim took a hit off his cigarette 
and looked at the three and said, “Well, I think that we are right on all 
but one thing … if this is a cop and he is working with a group who has 
a grudge or a vendetta against these people, the killing will never stop. 
It will go on until the killers are captured by the gangs and or killed by 
them.” There were head nods all around as Jim walked back over to the 
ladder and started to climb down.

“The situation is simple. Someone is out to kill all of us and our 
members, and we have to get to him before he gets us,” Heather said to 
the gang leaders gathered at the offices of Campbell, Ho, and Richards. 
The faces around the table were somber, and Brent Richards said, “No 
matter how we felt about Fabio he was a part of this board, now he’s 
dead. I have it on good authority that the mob is sending in a new man, 
and I won’t say who it is until I get definitive confirmation, but if it’s 
who I think it is, our lives will become a living hell.” Julio looked 
around the table and said, “It’s a cop that’s after us.”
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Ernest said, “Maybe it’s the Iron Eagle.” Heather shook her head 
and said, “No … I’ve seen his work first hand. This is not the Eagle. It’s 
something else. That doesn’t mean that this is not going to flush out the 
Eagle. He could very well know who the killer is or even join him in his 
war on us.” Chen Ho sat staring, and Heather knew that he was thinking. 
Ho was a mathematical genius with a brilliant mind put to use on the dark 
side of the law. Heather asked, “What are you calculating, Mr. Ho?”

Chen looked around the room and said, “Based on the severity 
of the attacks and the striking of one of our deep board members, I 
estimate that we have one week.” Heather looked confused, as did 
the others. Richards asked, “One week for what?” Chen said, “Before 
we’re all dead and our gangs are in ruins.”
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Chapter Five
“What do you know about  

the assassinations on these  
gangbangers and their leaders?”

T
here was an early autumn chill in the air as Andrea Mantel made 
her way across the parking structure at UCLA. She had completed 
her school day and was heading out to meet with some friends at 

a local pub off campus. She had parked on the very top of the structure 
away from anyone that could hit her new vehicle. There was a cool 
wind blowing as she walked the last few steps to her car, which was the 
only one on the roof parking lot. Andrea pressed the key fob in her hand 
and opened the driver’s side door when she heard a male voice call her 
name. She turned to see one of her classmates running across the lot 
in her direction. She stopped and bundled herself up as he approached.

“Hey, Andrea, I’m so glad I caught you.” “Really, you haven’t had 
two words for me in three months, and now you want to catch up?” He 
sulked a bit, standing in a dark brown jacket and a pair of board shorts 
and sandals. “I’m sorry. Things got a little confusing between us, and I 
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really haven’t known how to approach you. Where are you heading?” 
“I’m meeting some friends for a drink.” “My car is on the fritz … 
would you mind if I bummed a ride with you? I can catch big blue on 
Wilshire and head back to my condo in Santa Monica.” Andrea looked 
at him carefully and then smiled and said, “Yeah sure … but you have 
to stay and buy me a drink before you catch the bus.” He agreed, and 
they got in her Jeep and drove out of the structure and on to the pub.

The sun was setting over Castro Funeral Home as the parking lot 
began to fill with mourners. Ester and Reed Morrison were sitting 
alone in the chapel in front of the casket of their ten-year-old daughter, 
Alice, who had been gunned down two nights earlier in a drive-by 
shooting in Van Nuys. They had taken her to her favorite ice cream 
parlor as a treat for a great report card and to celebrate her new position 
as first chair in her fifth grade school symphony, which had one of the 
most renowned private school music programs in the country. Alice 
practiced five to six hours a day all summer. She was a brilliant pianist 
but all that was hindsight in the aftermath of the shooting.

The Morrisons were walking to their car when a large SUV came 
careening around the corner at Van Nuys and Victory Boulevard with a 
female driver and passenger hanging out the window, firing a weapon to 
the rear of the vehicle. A second vehicle came barreling around the corner 
with two black males firing at the SUV, and Alice was struck in the head by 
a stray bullet. In his police report, Reed said he knew what was happening 
but could do nothing to stop it. Neither he nor Ester remembered anything 
after they saw Alice’s head jerk back and her fall to the ground.

Alice’s casket was open, and her parents sat in silence, tears streaming 
down their faces. Michael tapped on the door lightly and asked, “Are 
you ready for the viewing to begin, Detective Morrison?” “We need just 
a few more minutes.” “There’s a gentlemen in the lobby who is quite 
insistent on seeing you and your wife. He told me you would want to 
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see him.” “Who is it?” “Captain Brent Bellock with the LAPD.” Ester 
and Reed both looked at each other and said, “Yes, please see him in.”

Michael left, and Brent came through the door a few seconds later. He 
was dressed in a light gray suit and looked taller than his six-foot frame 
because he was wearing a high lift heel. He walked in silently as Reed and 
Ester rose, and he extended his arms to the two of them in an embrace. 
Ester said her first sensible words since Alice’s murder, “Why … why our 
baby girl?” Brent held onto the two of them as he said, “I don’t know Ester. 
I don’t know.” They walked over to the casket, and Brent looked down at 
the seemingly sleeping face of the little child he had known since birth and 
said, “We will find them, Reed. Don’t you worry; we will find them.”

Reed stepped back with Brent as Ester stood staring down into the 
casket and said, “I have no leads … everything happened so fast. There 
are really no witnesses, just two vehicle descriptions.” Brent said, “I 
have been going over the surveillance video you got me from all of the 
local shops, and I have isolated two license plates.” Reed looked over at 
Ester and the open casket and asked, “Do you have a positive ID?” Brent 
shook his head and said, “Both cars were stolen out of South Central. I 
did some work on the video to see if I could get facial recognition on the 
shooters, and I should have an answer on that in a day or two.”

Reed sat down as Michael came back and said, “There are a lot of 
people waiting, Mr. Morrison.” He nodded and told him to let them 
in. Looking at Brent, he said, “You have to find these animals … and 
when you do I want them brought to me.” Brent nodded as the first 
mourners approached and then stepped to the side of the chapel and 
watched with tears in his eyes.

It was half past seven when Chris called Andrea’s cell phone to see 
where she was. She answered, but the background noise was loud. Chris 
asked if they were still on for dinner, and Andrea said, “Yes, yes. I’m sorry. 
I hooked up with some friends from school, and we are just having a few 
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drinks.” Chris shook his head, “Not too many drinks … where are you?” 
“I’m at the pub, corner of Wilshire and Westwood. How ‘bout we meet at 
Wilson’s Bar and Grill? It’s right across the street.” She looked down at her 
PDA and added, “How about eight?” “Okay … don’t drive. I don’t want 
the little sister of an FBI agent getting pulled over for a DUI or worse.”

Andrea laughed and said, “I promise I won’t drive. Hey, guess 
what? You will never guess who I ran into at school.” Chris laughed 
and said, “That’s true. Who?” Andrea was arguing with someone off 
the line, and he could hear her asking, “Why can’t I tell him I ran into 
you? We dated for almost a year…” There was a little more banter, and 
it sounded like Andrea dropped her phone. There was some scuffling, 
and the line went dead. Since she was only a few blocks away and he’d 
see her soon, he decided not to worry.

He called Karen to see what she was doing, but she was at the hospital. 
He asked if she might have time for a late evening snack with him and 
Andrea later. Karen told him she would be delighted, but that it would 
have to be at the house after ten, which he said was fine. He told her he was 
meeting Andrea for dinner and would bring her to John and Sara’s house, 
so everyone could chat. Chris hung up the line with Karen and finished up 
some work on his desk and then made the short drive up to the restaurant.

The parking lot at Castro’s Funeral Home was clearing out at half 
past nine. The service was the only public event that the Morrisons 
planned for Alice. She would be interred at Forest Lawn Cemetery 
in the morning. Brent stood with them in silence as the last of the 
mourners gave their condolences and departed. Reed asked Brent 
to meet him at their home, which he agreed to but only after he 
was able to take a look at the footage and see if they had anything. 
The three parted ways, and Brent walked back into the chapel where 
Alice’s casket was being closed and sealed. He asked Michael if he 
could have a moment, and he nodded and left the chapel.
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Brent kneeled down next to the casket and bowed his head, and as he 
prayed in silence a familiar voice spoke in an unusually low tone behind 
him. “I knew about the killing. I didn’t know it was family.” Keeping 
his head down over the child, Brent said, “I wondered why you weren’t 
here. You have always showed support in times of losses like this.” He 
stood up and turned around to see Jim O’Brian in his dress uniform, 
walking slowly toward him. Jim looked into the casket and said, “What a 
shame. Such promise taken by senseless violence.” Brent looked at him 
aggressively and asked, “If you didn’t know about this family situation, 
why are you here?” Jim pointed to the door, and Brent followed.

The two men walked into the parking lot, and Jim pulled a cigarette 
from his top left pocket, lit it, and asked, “You’ve been retired from the 
Marine Reserves for what ... five years?” Brent nodded as Jim exhaled 
the smoke from his lungs. Jim continued, “You’re still a captain in the 
Los Angeles Police Department but close to retirement?” Brent asked, 
“Where are you going with this, Jim?” “I know that you are very close 
to Reed and Ester. I also know that you are Alice’s godfather.” Jim 
paused before continuing, “Reed has asked you to catch the killers. Am 
I right?” Brent pointed to Jim’s left pocket and asked for a cigarette. 
He handed him one and gave him a light.

Brent looked up into the night sky and said, “Yeah … he has me 
working on it.” Jim nodded and took a few more steps into the parking 
lot then asked, “So what the fuck, Brent? I know you’re up to your 
eyeballs in more than hunting for her killer. What do you know about 
the assassinations on these gangbangers and their leaders?”

Brent took a hit off the cigarette and said, “Look, Jim, I’m 
retiring in January just like you … or so I’ve heard. I’m going to 
be starting a private security firm when I retire. I’m not going to 
jeopardize my freedom or my pension on revenge killing. I have 
been doing some recruiting for the office I plan to open here in LA in 
the next few months.” Jim laughed and said, “So, you’re looking for 
mercs?” Brent laughed, “Security professionals, Jim. I’m looking for 
well-trained security professionals.” Jim frowned. “Yeah … I know 
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what you’re looking for. I also have a pretty good idea what the fuck 
you’re doing in my city, Brent, or should I say, ‘Plato?’”

“I’m going to keep doing my job as a police officer, Jim, as well 
as doing some recruiting. That’s it. I have nothing to do with Plato.” 
“But you know who the fuck Plato is, don’t you?” Brent sighed, 
taking a deep hit off the cigarette and said, “Why is it that every time 
we meet you have to start shit with me?” “Because every time we 
have met in the past you brought shit with you to this city. Your Plato 
guys have threatened me and Agent John Swenson of the FBI.” Brent 
laughed and said, “I doubt very much they would make threats. Their 
movements are not intended to include law enforcement. Besides, 
don’t play holier than thou with me. You have been hiding the identity 
of the Iron Eagle for years.” Jim walked over to a bench that was half 
in the light and half in darkness and sat in the darkness. Brent followed 
and sat next to him.

Jim asked, “What do you know about the Eagle?” “He’s a cop … an 
ex-Marine Corps black op with deep political connections, and you are 
very, very close to him.” They sat silent for a few minutes, then Brent 
stood up and said, “Look, Jim, we’ve known each other a long time. LA 
is a war zone … we as cops have been hired to clean it up. You haven’t 
been able to do it; the Eagle hasn’t even attempted to. He spends all of 
his time chasing one-off serial killers while even more dangerous killers 
run rampant in the form of street gangs. Your Eagle friend isn’t going to 
step into the fray, and even if he did he wouldn’t last a day, and you know 
that. Consider what’s happening in the killings like you would military, 
surgical strikes – only against the gangs of LA. We as cops haven’t been 
able to stop the gangs’ resurgence since the fires. You know who the 
Eagle is, and I know what Plato is, and we need to leave it at that.”

Jim took the last hit off his cigarette and said, “Man … you just fuckin’ 
contradicted yourself. First you were out to protect your pension and stay 
out of jail, and now you know who Plato is or who is involved. It’s an 
operation, and you’re the head of it.” “Jim, you, me, and our cop buddies 
can clean up the mess after Plato has taken care of the bad guys. Reed’s 
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little girl laying in that casket is not what brought Plato into existence, but 
it’s a hell of a motivator to eliminate the vermin of these streets once and 
for all.” Jim stood up, laughing, and said, “Do you really fuckin’ think that 
you, your men, and this Plato group of yours can take out the entire gang 
population of LA?” “Yeah, Jim, I do … and they can do it without losing 
a single civilian life. Now, I appreciate the fact that you showed up here. 
I also appreciate that you stayed away from Reed and Ester … you folks 
weren’t on the best of terms the last time we spoke. This war is on, and 
there is nothing you can do to stop it, nor would I think that you would 
want to. Let Plato do its job. This will all be over in a week.”

Jim headed into the lighted parking lot and said, “I’m out of 
the sheriff business in just a few short months. I have endorsed my 
successor, and she is a ball buster, Brent. I’m not knocking what this 
Plato operation is attempting to do. I’m telling you that if your men 
are going to start a gangland war on the streets of LA, there is no way 
that my office or John Swenson’s is going to be able to stay out of it.” 
Brent walked up close to Jim and said, “Then talk to John, talk to the 
Eagle. Join us. Help us root out these killers, dealers, pimps, and money 
launderers. Together we can make the city safe again, like it was when 
the bulk of the bangers and their bosses were wiped out in the fires.”

Jim sighed and said, “They’re like cockroaches, Brent. Can’t you 
see that? For every one you kill three more take over.” “Not if the head 
is blown off, and I don’t just mean LA. Plato has an operation to kill the 
leaders in other countries. I have it on good authority that operatives 
are set in their locations. In the next week, there is going to be a rash of 
murders of high profile drug lords, human traffickers, and other brutal 
killers all over the world. If the Eagle will back us up with his men here 
in LA … and I know who they are because two of them are willing to 
work for me … Plato can be in and out quickly. If you and the Eagle 
decide to try and stop Plato, you, John, and even the Eagle will die. 
Talk to the Eagle and Swenson and see if they will join the operation. If 
not, just stay out of the way. Now, if you will excuse me, I have some 
film to look over to see if I can make out the idiots who killed Alice 
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Morrison, so I can give a grieving mother and father some solace.”
Brent walked off and disappeared. Jim pulled his cell phone from 

his hip and pressed speed dial. “Swenson.” “We need to meet at your 
lair right away … I have a lead on Plato.” “Yeah, Jim, no problem. 
Come to the house. I’m just leaving, and Chris is going to have dinner 
with his sister.” Jim hung up his cell and stood looking around the 
silent lot, whispering to himself, “Jesus fuckin’ Christ … this shit never 
ends. It will never fuckin’ end. When will people understand that?” 
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 Chapter Six
“The fuckin’ line between 

policing a city and freelance 
murder didn’t just get fuzzy. 

The fuckin’ thing disappeared.”

T
he restaurant at the corner of Westwood and Wilshire was 
packed. Chris looked through the throngs of college students for 
Andrea but couldn’t see her. He asked the hostess, “I know this 

is a dumb question, but I’m looking for my kid sister. She came in 
here with some other friends and students from UCLA.” The hostess 
laughed and said, “That really narrows it down.” Chris laughed and 
described Andrea, but the girl shook her head and said, “That’s like 
every other girl who comes through here. I’m sorry. Your best bet is 
to walk the restaurant and bar area looking for her.” Chris nodded 
and started to make his way through the crowd.
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Andrea was walking with her ex-boyfriend and high school 
sweetheart, Dalton Benson, down Wilshire headed for the restaurant. 
She was a little tipsy, and Dalton had ahold of her arm as they got to 
the corner and waited for the light. The traffic was heavy and between 
the buses and cars the noise was overwhelming. Dalton yelled to her, 
“Is Chris going to be cool with me joining you for dinner?” Andrea 
said yes, and Dalton said, “I don’t know. The last time I saw him he 
was … like … going to kill me. Does he still bodybuild?” Andrea 
laughed and said with a little slur in her speech, “Relax … the last 
time he saw you you were on top of me in my bedroom while we were 
still in high school, and Chris is very, very protective of me.” Dalton 
nodded as the cars and buses went rolling by and said, “Yeah … I got 
that after he picked me up and threw me out the front window of your 
house. Roid rage?” “No … Chris is all natural. He’s one of those ‘the 
body is a temple’ kind of guys. Relax … that was years ago. He’s out 
of school and just took a job with the FBI.”

Dalton’s face went sheet white, and he said, “He’s a damn FBI 
agent? Oh shit … he could just grab me, lock me up, and I would never 
see the light of day again.” Andrea giggled again and said, “Just relax. It 
will be fine.” She had no sooner said it when Chris exited the restaurant. 
She started jumping and waving her hands through the traffic.

Chris had gone back outside and was looking around the street 
when he caught a glimpse of Andrea and Dalton and waved with a 
weak smile and waited for the light to change. The left turn signal was 
yellow heading through the intersection of Westwood and Wilshire, 
and Dalton and Andrea were starting to cross when a small white 
SUV buzzed into the intersection. Dalton was a foot or two ahead of 
Andrea, and the SUV struck him with extreme force, sending his body 
hurtling into the intersection. The back door of the SUV opened, and 
two men started grabbing several young women crossing the street. 
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One was able to grab Andrea, and Chris watched in horror as his sister 
screamed and fought the masked kidnapper until she disappeared into 
the vehicle, and it took off down Wilshire headed to the 405 Freeway.

It all happened in a fraction of an instant. Chris stood frozen for a 
few seconds then pulled his cell phone from his hip calling 911 as he 
worked his way to Dalton, whose mangled body laid bleeding on the 
pavement. The force of the strike sent him careening into a light pole 
head first. His skull was open, and his pupils dilated as Chris tried to 
perform CPR while issuing an AMBER Alert for the vehicle and the 
people who abducted his sister. He was able to get a license plate number 
as the car veered through traffic, and in a matter of minutes, paramedics, 
fire, and police were on scene, but Andrea Mantel was gone.

Jim was sitting across from John’s desk while John stood in front 
of his office window staring out at the veteran’s cemetery and the cars 
whisking by on Wilshire. He had his hands in his pockets, and Jim 
looked on at him with determination. “Did you hear and understand 
what I just fuckin’ told you?” John nodded and kept looking out 
the window. “Yes … an LAPD captain knows who Plato is. It’s a 
paramilitary operation; he’s claiming not to be directly involved, 
but he knows the players. He’s also recruiting mercs for a security 
company that he wants to run in LA after he retires.” Jim looked on 
and said, “Well … what the fuck are you going to do?” John stood 
staring into the darkness and the lights of the city outside his window. 
“I know Bellock well, and he knows me. Neither one of us is going to 
back down. The problem is what he knows of Operation Plato. And to 
be more exact, it’s an operation that I and the Eagle can get behind.”

Jim’s face lost all color. “Are you fuckin’ telling me that you’re 
considering joining forces with these guys? John … you’re a federal 
agent. The Iron Eagle hunts serial killers. He’s not a freelance vigilante 
with a grudge.” Jim got a thoughtful look on his face and said, “Okay, 
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I take back the grudge part because the Eagle does have a grudge with 
the lowlifes he captures, but this is new, man. You want the Iron Eagle, 
the FBI, and the sheriff’s department to engage in this war? I’m sorry, 
man, but the fuckin’ line between policing a city and freelance murder 
didn’t just get fuzzy. The fuckin’ thing disappeared. Where does it 
stop? How many fuckin’ people have to die? Who’s the goddamn 
enemy, John? You don’t go around killing innocent civilians.”

John sat down at his desk and said, “Do you know why they 
are using ‘Plato’ as their sign off and operation name?” Jim looked 
befuddled. “I don’t have a goddamn clue, but let me guess … you do?” 
John nodded. “Well enlighten me!” “‘Plato’s ‘Republic’ is the earliest 
concept for a world governed by the people and not by a dictator, 
monarchy, tyrant, or any number of people you want to call sadistic 
and cruel leaders. This is a war against the government but not of a 
country – a government of crime. An assured destruction for illegal 
actions. It’s not hard to figure out who these guys are targeting. They 
got Fabio Taluchi; he’s the Italian head of the mafia in this city.”

Jim started laughing. “Fabio wasn’t the head of shit, man. That 
fucker just did what his bosses overseas told him to do. It was his 
lieutenants, his made men, who took care of the business.” “Well … 
all but one of those ‘made men’ is dead, which means a new kingpin 
will be sent to take over the operations, and it won’t be a kind and 
gentle guy like Fabio … and he won’t work well with others.” Jim sat 
back and asked, “So there’s a hit list that these guys are going down? 
Brent told me that they have men all around the world getting ready 
to make hits on every major player in these crime syndicates, and he 
thinks that they will disrupt them to the point of fracture.”

John shook his head. “Not a chance. Their plan might disrupt 
operations for a while, but sooner or later, they will be back up and 
running here in LA and everywhere else in the world. Plato might 
slow the game, but it won’t stop it. No. There’s more to it than that … 
this is something bigger.” Jim just looked on like he was looking in 
the mirror and asked, “What are you thinking?” John shrugged. “Too 
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soon to say. Plato’s hit list will have all of the big syndicate players on 
it. Heather Jones, Ernest Campbell, Julio Esponzo, Chen Ho, Brent 
Richards, and all of their minions. That’s what yesterday’s killings 
were about. Fabio and the demonstration outside his building by that 
mixed bag of gangbangers. Plato is looking to root these people out 
and then execute them publicly for the media to run with in the hopes 
of flushing out other members and killing them or forcing them to 
go deep underground or even leave the city, if even temporarily.” 
Jim was about to say something when his cell phone went off as 
did John’s. The two men pulled the phones from their hips to see an 
AMBER Alert. The make, model, and license plate of the car was no 
surprise but seeing the abduction notice for Andrea Mantel sent the 
two men out of John’s office and headed for Chris.

The white SUV turned quickly onto the 405 Freeway headed into 
LA. The driver slowed and his three passengers including Andrea were 
quiet for a few seconds. Then one of the men looked down at Andrea’s 
legs and said, “Oh baby, are we going to have one hell of a party with 
your ass.” Andrea looked up at her kidnappers who had removed their 
black masks. All three were white with shaved heads and tattoos all 
over them. They were all three smoking cigarettes and talking about the 
things they were going to do to her. Andrea heard the driver say, “That’s 
one fine piece of ass. We got us a college girl for tonight’s party. Fuckin’ 
Richards is gonna be so stoked, man … he gets to fuck some Prime 
Grade A college pussy.” The driver looked back at Andrea’s terrified 
face and said, “Oh yeah, baby … you and three others we picked up 
earlier are tonight’s party favors for all of the boys.” He laughed and 
asked, “So, bitch, you ever been fucked three and four at a time? You’re 
a college girl. I’m sure you’ve taken more than one guy at frat parties 
you went to.” Andrea shook her head slowly with tears running down 
her face. “Well, don’t you worry. Our boss and our boys will teach you 
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everything you need to know. You just do as you’re told, and you might 
come out of this alive. Really sore and hoarse but alive. You disrespect 
us … you will have a whole different experience.”

One of the guys in the back was wiry and smelly. He ran his 
hands over Andrea’s thighs and said, “I’m gonna fuck her now. You 
guys just drive.” He looked at her and said, “Strip, bitch.” Andrea sat 
up slowly in the seat and started removing her clothing. When she 
had taken off her bra and panties her attacker said, “Spread your legs 
and let me in.” He pulled a lever on the back seat and it laid back. 
Andrea laid back, spread her legs, and closed her eyes as she heard 
her attacker’s zipper come down, and then felt his cock slide inside 
her. She didn’t make a sound. She just kept her eyes closed as the 
two men in the back of the car took turns on top of her, one on one 
and then both together while the driver barked orders and yelled at 
the two for defiling Richards’s prize.

Chris was pacing the intersection when John and Jim pulled up. 
Jade was standing near the yellow tarp that covered Dalton Benson’s 
body. John got to Chris and asked, “What happened?” Chris was 
looking at Dalton and walking back and forth. John grabbed him and 
said, “Snap out of it, man … what happened?” “I don’t really know. 
I was meeting Andrea for dinner. She was right there.” He pointed to 
the entrance to the intersection and said, “She was jumping up and 
down to get my attention, and then she was gone and Dalton was 
dead.” Jim asked, “Did you see the driver?” “Um … a white guy. 
He stopped the SUV in the middle of the intersection where Andrea 
and Dalton were starting to cross with several friends, and someone 
opened the back door, and she was gone.” John looked at the skid 
marks where the SUV had stopped and asked, “Did they try to grab 
anyone other than Andrea?” “Um … there were three or four girls 
with her, and all of them were screaming. It all happened so fast.”
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John walked over to the corner where two boys and four girls were 
being questioned by LAPD. He flashed his badge and asked, “Are you 
all friends of Andrea’s?” They nodded. “How many of you were in 
the intersection when Andrea was taken?” One of the girls spoke up 
in a shocked voice and said, “All of us. There were hands on me and 
on Janet over there, but the guys couldn’t grab us. They got Andrea 
… she was ahead of us because she was trying to get to her brother.” 
“Did you recognize any of the men?” “No. They were all white and 
had black masks on, but I could see their arms and necks. They had 
tattoos all over.” John pulled the talkative girl aside and asked her 
name. “Joan … Joan England. Andrea and I are graduating together 
next June.” John sat her down on a curb and asked, “How many men 
were there?” “Three that I could see. Two in the back and the driver.” 
“Did they say anything while they were trying to grab you?”

Joan said, “I heard one of them say, “It’s party time, bitch … and 
you’re gonna be it.” John asked if she remembered anything else 
but she couldn’t. She told him that the car was gone in seconds with 
Andrea, and Dalton was slumped against a light post bleeding out of 
his head. Joan looked over at the yellow tarp and Jade working and 
said, “He’s dead, isn’t he? Dalton is dead.” John nodded slowly and 
then passed her off to LAPD and waved for Chris and Jim.

The two men came over, and John said, “This was a random act. 
Based on what I got out of the girl, there are three perps, and they 
were grabbing for any one of the girls. Andrea had the lead as she 
was rushing to get to Chris, and they got her.” Jim looked at John 
and asked, “Did she hear them say anything?” John’s face was grave, 
and he said, “Joan told me she heard them say, ‘It’s party time, bitch, 
and you’re gonna be it.’ Chris got more animated and asked, “What 
the hell does that mean?” Jim and John looked at each other, and 
Jim said, “It means that the AMBER Alert better work because if is 
doesn’t, your sister is going to be a sex slave to these guys and most 
likely others.” The look on John’s face said it all. If he could have 
grabbed Jim and punched him out he would have.
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Chris just stared and then said, “We need to get moving. We have to 
find them before they hurt my baby sister.” John put his hand on Chris’s 
shoulder and said, “We are all working on it, Chris.” He looked at Jim 
and said, “Based on the descriptions of the three guys, they are all white 
supremacists. I would guess that we need to get to Brent Richards and 
fast … these sound like his boys.” Chris asked, “Brent Richards … the 
high powered lawyer downtown?” John nodded. “What the hell would 
he know about Andrea’s whereabouts?” Jim and John said it quietly, 
“Richards is the head of the white supremacist movement here in LA 
and around the state. Being a lawyer allows him to have deep cover. 
If there’s going to be a party and your sister is now the guest of honor, 
Brent Richards will know about it if he’s not going to be the honoree.”

Chris’s eyes turned cold as he said, “Take me to Richards. I will make 
him talk.” John and Jim looked at each other, and John said, “Hold on to 
that feeling, Chris. Things could get a lot worse before they get better.” 
Jim walked back to his cruiser, lighting a cigarette as he went. Chris and 
John went running for his truck, and Jim said, “I will meet you two at 
Richards’s office. He got into his car and headed down Wilshire for the 
U.S. Bank Building in downtown LA. After taking a few hits off the 
smoke, he radioed Jade. “Jade, do you read me?” “Yeah Jim, go ahead.”

“We are going to have another body in the next day or so … the 
body of Andrea Mantel.” There was dead air for several seconds, and 
Jade came back over the radio and said, “Maybe not … don’t be such 
a pain in the ass, Jim. She could come out of this alive.” Jim put the 
radio down as he made his way through the city streets and said to 
himself, “I wish I could believe that. I really wish I could.” 
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Chapter Seven
“I’m the Iron Eagle, and  

you are going to have  
one hell of a night.”

C
ampbell, Ho, and Richards’s offices were quiet. It was half past 
nine p.m., and there were a lot of people working, but the bulk of 
those were law clerks preparing briefs or doing case research on 

other floors or far off corners away from the partners’ and associates’ 
offices. Brent Richards was sitting in his office, watching the party 
on his tablet computer from close circuit cameras in the dungeon at 
his home. A party his fellow gang members set up to celebrate his 
twenty-five years in law. He had wanted to be there to take the female 
guests that his men had gotten for him, but he was working on the 
issues of the syndicate, which made it difficult for him to leave his 
office. Richards had pulled his pants down and was masturbating as 
he watched Andrea and two other girls that the men had snatched, all 
three nude on their knees and tied to bondage boards as the men took 
turns raping them. He had a real affinity for Andrea and had told his 
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men, “You can rape her all you like, but I don’t want her hurt. I want 
a piece of that when I get to the dungeon.”

There were several different cameramen filming Andrea’s rape, 
and he watched the agony on her face as man after man mounted her. 
The feed was live with audio, and every time another man entered 
her, he could see her feet moving from side to side and her face 
grimace in pain. Richards watched as Mark Dufland, a monster of 
a man with a fifteen-inch cock, rammed himself all the way into 
her anus. Andrea’s eyes went wide, and she gasped for air as Mark 
raped her mercilessly. Richards orgasmed as he watched the torture 
unfold. The buzz of his phone pulled him away from the video and 
back to reality, and he stood up with his pants around his ankles and 
walked into his office bathroom while speaking, “Yes.” The voice 
on the other end of the line was his receptionist, announcing there 
were two FBI agents and the Sheriff of Los Angeles County in the 
building asking to speak to him. He washed his hands and cleaned 
himself as best he could then zipped up and walked out of his office 
to the front desk.

Chris wasn’t there mentally, and Jim and John knew it. They waited 
impatiently for Richards who the receptionist said would be right out.

When Brent entered the main lobby of his office, he knew that 
the men were trouble. He walked up and introduced himself as John 
and Jim as well as Chris showed their IDs and asked to speak with 
him privately. Brent walked them down the hall to one of the large 
conference rooms with views out over Los Angeles and invited the 
men to sit. He asked, “To what do I owe this unwelcome visit?” John 
was right to the point. “Some of your gang members abducted the 
sister of one of my special agents this evening in Westwood. I want her 
back unharmed.” Brent looked on and said, “First, I don’t have ‘gang 
members,’ and second, I have no idea what you’re talking about.”
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Jim cut him off and said, “Cut the shit, Richards. Three of your boys 
picked up Special Agent Mantel’s younger sister at the intersection of 
Wilshire and Westwood three hours ago. We have an ID on the van; 
we have eyewitnesses to the abduction, and we have a make on your 
boys. Now, you might be a high powered attorney in this city, but I can 
promise you, we will find the girl, and if she has so much as a scratch 
on her, I will work to invent charges to haul your ass to jail and get you 
disbarred.” Brent started laughing and said, “Sheriff, threats against an 
officer of the court? Really? Come now. I am working at nine at night 
… how do you place me with these three men you claim abducted 
this girl?” John said, “They were quoted as saying to the abducted 
woman, “You’re going to be a party favor, or something along those 
lines. Now, I know that you have been celebrating your decades in the 
corruption of law all week with civil ceremonies and a lot of pompous 
bullshit. I also know how you and your boys work. You have a private 
party, and I’m guessing that party is going on right now.”

Brent pulled out his cell phone where he had received the AMBER 
Alert, as did almost everyone in the state, and read the message and 
said, “I did get this AMBER Alert. Is this the woman you are referring 
to?” Chris looked over at Brent with a dead stare and said, “My little 
sister Andrea Mantel was abducted before my eyes, Mr. Richards. 
These two men seem to believe that you know where she is. Now if you 
do, tell us now, and we will go get her. If you know and refuse to tell 
us … I will find out, and when I find my sister, if I learn that you were 
in any way involved … I will come back for you.” Brent sat back and 
asked, “Is that a threat Agent … Mantel.” Chris shook his head slowly 
and deliberately and said, “No sir … that’s a goddamn promise.”

Brent stood up and said, “Look, gentlemen, I wish that I could 
be of more assistance here, but I have no idea what you’re talking 
about.” Jim said, “Three young white unmasked males with shaved 
heads and tattoos all over them, sitting in the vehicle that abducted 
Ms. Mantel. Info from five surveillance cameras in the area before 
they got on the 405 Freeway headed south. That’s what we are talking 
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about Mr. Richards. I have video from the scene being processed as 
we speak. The car might be stolen, but we are going to make out 
faces, and when we do, they are going to come back to your group, 
which is going to lead us right back here to you.”

Richards was cocky as he strutted to the open door of the conference 
room. “That’s all you have, and you dare to burst into my office making 
unfounded accusations and threats against my person? I will be filing 
complaints with the Bureau and with the city in the morning against 
the three of you, gentlemen. Now get out of my office.” Chris made 
an aggressive move forward at Richards, but John stopped him. The 
men started walking out the office door and past Brent’s office when 
John noticed a light coming from Brent’s desk and asked, “Were you 
watching a movie when we got here, Mr. Richards.” John pointed in 
the direction of Brent’s desk and started into his office.

Brent cried out, “You have no search warrant. Get the fuck out 
of my office, you son of a bitch.” John stopped short of the desk but 
was able to see enough to tell it was a live video feed. He stepped 
back and walked into the hall. He noted the office and then looked 
at Brent and said, “You file all of the complaints you want, Mr. 
Richards. One of our own has had his kid sister abducted, and I have 
a pretty good idea what’s happening to her right now. You of all 
people should know that we are not the only ones who monitor the 
scanners, and you know what moves in police circles. The Iron Eagle 
is out there, listening, following, and investigating. Who knows? He 
might be ahead of us in the few short hours that this case has existed 
… perhaps you won’t live to file a complaint in the morning.”

Brent yelled and cursed the three men out of his office. When they 
got into the elevator John pulled out his tablet and started punching in 
code. Jim looked at him and asked, “What are you doing?” “Richards 
had a live video feed playing on his tablet. I’m trying to hack his network 
and pick up the feed.” He stopped the elevator at the fiftieth floor of 
the building, and they got out. John kept typing while Chris and Jim 
watched, hoping against hope that he could learn something.
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Brent Richards was flustered and walked back to his desk and picked 
up the tablet. Andrea had vomited on the bondage table after Mark had 
finished putting his entire cock down her throat. He’d worked her so 
hard that there was no resistance, and Brent called out over the open line 
and asked, “The girl on the table that Mark just cock clogged … who is 
she?” One of the guys that grabbed her called out off camera and said, 
“I don’t know. Some college chick we picked up in Westwood. Why?” 
Brent’s face went white, and he yelled, “FUCK … SHE’S THE SISTER 
OF AN FBI AGENT, AND YOU IDIOTS GRABBED HER RIGHT 
IN FRONT OF HIM!” The room fell silent, and the voice of the driver 
came over the video line and said, “How the fuck were we supposed 
to know that? She is a great piece of ass. There is nothing more to say. 
What the fuck do you care anyway? You would love to get off in this 
little cunt. She’s so damn cooperative, man. Relax Brent. It’s all good.” 
Brent was seething and said, “NO, IT’S FUCKIN’ NOT … THE FBI 
AND SHERIFF JUST LEFT MY GODDAMN OFFICE. THEY HAVE 
EYES IN THE SKY AND PEOPLE WHO SAW YOU … FUCK!”

Once again the response was a wistful “So what, man? No one can 
trace the girl to you. What the fuck? If she’s going to cause this much 
worry for you, I’ll have Mark choke her out with his cock. Would 
you feel better then?” Brent was pacing his office and wringing his 
hands. “Shit … I don’t know. They don’t know that I know about 
her. There’s no fuckin’ way I’m coming within a hundred feet of her. 
She’s young, dumb, and literally full of cum, but it’s a mess of your 
cum not mine.” “What do you want us to do? Do you want us to let 
her go? Take her and dump her somewhere and let them find her?”

“Fuck no … shit. She will talk, and she knows enough about all 
of you to know it is our group that’s been fucking the shit out of 
her. You guys have no idea what you have done. This could bring 
the Iron Eagle after our asses, not to mention the fuckin’ guy who 
killed Fabio and a lot of our brothers.” Lenny Rustle, the driver of 
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the SUV, walked in front of the camera, grabbed Andrea by the hair, 
and asked while pulling her tear-stained face toward the camera, “Do 
you want me to off her and dump her, or do you want to let her go? 
Those are the only two options unless you want me to take her to 
the slave house. We can torture and beat her into submission to your 
every whim and make her a sex and domestic slave for your house 
like some of the others you liked so much.”

John hacked the network and almost instantly had a video image on his 
screen. It was an image of Andrea … nude, tied to a bondage board, her face 
covered in semen and countless nude men around her. A faceless man had 
a hold of her hair and was pulling her face up to the camera while another 
man grunted behind Andrea raping her as another voice spoke. Chris saw 
the images of his sister and what was being done to her. He heard the voice 
on the other end of the video line asking if Richards wanted her dead. It 
was too much, and he ran for the elevator and John tackled him, holding 
him down with Jim’s help. John looked at Chris and said, “There’s nothing 
we can do for Andrea, Chris. Her fate is in Brent Richards’s hands.”

Chris cried out, “The fuck there isn’t. Let’s raid his office. We have him 
right here. He’s making a life or death call for my sister.” Jim said, “And 
if we storm Richards’s office, it’s a guarantee that your sister dies.” John 
nodded, listening to the back and forth until he heard Brent say, “Have 
Mark kill her and dump the body on the east side.” Jim and John ran with 
the tablet in their hands back to the elevator with Chris on their heels. They 
hit the button for seventy-one and as the elevator rose to Richards’s floor, 
the men could only listen as the life was choked out of Andrea Mantel.

Brent was running for the back express elevator of his office 
as John, Jim, and Chris made their way in his direction to take him 
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down. Brent was screaming as they grabbed him, “What did I do … 
what did I do?” Chris looked into his eyes and said, “You ordered the 
murder of my sister, you son of a bitch, now I’m ordering yours at 
the hands of the Iron Eagle.” John pulled out a tranquilizer dart from 
a pouch in his pocket and stabbed it into Brent’s neck. He looked at 
the men and asked, “How do any of you know the Iron Eagle?” Brent 
was losing consciousness when John said, “They know because I’m 
the Iron Eagle, and you are going to have one hell of a night.”

Two of the bangers were still grunting away on Andrea’s corpse, 
and it took two or three minutes before they realized she was dead. 
The last one pulled out of her and asked, “What the fuck, Mark? 
Jesus, I thought she was one of the all nighters. Fuck, man. You killed 
the bitch while I was fucking her. My cum is in a dead chick.” Lenny 
looked around the room at the others who were still enjoying the 
other girls and said, “Leave her on the table. It’s not like the bitch is 
going anywhere. We will take care of her when Brent gets home. I 
don’t know about you guys, but I’m thirsty and horny.”

The lights of the San Fernando Valley were twinkling like stars 
below the lookout point where Heather Jones had ridden with one of 
her personal johns for an evening of fun. Heather was not just the 
queen of the Das Players, she also ran a very, very successful high-
end escort service for LA’s elite men who didn’t want the hassle of a 
relationship and all of the maintenance. Heather and her girls catered 
to a well-educated and wealthy clientele, and she loved the work. 
She commanded five figures a night and earned between thirty to 
fifty thousand dollars a week at her side job. Heather’s client looked 
down at her giving him head in his Mercedes and asked, “What’s 
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the tattoo on your right shoulder about?” She lifted her head high 
enough to answer with his cock in her hands.

“It’s a club I’m a part of. Do you want me to suck you off, or do you 
want to talk? I’m thirsty for your cum, baby … isn’t that what you like 
to hear?” He nodded as he put his head back, and Heather went back to 
work on his manhood. She was working hard with her hands, her mouth, 
tongue, and throat, and in a matter of minutes she was guzzling down 
his semen like it was a warm malt. She raised her head and sat back in 
the passenger seat and said, “Wow … you always come so hard and so 
much. Jesus, you taste good tonight. What have you been eating?”

He started laughing and said, “I just got back from Hawaii. I was 
over there for a conference, and I love pineapple. I have eaten a ton 
of it.” She laughed and said, “Well, I can tell you I can taste it, sweet 
and creamy … better than any smoothie I could buy on the street.” 
Heather started to pull her dress back on and her john said, “Leave 
it off. I want you nude the rest of the night. No clothing. Are we 
clear?” She nodded her head and said, “It’s your money. Whatever 
you want.” She sat back in the seat, and he started the car and was 
getting ready to back out when a large truck pulled up behind the 
Mercedes and parked with its headlights on.

The man jumped out of his convertible and said, “Hey … what 
the hell is going on here? Didn’t you see my backup lights?” A male 
voice called from the truck and told the man to start walking. He 
laughed and asked, “What … walk where?” “Anywhere, mister. Just 
pull up your pants and start walking.” Heather could not hear the 
conversation, but she knew her guy was a well-respected businessman 
and, whatever the issue, would take care of it. She sat reclined on the 
leather car seat with her head back and neck extended, looking up at 
the stars through the halo of the headlight behind her. There were a 
few more words and then silence. She closed her eyes for a fraction 
of a second when she suddenly felt pressure against her throat. 
She opened her eyes, and the shadowed outline of a man holding 
something against her throat was standing next to her.
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She went to move, and the man said, “I advise you to stay perfectly still, 
Ms. Jones. I don’t want you to cut your own throat.” Heather showed no 
fear and instead said, “You have no idea who you are fucking with.” There 
was a light laugh, and the man said, “Oh, but I do, Ms. Heather Jones, queen 
of the Das Players street gang.” Her attacker stood next to the car and said, 
“I have a straight razor at your throat … now I’m going to ask you some 
really, really simple questions. Answer them right and you live. Lie and you 
die. Do you understand me?” Heather tried to swallow but dared not move 
her head and asked, “Where’s Gerald?” “You mean your john? Um … he 
took a walk. He’s walking down Topanga Canyon Boulevard as we speak.”

Heather laughed. “And you think that he’s going to keep silent? 
That he’s not going to call for help?” The man made a light laugh and 
said, “Yep. I’m not worried about that at all.” Heather asked if he had 
killed Gerald, and he told her no, saying, “There is no need to kill 
Mr. Jeffers. He has way too much to lose over a hooker, even a high 
priced hooker like you. Now, I’m going to ask you a few questions. 
Direct answers will make this whole process go much smoother. Jill 
Lin, Bud Sock, and James Kim. Do you know those names?” “Yes.” 
“Good, very good. They were involved in a gangland shooting a few 
nights ago where a little girl was hit by a stray bullet … are you aware 
of that?” “Yes.” “Jill Lin was the shooter?” Heather gulped with her 
head pressed back against the headrest of the car. “Yes.” “You’re 
doing great … she was gunning for three of your gang members after 
a failed drive-by on her and her boy toys, is that correct?” “Yes.” 
“You ordered the hit on her, didn’t you?” “Yes.”

“While I know that the child was collateral damage in your gang war 
and ordered hit on Lin, I also know that the people you sent out to kill 
Lin are dead. They died in the fire and electrocution at Fabio Taluchi’s 
warehouse the other day. What a great day for Lin and in some respects for 
you, huh?” “I don’t understand.” “Lin was set free from your hit because 
the only people who could ID her as the shooter were dead, and since Lin 
knew you put the hit on her, she knows she’s safe now because you won’t 
move against her again.” “I will kill her,” Heather said. The man laughed 
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and said, “That will be some trick. We are taking out Lin as I speak, and 
you, well, I have someone who wants to meet you.”

The man pulled the car door open, dragged the nude woman from the 
car, and pressed her down onto the ground. He tied Heather’s hands and 
feet with zip ties, and then pulled her by her long ponytail back to his truck. 
He hit her in the back of the head, knocking her unconscious, and drove off 
down Topanga headed for his delivery point.
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 Chapter Eight
“I want them all, John. 

I want them all, and I 
want them dead.”

T
he Eagle had Brent Richards tied to a gurney in one of his operating 
rooms at the lair. Richards came to and looked around at the cold 
white room. He was freezing; his head was unable to move, and 

he could see a television monitor above him. He saw his nude body on 
a table with four black leather straps across his body with two others 
around his throat and another on his forehead. He called out, but his 
voice echoed off the operating room walls with no reply.

Chris was beside himself with grief. He paced the foyer of the 
Eagle’s lair, crying and pounding his chest. Jim sat silent near the 
front windows, looking out over the sea. John walked in, and Jim 
asked, “What now?”
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“The Eagle is going to get the location of Andrea Mantel’s body.” 
Chris was wild–eyed, and he ran toward John and hit him with the full 
force of his body. He didn’t move, and Chris crumpled to the floor, 
moaning and groaning in agony.

Jim looked over at Chris on the floor in the low light of the lair and 
said, “I should have warned you. John is in full custom body armor at 
all times.” John leaned down and pulled Chris up and led him over to 
a couch in the lair. He sat him down and said, “I’m sorry for your loss, 
Chris. Andrea was in the wrong place at the wrong time. If it hadn’t 
been her, it would have been someone else.” Chris jerked away and 
said, “How the fuck is that supposed to make me feel better? Who the 
fuck are you to tell me what to feel? That this was just an odd situation, 
and my baby sister died brutally at the hands of strangers who tortured 
and killed her.” Jim cleared his throat and said, “John has a great deal of 
experience here, Chris. Andrea is, I have to assume, dead. Now we are 
in a race against the clock.” He looked at his watch and said, “Midnight. 
We have to find her body before it ends up dumped somewhere, and 
the men who did this to her get away. The only person who is going to 
extract that information fast enough for us to move is the Eagle.”

Chris sat back, breathing heavy, and said, “I want them all, John. I 
want them all, and I want them dead.” John nodded and said, “Then let 
the Eagle work.” Chris stood up and said, “No … I want Richards. Let 
me extract the information from him!” John shook his head as Jim walked 
over to Chris and said, “You will kill Richards long before we get the 
information we need to get to your sister and her killers. Let the Eagle get 
the information, and let’s take care of these raping killers. Then, and only 
then, you can make the decision if you want to walk down the dark path 
the Eagle walks.” Chris took a deep breath and said, “Richards is going to 
die, and I’m going to kill him after I kill my sister’s killers.”

Jim put his hand on Chris’s shoulder and said okay. John looked 
at Jim and said, “Go to the armory and get four flash grenades and 
three gas canisters. Not tear gas …” Jim interrupted and said, “GB 
canisters?” John nodded, and Chris asked, “Sarin gas? You have 
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fuckin’ Sarin gas?” John nodded slowly and said, “Given what I 
perceive as a large group, it will be the best way to deliver their 
demise. Jim will take you to pack the kits the Eagle needs.” Chris 
asked, “Is that what the Eagle used at the church?” John nodded, and 
Jim pulled on Chris’s arm and said, “Come on. I know what we need, 
kid. I was a soldier long before I was a cop. I have seen this shit in 
action, and once it is released those fuckers have several minutes of 
gut wrenching agony. The Eagle can’t kill them all the way he would 
like. This is the next best thing.”

Chris turned to John and asked, “Who the hell are you? How 
the hell did you get your hands on a weapon of mass destruction?” 
John turned and walked back to the operating room while speaking, 
“Get the supplies together and the weaponry. The Eagle will get the 
location. We don’t have time for twenty questions.” Jim pulled on 
Chris as he led him to the Eagle’s armory.

Reed Morrison was sitting in the living room having a drink when 
his cell phone rang. He looked down at his watch, and it was ten after 
twelve. Ester was laying asleep across his lap on the living room 
couch, and he pulled his phone out and said quietly, “Morrison.” “I 
have what you requested, Mr. Morrison.” Reed didn’t recognize the 
voice on the other end of the line. “What do you have that I want?” 
“Captain Bellock told me that you want the person who killed your 
daughter. Unfortunately, the shooter is still at large, but I have the 
person who ordered the drive by. Do you want her?” “Her?” “Yes 
sir. Her.” There was a moment of hesitation, and the caller said, 
“Would you rather I dispatch her and provide you with a confession 
and photos?” Reed moved Ester’s head off his lap, and she lay on 
the couch motionless. There was an empty bottle of vodka on the 
coffee table and two glasses. Reed got his composure and said, “No 
… bring her to me. Do you know my address?”
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There was a laugh. “I’m sitting in front of your house. Where do 
you want her?” Reed looked around the room and said, “I’m going to 
need something soundproof, some way to keep her screams down.” 
“Just tell me where you want her. I will help you with that.” “I’ll open 
the garage. I have an attic that I use as a shop. You can take her there.” 
“Open the door. I’m on my way with part one of your prize.”

The door to the operating room in the Eagle’s lair opened slowly 
as Richards tried to see who was entering the room. He looked around 
in all directions then at the monitor, but he saw only the blackness 
outside an open door. There were a few moments of silence, then 
Brent heard an unfamiliar voice ask, “Where’s the girl?” He looked 
around but still saw no one. “Who are you? Where the hell am I? Do 
you have any idea how many laws you have broken?”

“Where … is … the GIRL, MR. RICHARDS?” Brent started to cry 
and said, “I don’t know what you are talking about. What girl?”

The Eagle stepped into view dressed in a white lab coat with a 
mask and visor on. He had his dental drill in his right hand and said, 
“Have it your way.” He pressed the pedal and began drilling through 
Brent’s jaw and teeth, blood and spit were flying and striking the 
Eagle’s mask and landing on Richards’s screaming face. The smell of 
burnt teeth and dental decay filled the room, and the Eagle pressed 
the sprayer nozzle handle, sending ice water into Brent’s face and 
teeth. The right half of Brent’s face was mangled. His rugged good 
looks turned into a mutilated face that a mask could not cover.

Once more, the Eagle asked, “Where’s the girl?” He put down the 
sprayer and put his face directly over Richards and said, “You will 
tell me where the girl is and which men you ordered to kill her. It’s 
just a matter of how much pain you can endure…”

As the drill whirred to life, Brent said in a slurred manner, “My home 
… my home … the girl is at my home in my sex dungeon.” “How many of 
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your men are in there?” “Two maybe three dozen.” “How many innocents 
might still be alive?” The Eagle stared into his eyes after asking the last 
question. Brent was choking on his own saliva, and the Eagle suctioned 
his mouth, so he was able to breathe and said, “Two maybe three.”

“Where is the dungeon in your home?” “There is a door off the 
formal living room … with an electromagnetic lock, but with the 
men being at the house they will have it open.” “Is the lock wired 
into your security system?” “No.” The Eagle pulled a tablet from a 
small steel table and asked, “The security code please.” Brent rattled 
off numbers, and the Eagle put them into his tablet. He looked at 
Richards and said, “Outside of the main entrance are there any other 
exits from your dungeon?” “No.” The Eagle removed the leather 
strap on Brent’s throat and forehead and pulled his head to the side 
and restrapped it down, so the blood and saliva would drain away.

As he got up to leave, Richards cried, “Don’t kill me. Please don’t 
kill me. I know who you are. I know you’re the Iron Eagle. Please 
don’t kill me.” The Eagle walked over to the gurney, leaned down, 
and said, “You’re right. I’m the Iron Eagle, and usually in these 
moments I would say something like, ‘really?’ or ‘why not?’ but your 
fate is not in my hands. I just needed information from you.” Brent 
called out and said, “Let me speak to the person who handles you, 
the person who decides who you kill or if you kill, and I’m sure he 
or she will understand that I had nothing to do with this.” The Eagle 
laughed and said, “Well, you will get to meet him when we return. 
I doubt that you are going to talk him out of retaliation against you 
since he heard you order the killing of his sister.” Richards screamed 
in fear and agony as the door to the operating room slammed shut.

Reed Morrison had the garage door open and the attic ladder 
down as a tall, powerful, dark haired man carried Heather Jones into 
the garage and up the stairs. There was no hesitation as Reed closed 
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the door and followed the man into the attic. Reed looked on at the 
beautiful nude woman now lying on his attic floor and asked the man, 
“Are you the Iron Eagle?” The man laughed and said, “No … no, I’m 
not the Eagle, but I know him well. I work for Operation Plato. I’m a 
freelance mercenary. I have worked with the Eagle many, many times. 
You have nothing to fear from him.” The man looked around the attic at 
all of Reed’s tools and said, “This will work out really well. You have 
everything here to inflict the most brutal and painful death possible 
on Ms. Jones.” Reed stepped back a few steps and said, “I don’t know 
how.” The man laughed and said, “Relax. I will teach you.” 
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Chapter Nine
“You die, Chris …  

you just fuckin’ die.”

T
he party was really hopping at Brent Richards’s mansion at twenty 
three hundred Bel Air Road in Bel Air, California. The city was 
an oasis just off the 405 Freeway, an exclusive enclave for the 

wealthy and super-wealthy to live out their lives in complete privacy. 
In the elite of elite cities, Brent Richards had built himself a sprawling 
fifteen thousand square foot mansion overlooking Stone Canyon 
Reservoir. Richards had gotten an easement that allowed him egress 
right down to the reservoir water line where no one else was allowed to 
go. The mansion had been built to exacting specifications, and Richards 
purchased all of the adjoining empty lots around his home to make a 
ten-acre private area that no one could trespass or ever build on.

It was half past one, and Jim and Chris were sitting in Jim’s 
unmarked car watching the well lit home from a small access road 
across the street. Chris asked, “What now … my sister is in there. 
We might still be able to save her.” Jim was smoking a cigarette with 
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the window down and said, “She’s dead, Chris. I would love to tell 
you otherwise, but if the Eagle says she’s dead then she’s dead.” 
“And if the Eagle throws canisters of GB into the room where she 
is, and she’s still alive, he will fuckin’ kill her.” Jim took a hit of the 
cigarette and said, “This is not the Eagle’s first rodeo, Chris … he 
will check to see if she is alive before he kills anyone.”

Chris was staring at the house and said, “And just how the fuck 
is he going to do that, Jim? Is he a fuckin’ clairvoyant? Can he see 
through walls and move with the speed of thought?” Jim laughed a 
little and said, “I don’t know how he does the things that he does, but I 
do know he has never killed an innocent, and he won’t start now. There 
are most likely other women in the dungeon, and he will have to take 
care of them before he rids the room of the vermin that infest it. Think 
of this operation as an exterminator going out on a job. The Eagle’s 
going to kill the vermin not the innocents.” Chris looked on, his face 
streaked with tears, his hand clutching the door handle of Jim’s car 
with his other hand on his service weapon. Jim looked at him through 
the darkness and said, “I know what you’re thinking. I know what you 
want to do. You want to break into the house guns blazing, seeking out 
your sister. You want to know what happens if you do that?”

Chris never looked over at Jim who said, “You die, Chris…you 
just fuckin’ die. Those guys in that house are heavily armed, and they 
don’t give a fuck if you’re a federal agent or the brother of the girl 
they just killed. They will just blow your head off and throw your body 
into the lake behind that house. Trust me, I have been investigating 
Richards for a long time, and one thing I know is he is the head of one 
of the most vicious and violent street and prison gangs in the country. 
I know everything I’m telling you goes against every fiber of your 
being, but you have to sit still until the Eagle gives us the all clear.”

Jim watched as Chris’s hand released the door handle, and he glared 
at the house intensely.
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The Eagle had parked his Silverado on an open patch of land 
behind several storage containers near the Richards house. He donned 
his mask and grabbed two bags of gear and set his transponders and 
countersurveillance devices to pick up all signals, hard wired and wireless. 
He could see through his night vision that there were several cameras in 
plain sight, and he made a few quick programming hits on his tablet then 
beamed the instructions to the closest camera, knocking out the video. The 
Eagle whispered to himself, “If anyone is watching the house’s security 
system, I’m going to know it in a matter of seconds.” The Eagle watched 
the clock on his tablet for two minutes, but there was no activity outside 
the house. He moved around the corner and scaled a ten-foot wall with a 
small grapple hook that he had in his bag. Once over, he left the rope and 
hook hanging off the inside for his escape if needed. The Eagle had told 
Jim in private that he would not be taking any prisoners. Jim had asked 
about innocents, and the Eagle told him that he would leave them in a safe 
room in the house away from the gas and the carnage. He also told Jim 
that he and Chris would have to leave Andrea’s body in the dungeon for 
Jade and her team. The Eagle wanted Chris to feel and see it all.

He made his way to a service entrance, which he had reviewed on the 
blueprints on his way to the house that he accessed through the county 
assessor’s office. The Eagle had the whole house layout imprinted in his 
mind. He knew where he was going and what he had to do. He placed 
a remote lock picking device onto the steel exterior fire door, and in 
a matter of seconds the lock clicked, and he slowly opened the door. 
The second the door opened, he could hear loud music and the sound of 
voices, mostly male with the occasional female screaming in pain. The 
Eagle turned off his night vision and opened the door that led into the 
main hall of the house. Three armed men were standing near the entrance 
to the formal living room talking. The Eagle pulled a tranquilizer gun 
from his hip and in seconds the three men were on the floor.

He entered the hall, and there was no one else around. He picked up 
the three men and moved their bodies near the entrance to the dungeon 
off the formal living room. The music and brutality in the room was 
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still loud, and he could see in his mind’s eye its layout. “If there are 
innocents, I can’t kill them. I have to get the prey to come to me and 
leave the victims in their place,” he said softly. The formal living room 
was extremely large and ornate with extravagant furniture and artwork, 
and he moved to the entry doors to see if he could seal it. There was 
an electrical panel at the entrance, and the Eagle looked at the coding 
sensors and realized that the house locked down in an emergency.

The Eagle laughed to himself and whispered, “There is no need for 
a panic room in this house. Every room seals itself off to capture any 
intruder.” He plugged a remote unit into the security panel and allowed it to 
read the system’s code. It took over two minutes before the sensor pinged 
and a downloaded schematic of the whole security system appeared. When 
he plugged the unit into his laptop, he could see the drop down steel doors 
on each room. On the ceiling above him, he saw a thin line between the 
entry foyer and the formal living room. “Okay,” he said to himself, “now to 
get those guys out of the dungeon and into the formal living room.”

After entering several commands, he quickly overrode the security 
system, grabbed his bags, and moved behind a large Asian screen in a 
corner of the room. The Eagle pulled out a gas mask and put it over his 
face. His body armor would protect him from the gas as well even though 
the gas could eat through clothing right down to the skin. He pulled out a 
syringe filled with atropine, one of the only antidotes if he were to come 
in contact with the gas, and he would have to inject it immediately into 
his heart upon contact. The Eagle put the sealed auto-injector into the 
flap on the right side of his pants and pulled opened the gym bag with the 
Sarin gas canisters and placed them on the floor next to him. He had six 
units, enough Sarin gas to kill hundreds in seconds. He wasn’t taking any 
chances. He pushed himself back against the wall and felt it give way.

He turned and felt around and much to his good fortune there was a 
secret door behind the screen that lead into the formal dining room. The 
Eagle opened the entrance and leaving his gear and the canisters behind 
walked the formal dining room until reaching a large industrial kitchen. 
He walked several other rooms, weapon in hand, but there was no one 
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around. He made his way back to the formal living room then pressed the 
remote for the security system, and a loud alarm sounded, and the steel 
walls began to drop in the formal living room and all over the house.

Lenny was drinking a beer and resting the bottle on the head of one 
of the other girls that had been grabbed and was being raped. He laughed 
out loud and said, “Look, the fuckin’ cunt’s head is a damn coaster. Fuck, 
man. I can fuck her and enjoy my drink at the same time.” The words 
had just left his mouth when an alarm went off in the dungeon and an 
automated voice came over a loud speaker saying, “Intruder, intruder, 
formal living room.” Lenny grabbed a M16 that was leaning next to the 
wall as the other men grabbed weapons that they had either on them or in 
their clothing that was on the floor where they had stripped to rape their 
victims. Lenny called out and said, “Who the fuck would dare enter this 
fortress?” He waved several of his men to the living room entrance.

Every man in the room bolted, leaving their victims and Andrea 
tied to their torture devices. The door bolted shut behind the last man, 
leaving the four women alone for the first time in hours. There was 
light weeping as none of them could move; they could only wait for 
their attackers to return.

The Eagle was counting men as they came storming out of the 
dungeon. Some were dressed, others half nude or nude. He counted 
thirty when the dungeon door shut behind the last man. He pressed a 
second button on the remote, which sealed off the dungeon. While the 
men didn’t know it yet, they were now trapped in an inescapable room 
but for the passage behind him. He pulled the pins on the Sarin and began 
to throw the canisters out into the giant room. After the last canister, he 
threw two flash grenades and moved back into the dining room. With a 
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press of a button, the door he had just escaped through sealed shut, and 
he sat with his back against the wall, looking at the time ticking down 
on his tablet, waiting for the room to be safe to enter again.

Reed watched as the man who brought Heather to his home tied 
her spread eagle to a work bench that he used for his hobbies and 
gardening projects. The assailant was silent as he tied her down then 
pulled a small syringe out of his camouflage pants, injecting her in 
the thigh. She jolted a few times and jerked then lifted her head as she 
fought the restraints. It took her a minute or two to get her bearings, 
and she cried out, “Where the fuck am I? Who the fuck do you think 
you are?” Reed walked over to the nude woman and said, “My name is 
Reed Morrison. The father of Alice Morrison.” Heather looked Reed 
in the eye and asked, “WHO THE FUCK IS ALICE MORRISON, 
AND WHY THE FUCK SHOULD I CARE?” Her assailant slapped 
her hard across the face, knocking out one of her teeth.

“You will show respect to the father of the little girl shot by one of 
your gang members the other night.” Heather’s face went from angry 
to terrified, and Reed saw it and said, “That’s right … Ms. Jones, is it?” 
She made no gesture. He continued as he picked up a cordless drill from 
his work bench and put a large one inch concrete bit in it. “You see, you, 
your gang, or one of your people … is responsible for the death of my 
daughter.” Heather looked at the man who had grabbed her and asked, 
“What the fuck, man … the kid got shot. It was an accident. It has nothing 
to do with me. It’s not like I ordered a hit on a kid. She was in the wrong 
place at the wrong time, Jesus. I’m sorry mister. I’m really, really sorry.”

Reed walked over to her with the drill in his hand and said, “I bet 
you are … you people are always sorry when you get caught. I should 
know. I’m a Los Angeles homicide detective. I hear ‘I’m sorry’ all 
day, everyday, but your apology won’t bring my little girl back now, 
will it? Your confession about knowing who did this to my child and 
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your feelings of sadness right now won’t lift my daughter out of the 
casket that she’s lying in, will it?” Heather looked at the second man 
standing next to her as Reed pulled the trigger on the drill a few times 
and asked, “Who the fuck are you?” “I’m part of a much larger plan, 
Ms. Jones … an operation to end gang violence in the city of Los 
Angeles as well as across the country and around the world.”

Heather let out a loud laugh and said, “You’re fuckin’ kidding me, 
right? You think you’re going to stop the gangs of Los Angeles? Jesus, 
man, killing me isn’t going to stop the gangs. You’ll only make them 
stronger.” Reed said, “Don’t talk to him, Ms. Jones. Pay attention to me. 
You ordered the events that took the life of my daughter, now I want to 
take my vengeance out on you … and I hope the shooter, too,” Reed 
asked the masked man who nodded his head and said, “Yes, detective, 
I will be delivering Jill Lin to you, the woman who shot Alice, in a few 
hours. There is an operation going on to kill her gang members and 
to take Ms. Lin alive. You have no worries about that; she is yours.” 
Heather cried out as Reed pulled the trigger on the drill and drove the bit 
down into her hip. It was fast entering the skin but hung up as it drilled 
into her right hip bone. Heather’s captor said nothing as she screamed 
and begged for mercy and her life. Screams that fell on deaf ears.

The home speaker system was open in the Richards mansion, and 
the Eagle listened to the screams and cries of the men now trapped 
in the living room. The audible and understandable words quickly 
changed to coughing, gagging, and choking sounds as the toxic agent 
literally choked the life out of them. The Eagle pulled a radio off his 
hip and called out, “Eagle to O’Brian.”

Jim and Chris had been sitting in the car for nearly a half hour, and 
the radio chatter startled both men. Jim picked up his radio and said, 
“O’Brian. Go ahead, Eagle.” “Enter through the front door. I will be 
waiting for you and Chris.” They got out of the car, and Chris took off 
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at a dead run for the main gates to the mansion as Jim walked slowly 
and deliberately in the same direction. Jim unlike Chris knew what he 
was about to walk into, and it was going to be horrible.

Chris got to the front gate and pressed the call button, and the gates 
began to open. Jim was right behind him, and Chris turned to his side 
to slide into the driveway as Jim waited a few seconds for the gates to 
widen. Chris ran for the lighted front door of the home up the steep 
driveway until he made it to the threshold and stopped out of breath. The 
Eagle stood towering over Chris who was leaning on one knee trying to 
get his breath. Chris asked, “Have you seen Andrea?” “No. The room 
that she and the other victims are in is sealed and safe from the gas.” 
Jim had just gotten to the front door when Chris said, “Open the fuckin’ 
doors, man. I need to get to my sister.” Jim said, “It’s not that simple. 
The Eagle released a massive amount of nerve agent into a room in that 
house that has to be cleared before we can proceed.” “And just how the 
hell is he going to clear it? There is no open space or free range air to 
carry it away. That shit could be lethal for hours or days,” Chris said, 
staring at the Eagle who turned around and walked into the foyer.

The Eagle pulled out his remote and held it in the air and pressed a 
button. At first, it sounded like a vacuum cleaner, and Chris looked on 
in confusion. Jim laughed and said, “The fucker has a whole house fan, 
huh?” The Eagle nodded and Chris asked, “So what does that mean?” 
Jim yelled over the unit, which was now as loud as a small aircraft 
engine, “It’s a unit that sucks air out of a house. They use them to cool 
homes in the deserts and other areas. This guy must have a cheap streak 
or was worried about something crazy happening like what that fucker 
just did!” Jim was pointing to the Eagle who was pushing buttons that 
were taking the noise level down and shutting down the venting system. 
The sound faded after a few minutes and Chris asked, “Is it safe now?”

Jim looked at the Eagle and asked, “Where are the contamination 
suits?” The Eagle pointed to a gym bag in the dining room, and Jim 
walked over and started pulling out two bright yellow suits. He handed 
one to Chris and said, “Don’t fuckin’ ask, just put the damn thing on. 
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Here’s your ventilator. Better safe than sorry, and I do mean damn 
sorry.” Jim asked the Eagle about the atropine and was handed two 
units. Jim gave one to Chris and asked, “Do you know what atropine 
is?” Chris nodded. Jim asked, “Do you know how to inject it?” Chris 
was pulling on the suit and said, “Yea … at the academy we were trained 
to inject ourselves in the heart if exposed to the gas.” Jim nodded and 
said, “That’s right, kid, only this is not a test. This is the real thing. You 
will be dead long before you know you have been exposed to the gas.”

Chris looked at the auto-injector as Jim flipped the cap off the unit 
and jammed it into his own chest. He dropped to the floor, wheezing 
and reeling for a few seconds then started to sweat and rolled over 
on his side, pulling out the syringe and throwing it at the Eagle. 
Chris cried, “What the hell did you do that for?” Jim was coughing 
as he got a second auto-injector from the Eagle and said, coughing 
from tachycardia as his heart raced, “Better safe than sorry. Inject 
yourself.” Chris shook his head, and Jim asked, “Do you want to 
get in there and get your sister or stand here with your dick in your 
hand?” Chris flipped the cap open and plunged the unit into his heart, 
going through the same things Jim just experienced. Then he got up, 
took a second injector from the Eagle, and said, “Let’s get in there.”

When the two men were ready, they joined the Eagle in the foyer, 
and he pressed a button on his tablet, and the steel wall blocking off 
the formal living room rose. Only the Eagle and Jim were prepared 
for the carnage on the other side of that barrier.

The screams of anguish reverberated off the walls of the attic where 
Reed Morrison was both torturing and learning to torture courtesy of 
his new companion. Heather Jones lie in a pool of blood. Both of her 
hips had been cored out with the drill as well as her shoulders, and the 
delivery man was stripping down the wire of an extension cord to its 
copper and splitting it into two sections. Reed asked, “Why isn’t she 
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bleeding out?” “Because you haven’t hit any major arteries. You have 
her ready for a bone marrow donation, though. Drilling into bone is the 
most painful thing you can do to a person next to drilling teeth.”

Reed looked at the cord that he was working on and asked, “What 
are you going to do to her now?” “Oh … this? This is a lot of fun. Watch 
and learn. I won’t be here to help you with the Lin woman when she gets 
dropped off. She will be all yours, and I assume you will want her to 
suffer more than Ms. Jones here.” Reed nodded. The man picked up two 
brass nails that Reed had on his work bench and wrapped the cooper wire 
from the split cord around each nail then walked over to Jones who was 
gasping for air and crying for mercy and showed her the two large nails.

“This is going to bring you up to ‘current’ events … emphasis 
on ‘current.’” He laughed out loud and then jammed the nails down 
through Heather’s labia. The lips were spread, and she spit and screamed 
obscenities at Reed and her masked attacker. The masked man said, “We 
don’t have a current controller, so when I plug this in it’s going to send 
one hundred and ten volts of electricity through her vagina, and the hair 
on her head is going to stand on end.” Reed asked, “You’re going to 
electrocute her?” “Well yeah … it’s quite effective. She has nothing to 
offer us. We have all the information we need, so let’s finish her off.” 
Reed looked at his watch. It was half past three, and he said, “I’m a cop. 
I feel satisfied that I made her suffer enough. I want to kill the girl who 
shot my baby. I want to take this woman in and prosecute her.”

The man laughed out loud and said as he plugged the cord into the 
outlet and Heather let out a high pitched electrified sound, “That boat has 
sailed, Mr. Morrison. You wanted the killers of your daughter, and now 
you have one. You can’t do anything but kill her. If you don’t, she will 
blab about what you did to her … and guess what? You’ll go to jail, and 
she’ll walk.” Reed looked over at Heather whose mouth was wide open, 
and her eyes were starting to smoke. Her hair was smoking as well, and 
her whole body was lifting off the table from the current. The attic began 
to smell like burning flesh, and Reed cried, “Enough!” The man stood 
guard over the power cord and said, “Nope … not fuckin’ yet. It’s going to 
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be a few more minutes. We want to make sure the bitch is good and dead.” 
Heather fell back on the table. Blood was pouring out of her vagina, and 
the smell of urine and feces filled the room.

Reed bent over a trash can and started vomiting. The man unplugged 
the cord and walked over to Heather and put his head down on her partially 
burnt chest and listened for a heartbeat. He checked her pulse through her 
neck and then walked back to the outlet. Reed looked on as the man said, 
“Well, the bitch is strong. I have to give her that. She’s still ticking.” He 
said it as he plugged the cord back into the socket, and she began to jerk 
and twitch on the table once more and would do so until she was dead. 
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Chapter Ten
“Well, I sure as hell hope that  
Chris and John didn’t have as  

rough a night as we had.”

T
here was no movement or sound outside of a gurgle or a fart from 
one of the dead corpses inside Richards’s formal living room. 
There was piss and shit everywhere, and Chris said, “I see why 

we need the gear. Without it, this would stink.” Jim laughed and said, 
“Yeah … that’s the biggest problem here … a little shit. Damn, man, 
you haven’t been on many murder scenes, have you?” The Eagle let 
out a little laugh and had pulled a small unit from one of the duffle 
bags and was waving it around the room as he walked. He stopped 
and looked at the unit and then pulled off his respirator and said, 
“Well, the gas is gone, but the place does stink like death. It’s clear. 
You can pull off your head gear. There is no danger from the gas.”

Jim and Chris pulled off their masks, and Chris puked immediately 
on two nude male bodies contorted with agony on their faces. Jim 
looked at him and said, “Real smooth, Chris. Your DNA is now all over 
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this crime scene.” The Eagle pulled the door that lead to the dungeon 
open and walked in with the two men behind him. There were four 
young women all tied to bondage boards lightly weeping.

Chris saw Andrea with her head down on a board in a far corner 
of the room. He ran, calling her name. The Eagle and Jim ran after 
him, and the Eagle said, “Don’t touch the body.” Chris leaned down 
and looked into his sister’s glazed eyes and let out a howl of anguish. 
He took his gloved hands and started untying her from the board. Jim 
and the Eagle stepped back, knowing they couldn’t stop him. Chris 
released her wrists and then her ankles, and he picked her nude body 
up in his huge arms and held her close, kissing her face and telling her 
how sorry he was for what had happened. Jim and the Eagle walked 
the room, releasing the other girls who were pretty beat up but would 
survive. They carried the girls to the storage room next door and laid 
them on anything they could to make them comfortable. The Eagle 
walked back into the room, and Chris was sitting on the floor with his 
knees up and Andrea’s body lying across them, holding her tight and 
crying. “You can’t take her, Chris. The coroner has to do it. This is an 
active crime scene. As it stands, you and Jim are going to have to stay, 
and you will need to call 911 and report the situation.”

Chris looked at the Eagle and said, “And then what? Jade takes 
Andrea and chops her up in an autopsy? I’m supposed to let my kid 
sister be mutilated even more?” “There are rules, Chris. We are not in 
my lair. The Eagle has struck; my calling card will be left behind, but 
you have to let the system deal with Andrea … I know how hard it is. 
I had to deal with it with my own wife, and I didn’t get the satisfaction 
or closure of knowing what happened to her for nearly a decade.” Chris 
looked down into Andrea’s eyes and asked, “Is that supposed to make 
me feel better? Is it supposed to absolve me of my failure to protect 
my own sister?” The Eagle knelt down and said, “No … not right now. 
Right now you should be as mad as hell and want blood for your sister’s 
murder. The men who killed her are dead in the other room. The man 
who ordered her death is alive in my lair. I suggest that you be a brother 
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and a federal agent right now and do your damn job, then come back to 
the lair and finish off the son of a bitch who ordered this.”

Chris’s expression changed as he looked up into the dead eyes of the 
Eagle. He spoke deliberately and coldly, “Don’t you lay a finger on that 
son of a bitch. He’s mine … and I will exact on him every ounce of agony 
he put my sister through.” The Eagle stood up and walked over to Jim and 
said, “I’m out of here.” He handed Jim a long black cardboard tube and 
said, “Open it and unfurl the message over the bodies in the living room. 
I want to send a message.” Jim pulled out a piece of black fabric, unfurled 
the thirty six by thirty six inch banner, and laid it on the floor. He looked 
at the Eagle and said, “Who makes this shit for you? Shit, man, if you 
want to send a message you are sending one loud and clear. I will hang the 
damn thing over the fireplace.” The Eagle nodded and said, “Have Chris 
make the 911 call. I will be back as Swenson when I get the call over the 
radio.” Jim looked at the Eagle and asked, “And what about Chris?” The 
Eagle looked at him holding Andrea’s body and said, “He’s going to have 
a hard time for a while, but regrettably this is going to solidify something 
in him that he won’t be able to turn off.” Jim shook his head and said, “He 
is going to need both the Eagle and the agent’s assistance in sorting this 
whole thing out. He doesn’t have the training that you and I have or the 
experience.” The Eagle nodded as he walked out the door.

Sara and Karen had finished their rounds and were at the end 
of a twenty-four hour shift. They had gone into the doctor’s lounge 
and were both having coffee and reading the newspaper. Karen had 
received a text from Chris that he would have to work late, so she 
decided to stay and help Sara in the ER at Northridge Hospital. Karen 
was reading a story about a ten-year-old girl shot dead in a drive-by 
shooting a few nights earlier in Van Nuys. She put the paper down and 
asked Sara, “Didn’t we get that little girl from the drive-by here in the 
ER the other night?” Sara put her paper down with a thoughtful look 
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on her face, “Shit, Karen, we’ve had at least fifteen drive-by shooting 
victims in the past week and half were little kids. Why do you ask?”

Karen said, “I think we got this one. I’m reading a story and the poor 
kid, I mean, Jesus, Sara. Her folks take her out for ice cream to celebrate 
a great achievement in her young life, and she gets cut down by some 
fuckin’ gangbanger who was shooting at another gangbanger in a car-to-car 
shooting. What the shit? What the hell is this city, this world, coming to?” 
Sara laughed and said, “I would say an end, but we know this damn city 
can survive anything. Let me see the paper.” Karen handed it to her, and 
Sara recognized the parents’ names. She put the paper down and slumped 
her shoulders and said, “Yeah … I remember this one. Headshot and DOA. 
Her father is a homicide detective with LAPD, Reed Morrison.”

Karen took the paper back and asked, “Do you know him?” Sara got a 
sad look on her face and said, “Not directly. I just remember him and his 
wife screaming for help as the ambulance personnel brought their daughter 
into the ER. He was barking out orders, and I had to have security restrain 
him and sedate the wife.” Karen shook the paper in her hands a few times 
and said, “It’s the kids that get me, Sara, the innocent kids … in the wrong 
place at the wrong time and then the grieving families.” Sara nodded, 
getting up to get another cup of coffee, and asking if Karen wanted a refill.

It was four thirty a.m. “Yeah … we are off shift at six, right?” Sara 
nodded as she poured. Karen said, “Well, I sure as hell hope that Chris and 
John didn’t have as rough a night as we had.” Sara handed Karen her coffee 
cup and said, “Their nights are always harder than ours, Karen. They have 
to see the worst of the worst.” Karen looked around the room, and she 
whispered to Sara, “And to think that John has to do the work of the FBI 
and the Iron Eagle. Jesus. I don’t know how he does it, but I’m living proof 
that he saves lives.” Sara nodded sadly while Karen continued, “I was a 
victim, and the Eagle saved me. You have been married to him for several 
years and work with him in his vengeance. That has to take a toll on you.”

Sara took a sip of her coffee and said looking down at the newspaper 
in her hand, “Not as much as you might think. I know the line between 
doctor and assassin; I also know that if someone is in the clutches of 
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the Eagle, he or she has done something so despicable that whatever 
punishment he is meting out is well deserved.” Karen nodded and said, 
“Chris is so adversarial with the Eagle. He talks nonstop about how 
bad of an example he is, and that the law is the law, and that the rule of 
law needs to be respected. That the Eagle is wrong.” Sara laughed and 
said, “Chris has led a charmed life. Let’s hope for your sake it stays 
that way … you and I know what kind of personal and emotional toll 
the savageness of humanity can bring. Let Chris live in his bubble. 
Sooner or later, the reality of man will touch him, and then and only 
then will you see what kind of man he really is.”

Heather Jones’s body was a smoking, smelly, burnt mess. Reed 
looked at the man who assisted him and asked, “Now what?” The man 
laughed and said, “Now … I take her and make her a public spectacle 
for her gangbangers to see then grab Ms. Lin and bring her to you.” 
Reed asked, “Why are you doing all of this?” The man was removing 
the restraints from Heather’s body and while throwing her dead corpse 
over his coverall-covered shoulders said, “I’m getting paid. This is what 
I do when someone needs help … it’s what I was trained to do.”

“Trained to do?” Reed asked. The man took a deep breath and 
said, “Yep … I mean I wasn’t trained to do this to civilians. It was 
part of my job in the military.” “So you didn’t just do this out of the 
goodness of your heart for me and my wife?” “Oh, hell no. I’m being 
paid. You know my boss. You guys spoke at the funeral home last 
night.” Reed looked at his watch and said, “It’s five thirty a.m. When 
will you bring me Ms. Lin?” “You and your wife need to bury your 
daughter today. Get some sleep. You will be contacted when Ms. Lin 
has been recovered, and I’m ready to meet you.”

Reed followed the strong lumbering man down the attic stairs and 
into the garage. The man threw Heather’s body in the bed of his truck 
and covered it with a heavy blanket. Reed looked on and asked, “Will 
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this end up being a crime scene that I will be on?” “Do you want it 
to be?” Reed shook his head slowly. “No … I have seen enough and 
done enough. I don’t think that I could hold it together at the crime 
scene.” The man laughed and said, “You’re a smart man, Detective. 
You know your limitations. No, you won’t have to be on the scene. 
I’m going to place this gal in a location that will send shock through 
the gangland community. Well … have a great day.” And with that, 
the man drove off down the street to an unknown destination.

Reed looked at the slightly pink sky as the sun was beginning 
to rise. He stared at it for a few minutes until he heard Ester’s voice 
behind him in the garage. “Reed, what’s going on … why are you 
standing in the driveway staring at the sky, and why is the attic ladder 
down?” He turned to see his wife, hung over and wobbly, leaning 
against a cabinet in the garage. “I was sorting through some things, 
honey. I couldn’t sleep. Are you all right?”

“I’m hung over. What time is it?” “Five forty-five. The sun will 
be up soon. We have a busy day today.” Ester nodded as Reed put the 
ladder back up into the garage ceiling, and Ester said, “Something 
is different. You seem … calmer. What happened?” Reed closed the 
garage door as he walked Ester into the house and said, “I have it on 
good authority that one of the people involved in Alice’s murder has 
been brought to justice.” Ester stood for a few minutes, and then a 
smile broke across her face and she said, “I want to see that person.” 
“You will honey. You will. It will be all over the news.”

“No, Reed. I want to see the person face-to-face.” He smiled and 
said, “I’m sure you do, but that person is dead.” Ester looked at him 
and asked, “Did you have anything to do with it?” He smiled and 
said, “Now, you know me better than that. I just got word that one of 
the perps was killed, and that she was directly implicated in Alice’s 
death.” Ester walked up the stairs of their home with his help and 
said, “It does take a little of the sting out of all of this madness. I hope 
whoever it was suffered.” As he took Ester into the master bathroom, 
he said, “Oh … I think you can count on it.”
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It was half past five, and John had stowed all of his gear and was 
standing on the Skirball overpass of the 405 Freeway, looking down 
on the small amount of traffic rolling by. The sun was turning the sky 
light pink and blue as it broke the hold of blackness that the night had 
once occupied. His cell phone rang. It was Jim. John told him he was 
on his way. John hung up and then called Sara’s cell.

She answered rather chipper and said, “Hi, honey. Where are 
you?” “Still standing on the overpass,” he said, “I’m on my way to a 
crime scene, and I thought I better break the news to you, so you can 
break it to Karen.” “What news, John? What’s happened?”

“Chris’s sister Andrea was abducted, raped, and murdered last 
night.” There was a gasp and then a moment of silence. “Oh God, 
no!” Karen was sitting next to Sara as she held the phone to her ear. 
Karen could tell by the look on Sara’s face that something horrible 
had happened. Sara asked, “Do you know who did it?” “Yes … The 
Eagle took out the killers, and he has the man at the lair who ordered 
the kill.” Sara asked, “Does anyone else know?” John started walking 
along the overpass back to his truck while talking, “Chris and Jim. 
Jade will know shortly when she gets on scene. All hell is about to 
break loose, Sara. It’s too much to explain over the phone. I wanted 
you to be the one to tell Karen because Chris is not going to be the 
same the next time she sees him.”

Sara said, “I understand, and I’ll take care of it. Are you going to 
be home later this morning?” “Oh yes … once I clear the scene with 
Jim and Chris, we will all three be back at the lair. What time are you 
and Karen off?” “Six. I will be waiting for you when you get to the 
house. Is there anything that you need me to do?” John let out a sigh 
and said, “Yes … there’s a man restrained in room one of the lair … 
would you please give him a pain enhancer when you get back to the 
house?” “Of course. How high do you want it to go?” “As high as 
you can get it without killing him … Chris wants the honors.”
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Sara’s face went blank, and she said, “Okay. I will take care of it 
and see you later. I love you.” “I love you, too.” The line went dead, 
and Sara sat for a moment then looked over at Karen with tears in her 
eyes and said, “I have to tell you something very difficult.” Karen 
moved to the edge of her seat and asked, “Does it involve Chris?” 
Sara nodded. “Has he been hurt?” Sara said, “Yes, but not physically. 
Someone abducted, raped, and murdered Andrea last night. John is on 
his way to the crime scene. Chris and Jim are already there.”

Karen sat for a few minutes and then broke into tears. “Oh God 
… this will destroy him, Sara. This will utterly destroy him.” Sara 
hugged Karen as she sobbed against her chest.
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Chapter Eleven
“Do you like baseball?”

T
he sun had risen over Dodger Stadium and Chavez Ravine, named 
for former Los Angeles City Councilman Julian Chavez. The land, 
once owned by migrant and immigrant Mexican workers, was lit 

up to midfield. Once known as La Loma, Palo Verde, and Bishop, 
the area had a long, sorted history of civil and bloody altercations. 
The once tight knit Mexican-American enclave had been turned into 
Dodger Town USA; however, the Mexican-American’s claim on the 
land and its current occupancy runs deep in the culture, and the site is 
still considered by many Latino Angelinos as ‘their home.’

The stadium was quiet but for a few groundskeepers who had 
arrived for their early morning duties to prepare the field for play. Post 
season baseball was under way, and the Dodgers had made it into the 
first round. Philippe Hernandez walked out of the groundskeeper’s 
shed onto the field, took a deep breath of the fresh morning air, and 
began to open several storage lockers where he stored everything that 
made the field bright green and the base lines and warning track deep 
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brown. He had just pulled out two line chalkers to start setting the field 
for play when a voice came over the stadium public address system.

“Mr. Hernandez, before you start your morning duties I would advise 
you to turn your attention to the jumbo screen mid field.”

Philippe looked confused. The voice was not one that he knew, 
and he turned to face center field and looked up onto the giant screen 
to see a most horrific sight.

Jill Lin was asleep in her East Los Angeles home with her 
boyfriend Hector Survantis. Theirs was a forbidden love. Hector 
was a high ranking member of the Mexican mafia and a major power 
player in the street gang consolidation, while Jill was a low level 
street rat in the Das Players gang. The two kept a low profile as word 
of their relationship would mean not just the end of their affair but 
of their lives. Jill was sleeping hard, and Hector rolled out of bed 
and walked into the small cramped bathroom nude to take his early 
morning piss. He stood with his hands behind his head as the urine 
stream struck the bowl, unaware that two men in dark clothing with 
their faces covered were standing only inches away from him in the 
shower watching him.

A soft gurgling sound coming from the bathroom roused Jill, and 
she sat up on her elbows in the bed and called out to Hector, but 
there was no response. She called again and then said, “For Christ 
sake, Hector, if you’re shooting up in my bathroom I’m going to kick 
your ass.” Jill rolled out of the bed and looked at the night stand 
next to Hector’s side, but all of his drug paraphernalia was on the 
stand. There were three small black satchels of heroine and a cooking 
spoon sitting over a small makeshift heating element with some black 
residue on the large spoon. Three large syringes were with all of the 
stuff, and she looked at it and then sat down on his side of the bed and 
asked while putting a little of the heroin on the spoon and heating it, 
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“Are you okay in there, Hector?” There was no response, and Jill was 
so in tune to her own injection that she lost track of time.

The black substance began to melt in the spoon. She poured a little 
water into the hot solution, and the chunks began to separate. She pulled 
a cotton filter and placed it on the end of the syringe in her fingers and 
drew the golden liquid and some black particulates through the cotton 
filter until the liquid in the syringe was nearly clear. Jill tied off her upper 
arm and put an inch and a quarter needle onto the end of the syringe then 
smacked her arm several times to raise a vein. She drove the needle 
under her skin and injected the solution and released the tourniquet and 
lay back on the bed with a smile on her face. “Oh Hector … that’s some 
mother fuckin’ good shit, man!” Jill’s pupils were starting to dilate, and 
she was drifting off into her happy place when two men stepped out 
of the bathroom and grabbed her by the arms and legs and carried her 
out of the house. She was powerless to fight them, and her head swung 
from side to side as they carried her out of her small East LA home. But 
as she felt her body moving through the air, her head turned toward the 
bathroom where she saw Hector. His headless body lie on the bathroom 
floor, and his head was sitting on the back of the toilet with a surprised 
look on his dead face. She was unable to say anything as she felt her 
body hitting a hard steel wall and then a lid slam down on her face.

John had no sooner got on scene at the Richards home then a call came 
over Jim’s radio that LAPD was requesting FBI and sheriff’s department 
assistance at Dodger Stadium. Chris was standing near the entrance to 
the dungeon as Jade talked to him with her hands on his shoulders. John 
looked at Jim and asked, “So … did you run a make on the bodies?” Jim 
nodded, walking out the side door of the dungeon to the outside of the 
house. John followed and asked, “What did you find?” Jim handed John 
his tablet and said, “Look for your fuckin’ self.” John took the tablet and 
started reading down the list of names that the Eagle had gassed only a 
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few hours earlier. Jim watched John’s eyes as they raced along the screen 
of his tablet. The reflection of the tablet light off of John’s blue eyes 
fascinated Jim. It took less than a minute, and John handed the tablet 
back to Jim and said, “Well, the Eagle rid the world of some really, really 
bad people.” Jim nodded, taking a cigarette out of his top left pocket 
and asked, “So now what? The Eagle is willing to join forces with these 
murdering fuckers?” John shook his head and said, “The Eagle wants to 
talk to these people. I’m starting to recognize a kill pattern here.”

Jim took a couple of deep drags off his cigarette and asked, “Are 
you saying that you might know who is doing the killings?” John 
nodded and said, “I have a feeling you know the men, too.” Jim didn’t 
respond right away. He put the lit cigarette into his mouth and called 
out over his radio and asked, “What the fuck does LAPD need with 
my office or the FBI at Dodger Stadium?” There was a long pause 
and a familiar voice came on over the radio, “Well Jim … I would tell 
you, but I really think that it needs to be a surprise.”

Jim looked at John and then at the radio and asked, “Riggs? What the 
fuck are you doing out there?” “It’s a long story, but I am here, and you 
better get your ass in gear and get the fuck out here before the press gets 
ahold of this story because it’s a hell of a mess, and it will make breaking 
news on every network in LA in the next hour. I have my men holding 
all current witnesses at bay until you and Agent Swenson get out here.”

“What’s the damn rush? You have it all under control based on 
what you just told me.” There was a light laugh and Riggs said, “That’s 
true but the images are plastered on the big screen if you know what 
I mean!” Jim looked at John and then yelled into the radio, “Swenson 
and I are en route. Hold everyone off. You need to keep a no fly zone 
around the stadium.” Riggs came back and said, “I can’t do that; it’s 
not in my jurisdiction, but that’s a hell of an idea because once the 
media puts eyes in the sky it will be there for all the world to see.”

Jim looked at John and before he could say anything John made a 
call ordering all civilian aircraft to keep a fifteen mile perimeter away 
from the stadium. Jim asked, “What about Chris?” John looked back at 
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the Richards house and said, “He will have to get back on the horse.” Jim 
said, “You are the horse. I’m out of here, pal. Meet you at the stadium.”

John walked back into the dungeon. Jade was working with several 
of her CSIs on the scene, and John said, “You might want one of your 
senior people to handle this scene. We have a higher profile scene at 
Chavez Ravine, and I am going to need you and your best people out 
there.” Jade shouted some instructions and made a few calls then ran out 
the side door of the house headed for her van. Chris was standing off in a 
corner alone. John walked over to him and said, “It’s time to go to work.”

Chris looked at John and said, “My sister is dead. My life is in 
shambles. Everything that I thought was right is wrong. What the 
hell kind of work do I have to do?” John said, “You’re a special agent 
with the FBI. I’m sorry for your loss. There will be time to mourn, 
but there is nothing you can do for Andrea now. How about we go do 
some police work and see if we can get to the bottom of this situation 
… and don’t forget … Mr. Richards is sleeping in the Eagle’s lair 
awaiting his punishment.” Chris stared coldly and said, “That won’t 
bring back my sister.” John shook his head as he took Chris by the 
arm and said, “No … no it won’t. We have another crime scene that 
is in a very, very public area, and we need to get there ASAP.” Chris 
didn’t resist as John pulled him out of the house to his truck. He sat 
down in the passenger seat and asked, “Where are we going?” John 
started the truck and headed down the hill for the freeway and asked, 
“Do you like baseball?”

It was half past nine, and Reed and Ester were getting ready to leave 
the house for the funeral home when a sedan with black tinted windows 
pulled up in front of the house. Ester looked at Reed and asked, “An 
escort?” Reed walked Ester back into the house and sat her on the couch 
and said, “I don’t think so. Wait here, honey, and let me see what’s going 
on.” Reed walked out the front door as Ester sat staring blankly. He 
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walked up to the car, and the passenger window rolled down slightly, 
and a male voice said, “We have a package for you, Detective Morrison. 
Where do you want it?” He pointed to the garage, and the sedan backed 
in slowly. Once Reed had closed the door, the trunk of the sedan popped 
open. He walked back to see a very attractive Asian girl, nude, in the 
trunk. The two men exited the car. Reed recognized the larger man from 
earlier with Heather but not the shorter stockier man. Their faces were 
covered by ski masks, and the man who had been to the house earlier 
with Heather pulled down the attic ladder and then lifted the woman out 
of the trunk and carried her up and then restrained her to the work bench.

Reed watched as the two men tied the girl’s calves to the table and 
then wrapped her forearms around the upper legs of the table pulling 
her body tight with her legs spread, so he could see her vagina, anus, 
and large breasts. Jill’s jet black hair and yellow Asian skin were soft 
and silky. She had tattoos all over her body, but her face was lovely, 
and one of the men commented, “Too bad she’s a sadistic killer. I bet 
she’s one great piece of ass.” The man who had dealt with Heather 
said, “As promised Mr. Morrison, this is Jill Lin, your daughter’s 
killer. Do with her as you please.” The man took a business card from 
his pocket and said, “When you are done, call my cell, and I will 
come back and pick up the body for disposal.”

The men walked down the stairs only to be met by Ester Morrison. 
She looked clear-eyed and deliberate and asked, “Did I hear you 
right? The person who killed my baby is up there?” The man who 
had dealt with Heather said, “Yes, ma’am, you did hear me correctly. 
Your daughter’s killer is up there.” The man went to walk away, and 
Ester said, “Please wait … I will dispatch the killer immediately, 
and you can take the body.” Reed moved to block the ladder, but 
Ester put her hand on his shoulder and said, “Step aside, Reed. This 
is something that I need to do.” The two masked men stepped over 
to the ladder, and one held it as Ester climbed to the attic entrance. 
Reed followed, and the two masked men looked at each other then 
shrugged and followed Ester and Reed up the stairs.
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John and Chris pulled up to the stadium and followed the noise 
of people and music that was coming over the stadium’s P.A. system. 
John and Chris crested the stadium entrance, and John saw Jim standing 
with his back to him near a large opening from one of the tunnels that 
entered out into the baseball park. John called out and asked, “What do 
we have?” Jim turned around with a cigarette in his hand and a smile on 
his face and said, “Well, if I didn’t know any goddamn better I would 
say we have an Iron Eagle crime scene.” John looked confused as he and 
Chris walked out of the opening overlooking the field. He stepped out 
to where he could see the whole stadium and field first with Chris right 
behind him. John looked at the giant screen and all of the smaller ones all 
over the park and said, “Oh boy … we have big trouble in Los Angeles.”
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Chapter Twelve
“We need to go, Reed. We  

need to say goodbye  
to our daughter.”

J
ill was starting to feel the pain of her restraints; the heroin was wearing 
off, and she had no idea where she was or what was happening to her. 
She saw Ester Morrison out of the corner of her eye and said, “Hey, 

white bitch, what the fuck … where am I, and who the fuck are you?” 
Ester walked over near Jill’s head and said, “Who am I?” Jill jerked her 
head back and then thrust it forward and said with a steely dead look, 
“I didn’t stutter, you fuckin’ cunt. Who are you, and where am I?” Ester 
smiled and ran her hand over Jill’s black hair. “Why you’re in the attic 
of my garage, child. Those nice men over there brought you to me.” Jill 
looked around and saw the two men from her home standing off to the 
side and said, “You two assholes fuckin’ cut off my man Hector’s head 
… what the fuck? What the fuck did he ever do to you?”

One of them said, “He got in the way of us getting to you. He was 
just some poor idiot who was in the wrong place at the wrong time. 
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He was taking a piss and didn’t see us standing in the tub and when 
he did he just … well … lost his head.”

Jill yelled some profanity at them and then looked back at Ester and 
said, “If you know what’s good for you, you’ll release me right now, and 
maybe I won’t kill you.” Ester walked over to the work bench that Reed 
kept his tools on as she spoke. “Oh … oh no … I can’t do that child. You 
murdered my little girl.” Ester turned around and looked Jill in the eyes 
and asked, “Why did you do that? Why did you kill my daughter?” Jill let 
out a yelp and asked, “Who the fuck is your daughter?” Ester was feeling 
around on the tool bench with her back to Jill as she answered in a cold 
blank voice, “My little girl Alice, my precious little ten-year-old daughter 
Alice. You shot her in the head three nights ago from the window of a car. 
I recognize your face. I could see you screaming and shooting, hanging 
out the car window. Why did you murder my little girl?”

Jill yelled as loud as she could to be released with no response. She 
lifted her head and said, “If I killed your little cunt daughter, it’s not 
my fault. You should have taken better care of your kid, bitch … if you 
had, she might probably be alive today. Release me now or die.” Ester 
was fondling a long curved garden saw in her hands with her back to 
Jill. She pulled on the handle hard, but it didn’t move.

Ester said, “So … you think that my baby is dead, and it’s my fault?” 
“Yea, bitch, that’s what I’m sayin.’ Your kid’s dead, and it’s your goddamn 
fault. I’m not gonna be kind to you either, cunt. I’m gonna get off this table, 
and then I’m gonna fuck you and your home boys up. How do you like that 
shit, cunt? You let me go, and I will reunite you with your little bitch kid.”

Ester was breathing heavy, and Reed and the other two men just 
watched. Ester turned with the saw in her hands and said in a cold 
voice that made Reed visibly shake, “I think that you have lost your 
mind, child. I think that you must have lost your head. You don’t have 
any compassion for anyone but yourself. You say that these two men 
killed your boyfriend and cut off his head.” Jill jerked her head again 
and said, “Fuck, bitch, are you deaf? Yeah that’s exactly what they 
did. Those two ain’t cool, and I’m gonna fuck them up after I deal 
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with you.” Ester moved over by the table and placed the saw blade 
across Jill’s throat. “You know, you need to learn some humility … 
some respect. But it’s too late for that now. The only thing that I can 
do is send you straight to hell then go and bury my daughter.”

Jill didn’t get another word out. The blade of the saw cut through her 
throat like butter. Jill’s hands were shaking while Ester’s were calm and 
strong as she pushed and pulled the blade across Jill’s throat. The saw 
blades filling with Jill’s flesh and blood, and all there was was a slow 
cutting process that left Jill headless, and the two men watching until 
the man that killed Heather’s boyfriend moved to the table and caught 
Jill’s head in his hands. Ester put the saw down on Jill’s chest and said, 
“We need to go, Reed. We need to say goodbye to our daughter.”

Chris came through the tunnel out into the open sunlight of the 
baseball stadium and looked up at the giant screens. John had gone to talk 
to Jim, and he looked around at the screens and then to center field where 
the crucified body of Heather Jones hung on a makeshift cross. She was 
nude, disemboweled, with her hands and feet cut off and sitting on the 
ground in front of the instrument of torture. Around the ball park the signs 
that would cheer on the team during innings of baseball with slogans like, 
‘Make some noise,’ ‘Louder,’ and other chants for the team were now 
running a banner, a banner from the killer — “The war has begun. Plato”

John had walked down onto the field and to the body. Jade was 
working with her CSI team, and John had called for his as had Jim. 
Jim was talking to Riggs as Chris stood looking at the close up shots 
of the body on the big screen, which with the naked eye looking down 
on center field looked like a speck. Chris walked down the stairs to 
the field level and out onto the field.

Jade saw Chris walking toward her and stopped what she was doing 
and walked to him to meet him half way. “Chris, what the hell are you 
doing here? You should be dealing with your sister.” “John insisted that 
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I come out here. There is nothing that I can do for Andrea but find her 
killer.” Jade nodded and walked with him toward Heather’s body.

Jim saw them talking near the corpse and walked over to them 
quietly. Chris asked Jade, “Do we know who this is?” Jim responded 
before Jade could, “Oh yeah … we know who the fuck she is.” Jim 
pointed to Heather’s corpse and continued, “That is Heather Jones, 
the queen of the Das Players gang. Chris looked confused and asked, 
“Okay … what the fuck is she doing in the middle of Chavez Ravine?” 
Jim took a cigarette out of his pocket, and Jade motioned for one from 
him, so he pulled out two, lit them, and handed one to her.

“Well, kid, this is now a full out declaration of war on the gangs of 
LA.” Chris looked at Jim and Jade and said, “In order to declare war, you 
need two entities. I get the gang part of it with Fabio and now Heather 
here, but who is the party that has declared war on the gangs?” Jim took 
a deep hit off the cigarette and said, “I don’t have a fuckin’ clue. They are 
pros, though.” “They?” Chris asked. Jim nodded, blowing smoke into 
the morning air, “Oh yeah. They. This is a well-organized group that is 
going after the gangs. I would say a paramilitary group. A well-trained 
group of mercs who are being paid big bucks to decapitate the leaders of 
the gangs, and then they will start a merciless campaign going through 
the gangland neighborhoods of LA, neighborhood by neighborhood, 
killing every gang member in the city.” “That’s impossible,” Chris said, 
looking over at John who was talking with several of their FBI team.

Jim shook his head and said, “No that’s really, really fuckin’ possible. 
Not just possible, but happening. They got Taluchi; they got Jones.” Jim 
stopped talking and looked around to see who was near, but it was only 
Jade, and he said, “And the Eagle has Richards … and we both know how 
that’s going to turn out. That only leaves three heads of gangs to eliminate 
before the war hits the streets.” Chris looked at Jim and Jade smoking 
their cigarettes looking at the tortured body of Jones and said, “We are the 
law, so how do we stop it?” Jim let out a laugh while Jade just smiled, and 
Jim said, “Kid … this is way outside the law … this is an underground 
war between this Plato group and the gangs of LA. I don’t know what 
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fuckin’ precipitated this, but someone with a lot of money and power has 
a hard-on for these guys and gals and is investing a great deal of time and 
effort into these executions. This one is the most public, but it’s not going 
to be the last, and they are going to get even more gruesome.”

Jim walked over and put a gloved hand on a spike that had been 
driven through Heather Jones’s ankle into two four by sixes that had 
been elaborately put together as a cross. “This gal suffered, man. I don’t 
envy the next person on this group’s hit list, and we won’t know who 
it is until they want us to know.” Jim walked off in John’s direction. 
Jade kissed Chris on the cheek and said, “I will handle Andrea’s body 
with respect and care, Chris. I heard through the grapevine that you’re 
stressed about it.” He nodded slowly and said, “Thank you, Jade, but 
I know there is no gentle way to do your job on my sister or anyone 
else.” Jade nodded and went back to work on Heather’s body.

John walked up to Chris as Jade left him and said, “There is a lot 
that needs to be done, Chris. We need to head back to Malibu and talk 
to Mr. Richards. We need more information.” Chris looked at him and 
said, “I want revenge not information.” John started walking away and 
said, “That will come when it comes. Right now, we need information.”

Sara got home with Karen a little before seven a.m.; she dropped her 
purse near the front door and asked Karen if she would excuse her. Karen 
looked at her and asked, “Are you doing something for the Eagle?” Sara 
nodded. “It’s not a secret. Can I help?” Sara nodded, and the two women 
entered the Eagle’s lair and operating room one. Brent Richards lie nude, 
alert, and in pain. He looked at them and said, “Thank God. You have to 
help me … I’ve been captured by a madman, and he is trying to kill me.” 
Sara opened one of the cabinets in the operating room and pulled out a 
syringe and a bottle of medication. Brent was begging her for help, but 
she wasn’t listening. He looked at Karen and asked, “Who the hell are 
you? This nut job’s kid?” Karen looked Richards up and down and said, 
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“If he were my father, I would consider myself fortunate. However, the 
Iron Eagle is no one’s father, and if you’re in his lair, then you have 
done something very, very wrong.” Karen had just stopped speaking, 
and Sara said, “Dr. Faber, would you please pull another IV bag for the 
Eagle’s guest … his is empty.” Richards looked on and said, “Doctor … 
doctor … that kid is a doctor? Are you a doctor?” Sara nodded as she 
walked over to him and stuck the needle into the IV in his arm.

Karen pulled an IV bag from a refrigerated unit and started to warm 
it with her hands. Sara told her not to bother, and Karen started to 
change out the bags as Richards looked on and said, “Who the hell 
are you people, and what are you giving me?” Sara pulled the empty 
syringe out of the tubing, and Karen checked the drip on the IV as well 
as a catheter bag that was hanging next to Richards’s body on the table. 
Sara said, “I’m the wife of your claimed psycho, and this fine young 
woman here is a victim of a violent killer and was saved by the Eagle, 
your host, from a brutal situation several years ago. Now what I just 
injected you with is a very, very high dose stimulant that is going to 
make you so sensitive to sight, sound, and touch that you will be able 
to feel your hair grow. It’s also going to put you into so much pain that 
you will barely be able to breathe in just a few short minutes. Have no 
fear though … while you are going to hurt like hell for several hours, 
you will not die. You don’t get to do that until the Eagle says you can.”

Richards was about to yell at Sara when his face went flush, his 
eyes widened, and he let out a blood-curdling scream of agony. Karen 
jumped, and Sara laughed and said, “Sorry, Karen. I should have 
warned you. The man can hear and understand us, but he is in pain 
beyond the ability to communicate. The Eagle will deal with him when 
he returns.” Karen nodded, putting the catheter bag down and asked, 
“So, what do we do now?” Sara yelled over Brent’s screams, “Are you 
hungry?” Karen nodded, and Sara said, “Well then, breakfast. Come 
on. I will whip something up for us or have one of the servants do it.” 
Karen walked out of the room with Sara who shut the operating room 
door, drowning out Richards’s screams.
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Karen asked as she and Sara walked from the lair over to the 
main house, “Is it always like this?” Sara nodded and said, “Yes … 
the Eagle likes to torment and torture his victims. How long and how 
hard depends on what they have done, but in the end he always gets 
the information he needs and exacts justice for the victims.”

Karen sat down on a bar stool in the kitchen and asked, “You know 
who’s missing from our breakfast?” Sara smiled and said, “Barbara?” 
“Yeah. I haven’t seen her in a few days. Do you want to see if she wants 
to join us?” Sara nodded, calling Barbara at her home. “Hey Barb, it’s 
Sara. Have you had breakfast yet?” Barbara laughed on the line and 
said, “No, Sara, I haven’t. Are you offering?” Sara said yes, and Barbara 
said, “Well, Jim has been out all night with John and Chris. I got a text 
from him a few hours ago. He said he would not be home until late this 
morning … I’m using up nearly thirty years of unused vacation time, so 
hey, I would love to come for breakfast.” Sara asked for her order and 
had Karen write it down and then hung up saying, “That was a great idea. 
It’s always fun to hang out with Barb.” Karen nodded as Sara called her 
personal assistant and asked that she have breakfast prepared per her 
instructions. Karen and Sara walked out onto the deck and sat down on 
two chaise lounges and chatted as they waited for Barbara and their meal.
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Chapter Thirteen
“Stay out of the way … a lot  
of people are going to die.”

I
t was standing room only at Castro’s Funeral Home as a line of mourners 
walked slowly past the casket of Alice Morrison. The media in the 
parking lot respectfully kept their distance as the service went on. Tracy 

Seybold, one of Alice’s young school friends, walked up to the podium 
in front of her best friend’s casket and unfolded a piece of paper, and in 
a small voice the ten year-old girl made her best effort to eulogize Alice.

“How do you sum up a life not yet lived? Alice and I were close, 
and she never had a cross word or angry tone with anyone that I ever 
heard. She made first chair. I was her back up and also first chair on 
the violin. She was so excited and so full of life that even now I can’t 
believe that I’m standing here before all of you saying goodbye to my 
friend. Alice and I had a special bond and being in advanced placement 
classes for the past three years we learned more about the world in that 
time than others our age. Alice’s father, Detective Morrison, was always 
a topic of conversation for the two of us. My father is an architect, a 
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relatively safe vocation. Alice’s father is a police officer, not a safe 
profession. She would always tell me, ‘I hug my father every time I see 
him. My mom and I have talked about the possibility that every time 
father walks out the door there is an above average chance he won’t 
come home.’ Alice understood mortality, and she loved her mother and 
father and worried about her father in a most mature way. Mr. and Mrs. 
Morrison, I’m so sorry for your loss. I pray peace on both of you and 
thought you would like to know a little of how Alice thought of you. 
She loved you and cared about you right up to that terrible moment.”

Tracy folded the piece of paper and walked down to the front row and 
hugged Reed and Ester then walked back to her seat three rows back. Ester 
sat drying her eyes as the service went on. When it was over, Alice’s body 
was taken back to the mortuary and prepared for cremation. Michael told 
them that Alice’s ashes would be ready the following morning, and the 
two walked out of the funeral home with tears and smiles as they greeted 
each of the mourners. Ester was lucid and lively in speaking to the people 
as was Reed. Brent Bellock stood off in a corner of the room watching all 
things unfold until the last mourner left the front of the large chapel.

Brent walked up to Reed and Ester and said, “I’m sorry for your loss. 
It was a beautiful send off. That little Tracy girl is one smart cookie.” 
Reed smiled and told him that Tracy was intelligent beyond her years 
and a close friend of Alice’s. Brent walked the two out to their car 
and Ester turned before getting into the passenger seat and threw her 
arms around Brent’s neck and said, “Thank you, Brent. Thank you for 
bringing those who were responsible for this hideous thing to justice.” 
Brent pulled her back and said, “You exacted justice from what I have 
been told. I’m glad that I was able to get you two some closure. Now if 
you will excuse me, I have a meeting that I must get to.” Reed asked, 
“This is only the beginning, isn’t it?” Brent nodded, and Reed asked, 
“Is there anything I can do to help?” Brent looked Reed in the eye 
and said, “Stay out of the way … that’s all I can advise. There’s a war 
brewing, and a lot of people are going to die. We are going to try to 
keep the collateral damage to a minimum, but you know as well as I 
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do that is not always possible.” Brent walked away as Ester and Reed 
drove off for their home neither saying a word to the other.

Jade had finally removed Heather’s body from the cross and had her 
moved into the van. The screens had all been shut down, and John and 
Chris were in a control room of the security center of Dodger Stadium 
looking at security video from the night before. The screens were all black 
as they sped through the footage, even the infrared cameras didn’t pick up 
any movement on the field. The hope was that they would get a look at the 
killer, but instead what they got was a grainy black video that in the end 
showed only the body on the cross near sunrise when the groundskeepers 
got on scene and the voice of the killer over the P.A. John watched the 
video and said, “These are pros; their message is loud and clear.”

Chris looked at John and asked, “So what now? We don’t have a clue 
about who killed this woman or why.” Jim let out a laugh from the doorway 
behind the two men and said, “We don’t know who killed Ms. Jones down 
there, but we sure as hell know why she was killed.” John didn’t say 
anything, so Chris asked, “You seem to have all the answers, Jim. Why 
was she killed?” Jim stepped down into the control booth and pulled a 
stool with wheels over to him and sat down. “She was the queen of one of 
the most violent street gangs in Los Angeles, Das Players. While it is an 
all female gang, don’t kid yourself. These women are nothing but brutal 
murderers. They have their hands into many, many facets of organized 
crime, and Ms. Jones there on that cross was the ruler of that gang.”

John was silent, looking at a frozen screen and the body of Jones 
hanging on the cross. Jim looked at John and asked, “Well, are you 
going to sit there, or are you going to get to the bottom of this?” John 
looked at Jim and said, “I have a pretty good idea who did this. We 
need to pay a visit to some old friends.” Chris looked on with a blank 
stare as John and Jim walked out of the room and headed back to their 
vehicles. He followed, saying nothing, and Jim asked, “Are we headed 
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for Reseda?” John nodded and said, “Yes … the corner of Reseda and 
Ventura Boulevard. Jim looked at Chris and said, “You don’t know 
what’s there do you?” Chris shook his head. Jim took a cigarette out 
of his top left pocket, lit it, and said, “Answers, my boy … at a small 
business at that intersection are all of the answers we need for what’s 
going on.” Jim pulled out his phone and called Sam and told her to meet 
him at his office at three p.m. There was about to be a break in the gang 
case. He hung up the line, and Jim asked John, “Are you going to call 
first, or are we just going to show up?” “Just show up … I know they 
are waiting for us … me … you.” Jim asked, “And what about Chris?”

John looked at Chris and said, “Where Jim and I are going is into the 
seat of this whole mess. I know you have a lot on your plate. Do you want 
me to release you, so you can ride back downtown with the CSI team and 
deal with your sister?” Chris looked at John and said, “There is nothing to 
deal with. Jade has Andrea’s body. I can’t just go back and sit at my desk 
and let my mind run amuck. I need to keep moving.” John patted the roof 
of his truck and told Jim to meet them there. Jim nodded and got into his 
car and headed for the San Fernando Valley and a destination well known.

Brent Bellock was sitting in a small lunch room at the car dealership 
owned and operated by Phillip Soranto and Patrick Martin. The two 
men were working on an engine when John’s truck pulled into their 
parking lot. Philly called out to Patrick and said, “We have expected 
company.” The two men walked out into the parking lot as John and 
Chris were getting out of the truck. Patrick went to say something 
when Jim’s car pulled in and parked, and the two men just looked at 
John, nodded, and walked off into the building and the lunch room.

Bellock heard the sound of vehicles and sat silent in the lunch 
room as Patrick and Philly walked in followed by John, Jim, and Chris. 
Brent looked at Chris and said, “I know all of the faces but his.” John 
said, “This is Special Agent Chris Mantel. He is a recent graduate from 
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the academy and assigned to my office.” Jim sat down and pulled out 
a cigarette and asked if it was okay to smoke. There were nods around 
the small room, and he took out a smoke, lit it, and said, “So … you 
guys are the mercenaries for hire hitting the gang targets?” Philly sat 
down as did Patrick and John. Chris remained standing. John looked 
around the room and asked, “Who started Operation Plato and why?” 
Brent responded, “I started it, Agent Swenson. I’m the man behind the 
curtain here pulling the strings.” “Why have you decided to openly 
declare war on the gangs in LA?” Brent took a deep breath and said, 
“Years of abuse, watching their treachery. I have been the head of gang 
operations for the LAPD here in Los Angeles for twenty years and for 
the most part me and my team of police officers and our special gang 
unit have been able to hold them at bay … until a year ago.” John sat 
back and asked, “What changed a year ago?”

“They murdered my whole family, my wife, my children, my 
grandchildren.” Jim took a hit off the cigarette and said, “But they left 
you alive and alone?” Brent nodded and said, “About a year ago, the 
gangs were unorganized and left in ruins after the fires. I lost many of 
my officers in the fires as well, and so for about six months there was 
little gang oversight and really little enforcement that needed to be 
dealt with. Then about this time last year, the gangs began to organize 
under a board of directors, so to speak, here in Los Angeles. I don’t 
think I have to run down the list of the senior board members.” John 
shook his head as did Jim. Chris asked, “Rival gangs who have been 
fighting over the same turf for decades have united?” Brent nodded 
and said, “They have successfully been able to organize and run under 
the umbrella of legitimate business.” Jim laughed and said, “That’s 
not news, Brent. They have been doing that for decades.”

Brent nodded and said, “But not like this. The key leaders of the 
board run their operations out of Campbell, Ho, and Richards LLP.” 
Chris asked, “The downtown law firm?” “Yes … the firm is dirty and has 
been since its inception. LAPD had been working with ATF and DEA as 
well as the FBI to bust the leaders of the firm, but we haven’t been able 
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to make any headway. I got into a tussle with Brent Richards about a year 
ago. We busted up a drug and human trafficking ring he and his white 
supremacist group had been running. The result was my family being 
targeted and murdered. I thought I had Richards nailed for the murders, 
but the evidence wasn’t there, and the grand jury didn’t indict him. So 
I have spent the past year working closely with rogue elements in the 
LAPD as well as the private sector with mercenaries like Patrick and 
Phillip to set up an elaborate plan to bring these gangs to their knees, and 
after all of this time I am able to start executing on the plan.”

John looked over at Philly and Patrick and asked, “So, you two have 
been doing the bombing and rocket launcher attacks?” Philly said, “Hey 
John, you of all people know what these groups are capable of. It’s 
not like the old days in gang warfare like it was for the U.S. in the 
cold war. No one moved in on the other’s turf too far because it would 
mean mutually assured destruction. They got educated and organized 
and realized that united they are an unstoppable force. So when Brent 
put out the call, being happy freelancers, Patrick and I jumped at the 
chance to clean the streets of this gangland vermin.” John asked, “Who 
else is in this?” Patrick said, “Blake and Lance are on board, and they 
have been taking care of the ring leaders.” Jim said, “So Blake and 
Lance took care of Heather Jones and Fabio Taluchi?” Patrick nodded 
and Brent said, “They were trying to get to Brent Richards as well, but 
he has fallen off the grid. We have no idea where he is.” John said, “The 
Eagle has Mr. Richards.” “How did the Eagle get involved in this?”

Chris chimed in and said, “Brent Richards and his group of skinhead 
thugs kidnapped, raped, and murdered my sister last night. The Eagle got 
wind of it and grabbed Richards.” Brent looked over at Chris and said, 
“I’m sorry, son … why did they grab your sister?” John spoke up and 
said, “It was a random act of violence. I went to Richards’s office last 
night along with Jim and Chris to question him about some issues, and in 
the act of questioning him, I hacked his tablet, and we all heard Richards 
order the murder of Agent Mantel’s sister when they learned she was the 
sister of an FBI agent.” Bellock said, “And he learned that she was your 
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sister as a result of the visit?” Brent was looking at Chris who nodded. 
“So what’s the Eagle going to do with Richards?” Chris interrupted and 
said, “Nothing … I’m going to take care of Richards.” There were weak 
smiles around the table, and John asked, “So what now?”

Brent said, “We are going to take out the rest of the gangland board 
before they can run. We have hits out on Ernest Campbell, Julio Esponzo, 
and Chen Ho.” John looked at Patrick and asked, “You two know where 
they are?” They nodded. John continued, “What about the street gangs?” 
Brent said, “Once we have eliminated the heads of the gangs, the men 
will take it to the streets. Taking out the rest of the street element and the 
lieutenants in charge of the different gangs won’t be hard. Once we have 
done that, these gangbangers won’t know what’s safe and what’s not. 
They pull a gun, and there could be twenty guns pointing back at them.”

Jim let out a laugh and said, “These gangbangers are like cockroaches. 
For every one that we kill, twenty more take their place.” Jim said it 
stubbing out his cigarette. Brent said, “No … I have seen to that. I have 
been able to put together several military and mercenary teams around 
the globe that are going to work with many of the central and South 
American governments to kill the pipeline.” John looked on and said, “It’s 
a great dream, Bellock, but it is just that … a dream. The governments in 
those countries are as corrupt if not more corrupt than the gangs they are 
supposed to apprehend and destroy. What about the European and Asian 
connections … human trafficking and heroin are coming out of Asia and 
Europe as well as domestic terrorism. How are you dealing with that?”

Brent said, “We have teams of black op mercenaries in all of 
those countries prepared to take out the heads there as well. As for 
the governments in central and South America, we have spent over 
a year vetting these men and woman. They are solid. This is a global 
operation that is set to go off in the next couple of days.” Jim stood up 
and said, “As much as I would like to think that this whole operation 
could work, I don’t see it. If you want to ding the gangs here in LA, 
I have no problem with it and will get behind it. I think in the end, 
however, you might get a few weeks or months of peace before the 
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violence escalates and innocent Angelinos suffer at the hands of these 
ruthless bastards. It’s one thing to take out a few big wigs. It’s a whole 
other to take down a global operation, especially one that is as powerful 
as these guys. This is not just about gang violence or drug running.

“You are dealing with a multibillion dollar business. I mean, fuck, 
man, these guys running these gangs are working for deeper and 
higher individuals in this country and abroad, really, really super rich 
mother fuckers, tech people, bankers, financial markets. I don’t think 
you understand just how deep this whole infrastructure runs in the 
American economy. You could single handedly cause a stock market 
crash bigger than the crash of twenty fuckin’ nine. Take it from me, 
guys, and you all know me very well, I have been in the crime business 
for over three decades. I know the ins and outs of these guys. All you 
are going to do at the end of the day is get you and your families killed 
by the guys pulling the strings. You can hide behind masks and the rest 
of the shit that you do, but they will find you, and they will kill you.”

Jim paced the room after his speech, and John said, “Jim’s half 
right. We can’t kill the machine, but we might be able to take away 
its cover and expose its dark seemingly legitimate underside, and that 
would have a spiraling effect on these organizations’ ability to wage 
war on state, federal, and local police. It could also make these groups 
more manageable from a law enforcement standpoint. But … that 
means a lot of people will have to die here in LA and abroad.”

Chris stood silent as the room fell silent as well. John asked, “So 
what’s the plan?” Patrick and Philly asked, “Is the Eagle going to help 
us?” John nodded and Chris said, “No … come on … my sister is 
laying on a slab right now, a victim of random violence. Do you really 
think that the Iron Eagle and a group of mercenaries can stop this type 
of gangland business?” Jim let out a laugh and said, “If there is one 
thing I can tell you, Chris, all of the men in this room can tell you 
that the Eagle has done things a lot bigger than this before. If there 
is anyone who has a shot at it, it’s him, but he would have to be in 
charge of the operation going forward, guys, at least in LA. Bellock, 
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you handle foreign affairs as you have your operatives in place and 
know their movements. Turn the plans to the LA operation over to the 
Eagle, and he along with the men in this room and those mentioned 
that aren’t here just might be able to rid LA of this scum.”

Jim took a few steps back and said, “I just totally fuckin’ contradicted 
myself, didn’t I?” Heads nodded all over the room. Philly said, “Yeah, 
you did, but when don’t you?” Philly said, “Jim’s right. The Eagle 
takes the lead in LA. Brent, you handle the rest of the international 
attacks.” Brent stood up and paced the room, looking at the men seated 
in the darkened lunch room. He stopped after a few minutes and asked, 
“How will we synchronize?” John said, “We will use the NIST clock 
in Boulder, Colorado to sync operations. I know that every man in 
this room short of Chris has their time synced to NIST. Those who 
don’t, I will set up, and Brent, you will have to set it with your people.” 
Everyone nodded, and Brent pulled out a tablet and asked John to pull 
out his. John asked Chris to go out to his truck and bring in his silver 
briefcase. Chris left the room then reappeared a few minutes later.

John opened the case and set up a secure encrypted link, and Brent 
sent John the time line and attack plan for LA and around the world. 
John verified the file and said, “Okay … Patrick and Philly, get ahold of 
Lance and Blake. We will meet at the Eagle’s lair at three p.m. Jim, you 
be there, too.” Jim said, “If we’re going to get in the middle of this type 
of operation, I want Sam in on it.” Chris said, “She’s not the fuckin’ 
sheriff, Jim. How do we know she can be trusted?” Jim just shook his 
head as he walked out of the room and said, “She can be trusted … it’s 
you that I’m worried about Chris. It’s you that worries me.”

The men shook hands, and Brent looked at John and asked, “Are you 
sure the Eagle will back you up on this?” The faces in the room were 
unflinching. John said, “Yeah … I’m a hundred percent positive that the 
Eagle will support this operation. Stay in contact with us.” John handed 
Brent a satellite phone and said, “This is an encrypted line that you can 
use from anywhere in the world. The contact information is programmed 
into the phone. You need only hit speed dial.” John pulled open the laptop 
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and made a few adjustments to the phone and as Brent held it the sides 
of the phone went from black to red. Brent said, “Fingerprint security?”

John shook his head and said, “Natural touch security. The 
scanners on the side of the phone picked up your palm, finger and 
hand pressure points. No one can use the phone but you.”

“And if I’m captured or killed and someone tries to use the phone?” 
Patrick put his hands together and made an explosion sound as his 
hands separated and said, “There’s enough C4 in that baby to take out 
a city block.” Brent looked at Patrick and asked, “Let me guess, you 
designed the security for the phones?” Patrick laughed and said, “My 
nickname isn’t C4 for nothing.” There was light laughter as the men 
dispersed, and John and Chris headed for the Eagle’s lair in Malibu.
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Chapter Fourteen
“The what?”

W
ord of Richards’s disappearance and the murders at his home 
reverberated off the walls of the law firm he helped to found. Chen 
Ho was sitting in his office along with Ernest Campbell, the two 

men doing nothing but staring at each other. Chen finally broke the silence 
and said, “The Iron Eagle is in this situation now.” Campbell nodded and 
said, “He killed over thirty of Brent’s top men at his home, and we have 
it on good authority that the Eagle has Brent as well.” Chen sat back in 
his chair with a thoughtful look on his face; he looked at Ernest and said, 
“It is only a matter of time before he comes for us.” Ernest nodded in 
agreement and asked, “What are we going to do?” “Protect ourselves; 
let’s start pulling all of our best power people, those with military training 
and those who have security backgrounds. We will put them on the front 
line to protect us, and let’s have the other commanders on the streets who 
are left do the same.” Ernest looked at Chen and said, “You are asking 
for a lot of resources to be pulled for our protection and the protection of 
others that will leave the whole business model vulnerable to attack.”
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“People can be replaced, we can’t be. If we go down, then so do 
our North American operations here in LA. We can’t afford to risk it 
… order that protection for all remaining directors be increased. We 
might get lucky and kill the Eagle and his men before he kills us.”

“It’s only logical that the next move that the living leaders of the 
gangs are going to do is pull all of their trained people into protection 
mode for them,” Jim was saying as Lance, Patrick, Blake, and Phillip 
were taking seats around the table in the Eagle’s lair. Chris was sitting 
next to John who was typing on his computer as Jim spoke. Philly leaned 
back in his chair and said, “If they make a move like that that leaves all 
street operations vulnerable.” John nodded as he typed but didn’t speak. 
Jim took a cigarette out of his top left pocket and tapped the table with his 
Zippo to get John’s attention. John waved an arm of agreement, and Jim 
lit up. Jim said, “You’re right, Philly, and that’s what makes this a perfect 
time to strike. We hit the fuckers, kill off the leaders, and then watch the 
rest of the street thugs run like roaches when the lights come on.” John 
was still typing and not responding and Patrick said, “I’m going to guess 
by John’s silence that he is hatching a plan.” Patrick and Philly as well as 
the others gave Chris their condolences on the murder of his sister.

Chris just nodded, and Patrick said, “Chris, I know you don’t know 
a single man at this table except John and Jim, but let me tell you, we 
will leave no rock unturned until every person responsible for your 
sister’s murder is brought to justice.” Chris asked, “Are you talking 
about turning the killers over to The Iron Eagle?” Chris said, staring 
blankly into space. “Yeah … the Iron fuckin’ Eagle … let them fall into 
his clutches and see what happens to them,” Patrick said. Chris looked 
into Patrick’s eyes and said, “I have seen what happens to someone 
when they fall into the clutches of the Eagle. All those responsible for 
my sister’s murder have been eliminated by the Eagle but one, and he 
is in this lair. Only the Eagle is not going to kill that guy … I am.”
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No one said a word, and Jim leaned forward and put his elbows on the 
table and looked at Chris and said, “Yes, Chris, you will kill Brent Richards 
here in the Eagle’s lair, in a completely controlled environment. Richards 
is at your mercy, the Eagle’s mercy here. In here, he is defenseless. But 
out there…” Jim pointed in the direction of the door leading to the foyer, 
“On the streets of Los Angeles you are not in a controlled environment. 
You are not calling the shots, the streets are, and the element that we 
are about to take on is a thousand times more savage than the asshole in 
the other room. Don’t let your heart and feelings get in the way of the 
mission. If you do, you will die.” Jim had just finished speaking when 
John stopped typing and pushed a button on his laptop and a white screen 
rolled down from the ceiling covering the carving of the Eagle. The city 
of Los Angeles and all of its suburbs were on the screen, and multiple 
sections were highlighted in different colors. John stood up and walked 
to the screen and said, “The best I can figure, the only way to do this and 
make it the most effective is to put guns on the streets. We need to put 
men in each of these shaded areas with the sole purpose of killing as many 
gang members as possible without taking out civilians.”

“Gang members are civilians, John,” Jim said. “No. No they are 
not … when you pick up a weapon with the intent to harm, you are no 
longer a civilian. You are a target, a menace to society, and in those 
cases when these thugs pick up their weapons and put them in their 
waistbands or over their shoulders, they become enemy combatants. 
We have to engage the enemy.”

Patrick looked at the screen. Six large sections of LA were color-coded 
and Patrick asked, “Are you suggesting that we go on the offensive here, 
draw out the gangs, and engage them in direct combat?” John nodded. 
There were a few moments of silence, and Jim said, “It’s fuckin’ nuts, 
but it’s also brilliant. Take the fight to them. Not about drugs, guns, or 
all the other shit. Bring these fuckers into direct combat as if they were 
in a war zone.” John said, “We create a war zone, and this map can do it 
without getting innocents killed.” “How the fuck do you figure?” Chris 
asked. John smiled and said, “Hellman Wilderness Park in Whittier.” 
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The looks around the table were telling to Chris who asked, “Where the 
hell is Hellman Wilderness Park?” John smiled and said, “It’s a little 
known slice of Los Angeles that is perfect for a ground offensive. We 
set up an ambush in the middle of the park. The highly trained veterans 
of these groups will be gathered around their superiors. We call out the 
gangs as a whole, or I should say the Iron Eagle calls them out, and then 
we rain unholy hell on all of them.” Chris looked at the map and asked, 
“And how do you suppose that you’re going to get…” Chris stopped 
and looked at Jim and asked, “How many active non-imprisoned gang 
members total in the city and county of Los Angeles at last count?” Jim 
took a big hit off his smoke and said, “Some four hundred and fifty 
gangs with somewhere north of forty-five thousand members.”

“Forty-five thousand!” Chris cried. “Yes, Chris, and as I fuckin’ said 
that doesn’t take into account the ones in prison, short timers, underage, 
and lifers. The gangs are run as much from the prison system in California 
as they are from the streets. They didn’t teach you in the academy that 
the city of Los Angeles is considered the gang capital of the country 
… possibly the world?” Chris shook his head, and Jim looked at John 
and asked, “What the fuck do your people learn in your high powered 
academy, John? Jesus Christ! Everyone on the streets knows this shit.”

Lance asked, “So how are we going to flush out all of these bangers 
and get them into one location?” John laughed and said, “Advertising 
… the Eagle’s going to call them all out.” “I see … and just how is he 
going to do that?” “With the help of the recent high profile murders 
of their leaders. These people work on the honor system. They want 
respect. If they think you’re disrespecting them, guess what, they’ll 
come out in droves. Even warring gangs and sworn enemies will come 
together to fight for the respect that the LA gang scene stands for.”

Jim started laughing and said, “He’s right. I hate to say it, but 
John’s absolutely right, and let’s assume that you are successful, and 
you ambush and kill thousands or even tens of thousands of these 
gangbangers. What’s to stop more from around the country from 
coming to LA and waging war?” John said coldly, “The underground 
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brotherhood.” All of the faces at the table were blank. Chris asked, 
“The what?” John walked back and sat down and said, “You ever 
heard of the Hudson River Killer?” Chris nodded and said, “Yeah … 
a sick fuck that our New York office as well as NYPD has been trying 
to catch for years. What about him?” “You ever wonder why no one 
has ever been able to profile, let alone catch, that killer?” Chris was 
about to say something and froze. He looked at the other men in the 
room and said, “Cops?” “Yep … cops … the force within the force. 
They take out the worst of the worst. The brotherhood exists in every 
police department in every city in this country. Not just cities, small 
towns and suburbs, too … they take care of their own. If the Eagle 
calls for all out war on the gangs of LA…” Jim laughed, interrupting 
John, and said, “The fuckin’ brotherhood will deal with the rest.”

“How do we do it?” Chris asked. “Getting the gangbangers to the 
park is simple; it’s the setup that’s going to be tedious. Philly, C4, 
Blaco, Cosmo, how many mercs do you know of that will come to our 
call?” Philly looked like he was doing math in his head and said, “If 
we get the word out now … I can have five hundred mercs, and we can 
build a failsafe ambush that will wipe out half of these little fuckers 
before they even know they are under attack.” John looked at him and 
said, “Spread the word and have them tell their men. I want all men 
to muster at Dark Canyon Road near the Buddhist temple in Whittier 
at midnight tomorrow. We are going to need a lot of equipment, Jim. 
You and I are going to take a trip to the PX at Pendleton.”

Jim laughed and said, “Are we going to kill them with food and 
sundries?” John frowned and said, “No … the military supply PX!” 
Jim howled and asked, “Are you going to take some tanks, too?” 
The men disbursed, and Jim asked, “What do you want me to do?” 
“Change into your Marine reserves uniform, Major O’Brian. We are 
going shopping, but first Chris and I have something we need to do.” 
Jim got up and walked out of the room, and John looked at Chris and 
asked, “Are you ready to deal with Mr. Richards?” Chris had been so 
caught up in the conversation and planning that for a fraction of an 
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instant his face had the look of a man lost or forgetful. He snapped out 
of it and said, “I don’t know where to begin.” John put his arm over 
his shoulder and said, “The Eagle will take the lead. It’s all going to 
be videotaped for public viewing for the media release that the Eagle 
is going to make for the gangs. Jump in any time you like.”

Richards was lying on the gurney in operating room one dripping 
with sweat and unable to speak. Chris walked in behind the Eagle 
who had no disguise, and the look on Richards’s face was priceless. 
The Eagle took a syringe that was already filled with medication from 
a small steel table and injected it into the IV. Richards’s pulse and 
respiration slowed, and his contorted face began to relax. He looked 
at the Eagle and Chris and said in an exasperated voice, “Which one 
of you … is the Iron Eagle?” Chris smiled and pointed to John who 
was staring into Richards’s eyes, unblinking.

“Special Agent John Swenson of the FBI is the Iron fuckin’ Eagle? 
Jesus … and you call attorneys corrupt … you’re a goddamn federal 
agent and a protector of the people.” “I’m protecting the people, Mr. 
Richards. That’s what I’m doing right now with you.” “You’re going 
to kill me,” Richards said. John reached over for a dental cage and his 
instruments and placed them on the steel table next to the gurney. He 
grabbed a white lab coat and a face shield and handed a set to Chris. 
Turning his back to Brent, he said, “No, I’m not going to kill you, Mr. 
Richards … I’m going to get some information from you. Agent Mantel 
over there is going to kill you for what you ordered done to his sister.”

Richards looked at Chris and said, “I’m sorry, Agent Mantel. I’m 
truly sorry. I had no idea she was FBI family. If I had I would have 
released her.” Chris said nothing as John took out a tablet and played 
back the rape and murder of Andrea Mantel. Richards heard himself give 
the order to suffocate her with one of his men’s penises, and when he saw 
and heard it he began to scream.” “HOW THE FUCK did you get that? 
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You hacked my office and my computers. There are laws prohibiting 
unlawful search and seizure, and they extend to electronic content.”

Chris crossed his arms and said staring at Richards, “Seriously … 
here you lie in the Eagle’s lair … guaranteed to suffer, and you really 
think that we give a shit about lawful interception of your Internet and 
video chat conversation?” Richards yelled, “The rule of law … I have 
rights.” John looked at Brent and said, “Yes sir, you do. Right now, you 
have the right to start talking about your gang affiliations in and outside 
of prison and the people who serve with you on your so-called board 
of directors.” John was placing the blue plastic over the dental cage 
as Richards pleaded the fifth. John leaned down onto his chest, put his 
elbow over his head, and put a steel bar into Richards’s mouth to force 
it open. He jammed the steel cage into his mouth, forcing Brent’s mouth 
open, until he could see the blue plastic covering Brent’s teeth.

Richards’s lips and gums were parted, and he attempted to clench 
his jaw shut but was no match for John’s power. When the cage was 
fully in place, John said, “Do you like dentists, Mr. Richards?” The 
man tried to shake his head, but it was restrained. John said, “You 
know I don’t either; however, dentistry has given us some great 
torture tools, the ability to bring suffering and agony without killing. 
It gives me the ability to … encourage you to tell me everything you 
can about your gang affiliates and the others on the board. I want to 
know their movements and their locations, and I want you to explain 
to me in the simplest way possible how the whole organization works 
and where all the key hubs and hangouts are.”

“They’ll kill me.” Richards’s words were unclear because of the 
apparatus in his mouth, but John and Chris understood what he meant. 
John said, “Worry about me and Mr. Mantel, Mr. Richards. What do 
you think we are going to do?” Richards started to cry, and Chris began 
laughing and said, “You are really going to try to get compassion from 
me or the Iron Eagle with tears? What about my sister’s screams and 
tears? What about the tears and screams of the innocent families that you 
and your gang affiliates killed intentionally and accidently? What about 
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the victims of your rape parties? Young women and children that you 
beat, abused, and killed? Do your tears and cries for mercy even begin 
to touch the cruelty you and your affiliates have inflicted on so many?”

Brent took a huge breath and heaved with a deep, hard cry. Chris 
looked at John and said, “Do your worst, Mr. Justice. Let’s get all the 
information we can from this son of a bitch before I kill him.” John 
pushed the pedal and began drilling tooth after tooth on Richards.

The torture session lasted three hours. John looked at the clock on 
the wall in his operating room, and it was half past six p.m. He was 
sweating as the cameras caught the confession of Brent Richards on 
their screens. When the interrogation was over, he pushed the steel tray 
away and pulled the blood soaked coat off and said, “I will leave you 
with Agent Mantel now … I know he wants to deal with you his own 
way.” John walked over to Chris who had a cold dead look in his eyes 
and said, “There’s an industrial meat grinder in the corner and several 
high voltage units you can use to shock him. If you need instruments to 
open him up, they are all on that table. Do you want me to stay in here 
with you?” Chris never took his eyes off Richards. He just shook his 
head and said, “This is personal. I’m going to deal with him by hand.”

Chris walked over to the gurney as John walked to the operating room 
door. He turned to see Chris grab Richards’s penis and balls in his hands, 
and with a couple of hard pulls, Chris ripped them from his body. He 
punched Richards hard on the right side of his face, sending the steel 
screen flying out of his mouth along with a few teeth. Richards howled in 
agony, and Chris threw his manhood onto his chest and began punching 
the squirting bleeding hole where it had been. The last thing John heard as 
he closed the door was Chris say, “I’m going to make sure you know what 
your cock tastes like Mr. Richards. You’re going to die as my sister died.”

John closed the door and turned to see Sara standing in the hallway. 
“Is Chris alright?” John walked across the hall to the conference room 
to start to put together the Eagle’s press release for the gangs of LA 
and said, “Not quite yet, but I think he will be.” Sara followed and 
asked, “Are you going to get involved?” John shook his head and said, 
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“I walked into that room with Chris as the Iron Eagle, then it got 
personal, and Chris called me by name as did the victim. John Swenson 
extracted Brent Richards’s confession, Sara, not the Iron Eagle. Chris 
and I have crossed a new plane, and I don’t know where it will go from 
here, but I have a feeling it will be a game changer.” Sara sat down on 
a stool as John worked on editing the film and said nothing.

John and Sara were sitting in the family room in the main house. He had 
uploaded a video to all of the major news outlets from the Iron Eagle. Sara 
had just poured a drink and sat down next to him as he clicked the remote 
turning on the news. The pretty young reporter who John recognized from 
the LA fires was standing in front of Dodger Stadium with a brood of 
Dodger fans behind her. She was holding up a small photograph and said,

The Iron Eagle has declared war on the gangs of Los Angeles. In 
a shocking display of brutality, the Iron Eagle has released a video 
of the alleged confession of high powered Los Angeles attorney Brent 
Richards, who in his videotaped confession tells of gangland violence 
and his own role in the murder of a relative of an FBI agent. Bill, can 
we run the video received from the Iron Eagle?

There were a few moments of silence, and then the scene cut to 
Heather Jones’s crucified remains in center field from earlier in the 
morning as well as gruesome video of Fabio Taluchi after he had 
been gunned down at his business. The video ran through image after 
image of both leaders being killed as well as the innocent victims of 
recent drive-by shootings and other violent acts by the gangs. When 
the images stopped, the screen went black, and in the center was the 
image of the Iron Eagle’s calling card. There was no writing, just the 
symbol in color on the black background. Then, for the first time in 
the Eagle’s history, he addressed the city and county of Los Angeles.

“For years, Los Angeles has been known as the gang capital of 
the United States. For generations, these gangs have been allowed to 
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move with impunity in their killing sprees, waging war on the streets 
of this great city. The police and sheriff ’s department overwhelmed 
by the violence can only do so much. In recent weeks and months, 
these gangland leaders and their thug underbelly have tormented 
neighborhoods and entire cities. That ends tonight. I’m here to put 
all of those men and women who have chosen to take up arms as 
gang members and innocents alike on notice that it is my mission to 
destroy you all. Starting right now, if you’re a gang member, and you 
decide to pull a weapon, rob, rape, beat, sell drugs, run prostitution 
rings, traffic in humans, and all other things that have made your 
organizations powerful in this city, you will not know when I’m going 
to be near and when I’m going to take you out. Make no mistake. 
This city has had enough of you as have I, so as of this date I am 
declaring war on the gangs of Los Angeles. I will hunt, find, and kill 
you. The police can’t protect you, nor can your gang thugs. Street by 
street, one by one, I will eliminate you, and what comes with me is 
hell upon you and your groups.”

The reporter came back on the air as Sara turned off the TV. She 
took a drink of her beverage and said, “There isn’t enough that the 
Eagle has done? You haven’t sacrificed everything for this damn city in 
all of the cases that you have dealt with at the risk of your own life, and 
now you’re going to wage a one-man war?” John got up and walked 
over to the wet bar and grabbed a bottle of water. When he sat back 
down next to Sara, he said, “Well yes … but I’m not alone in this war.” 
Sara shook her head and asked, “Okay … who the hell is helping you?” 
The words had no sooner left her lips than John’s cell phone rang, and 
he put it on speaker and heard Jim, C4, Cosmo, Blaco, and Philly.

Jim was the loudest. “Are you out of your goddamn mind, John? 
Jesus Christ! I thought the Eagle was going to be subtle. The phones are 
ringing off the hooks at every police station and sheriff’s station in the 
city. People from all over LA want to help the Eagle eliminate the gangs. 
People are calling in and asking what they can do to help.” Philly said, 
“That was great, John. The Eagle has set the people of the city against 
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the very gangs that have made their lives hell. I have everyone on the 
line to let you know that we put out the call for mercs to assist in the 
operation in Hellman, and the reply was not what I expected.”

Sara was sitting silent as John asked, “What do you mean?” Philly 
said, “Well, remember when we told you we could probably get five 
hundred men?” John was looking at Sara as he said yes. “Well, I was 
WAY wrong, man. I’m sorry.” Philly sounded very apologetic, and 
Jim yelled out on the conference call and asked, “Well that’s just 
fuckin’ great … so how many mercs were you four brain trusts able to 
muster up?” Philly said, “Well, at last count …” There was a second 
of silence, and Philly called out to C4, Blaco, and Cosmo and asked, 
“Hey guys, are these numbers right?” There was a resounding yes. 
Philly said, “Okay, well then, John, we have a total of fifteen hundred 
men and women from active duty, retired, and reserves willing to 
take part in this black op. They are on standby awaiting the Eagle’s 
instruction, and all of them are right here in Southern California.”

A smile grew across John’s face, and he said, “Well, that’s one hell 
of a turn out … thanks guys. I knew I could count on you. Cosmo, you 
and Philly work to set up an encrypted feed, so that we can work out a 
gathering point for the troops, so I can speak to everyone. Jim, I’m at 
my home. Why don’t you stop by, and we will head to the PX. We are 
going to need a lot of equipment. C4 and Blaco, I need you two at the 
lair ASAP. Jim and I are going to need drivers to haul the weapons and 
ammunition out from Pendleton. Choose five that you trust with your 
life to join you and head down there now as Jim and I are leaving. We 
can store the weapons here along with the trucks and other hardware and 
ammunition.” There was a round of ‘Semper Fi,’ and the line went dead.

Sara looked at John and said, “This is getting old, John. It’s really 
getting old. When this is over, you and I are going to talk about our 
own retirement. I don’t know about you, but I’m getting tired of my 
husband saving the city of Los Angeles on a regular basis and putting 
his life in danger.” John stood and kissed her on the head and said, 
“I need to check on Chris. He has been with Richards for a long 
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time.” As he left the room, Karen walked in from the kitchen with a 
sandwich in her hands, and Sara asked, “How much did you hear?”

Karen took a bite of her sandwich and said, “Enough to scare the hell 
out of me and make me ditch my diet and stress eat.” Sara laughed a little 
under her breath then called Barbara and Jade and asked that they come 
to the house for a talk. Jade asked if she could bring Jessica, and Sara told 
her yes. After Sara hung up the line, she met Karen in the doorway and 
said, “We better eat and drink as much as we can because I have a feeling 
the next couple of days are going to be a living hell.” Karen nodded with 
a mouth full of food while following Sara out to the kitchen.
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 Chapter Fifteen
“My journey into the 

depths of hell began.”

P
aul Garrard had just left for his graveyard shift job at the seven-
eleven convenience store at the corner of Tampa and Vanowen 
in Reseda. He had a Smith and Wesson .45 caliber handgun in a 

holster over his right shoulder. He had a permit to carry a concealed 
weapon because of the line of work he was in, but he had never pulled 
the weapon in all of his years running the store. He had gotten into a few 
rough scrapes, but he always did as he was trained – don’t fight, give 
the robber or robbers what they want, so that he wouldn’t get hurt. As 
he would tell the owners of the store after a robbery and being beaten or 
humiliated in some other way, “Resistance is not the answer.”

Tonight he was going to prove that … he knew that several of the 
local gangbangers were planning to hit the store after midnight, and 
this time he was going to get them before they could get to him.
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The long hallway leading to the holding and operating rooms in 
the Eagle’s lair was dark and quiet. John walked down the hall and 
saw Chris sitting on the floor with his knees up with his head in his 
hands. John moved his arm, and the motion sensors triggered the hall 
lights to come on. Chris was sitting with his back against the wall to 
operating room one. He was wearing the white hospital coat that John 
had handed him when he was torturing Richards. The coat was nearly 
covered in blood. John sat down across from him and asked, “Are you 
finished with Richards?” Chris nodded. “Is he dead?” Chris looked up 
with a steely stare and said, “No … near it but not dead.” John looked 
on and said, “Are you going to finish him, or do you want me to? I 
have to go down to Pendleton with several men to pick up some heavy 
artillery and weapons. Do you want to come with us?” Chris sat for a 
few moments then said, “John, you can’t stop these thugs. They control 
the streets and the prisons, and their influence translates into all aspects 
of public life. You and I know that there are cops on the streets right 
now that came up and out of these gangs, and they are as corrupt and in 
bed with these groups as they were before they took the oath.”

John nodded and said, “I am but one man, Chris. For nearly fifteen 
years, I have waged a one-man war on the worst of the worst in this 
city. Do you know how I started killing?” Chris looked at John wearily 
and said, “Yeah … your wife was murdered by a serial killer … Walter 
Cruthers. Jim told me about him after you revealed yourself as the Eagle.”

John pressed his back against the wall and said, “No … that’s 
not what started it. By the time my wife Amber had been murdered, 
I had been killing for at least four or five years. My journey into the 
depths of hell began when I walked in on one of my Marine Corps 
men raping the dead body of a ten-year-old boy he had stalked and 
killed at Pendleton. The sick freak was getting off on a child that he 
had already abducted, tortured, and killed. He told me that he had 
been keeping the kid in the closet and hanging him and bringing him 
to the edge of death and then resuscitating him, so he could keep 
the torture going. The child had finally died after four days of that 
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sadistic bastard’s torture. When he finished telling me about the boy, 
he bragged that he had killed several others and all the same way.

“I remember it like it was yesterday. He laughed when I grabbed 
him and threw him into the wall of his room. He told me he was horny 
and was going to go out and do some more hunting. I told him his 
hunting days were over, and I tortured that son of a bitch for four days. 
I beat a confession out of him and got the location of the bodies. When 
I had gotten all the information that I could, I stripped the sick bastard, 
tied him to a board on his knees, and started a fire in a small charcoal 
fire pit that he had. He had a fireplace set, and once I had the coals hot 
enough I took a pronged fireplace poker and put it into the coals and 
let it heat until it was white hot. Then I took the steel rod and rammed 
it up his ass. It only took a few minutes, and he was dead.

“However, in the last moments of his life, I felt as though I had 
somehow avenged his victims. I couldn’t bring the kids back, but I 
felt like that they were in the room watching their attacker getting his 
just reward, and that solidified me as a vigilante, and the poker I used 
having an Eagle’s head on it would seal my nickname from that day 
forward as a serial killer. Since that night, I have dealt with dozens 
and dozens of killers of every race, gender, and kind. I have used my 
military training to stop or attempt to stop some horrific things, Chris. 
You want to know the one thing that I have learned in my years as both 
FBI agent and killer?” Chris was staring at John and nodded. “I learned 
that the savageness of man will never stop. That for every killer I bring 
to justice there are ten more out there even more brutal than the last.”

“Then why keep doing it, John? Why keep the Iron Eagle alive and 
killing?” Chris asked in a low voice. “Because as long as the Eagle is 
working, he is keeping the worst of the worst at bay. The Eagle hopes 
that what he is doing is in some small way a deterrent.” Chris laughed 
a weak laugh and said, “The death penalty is no deterrent, John. Shit. 
You know that; the Eagle knows that. People will keep killing just 
like you said and not even the Eagle can stop all of it.” John stood up 
and reached out his hand and pulled Chris up. John looked at him and 
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said, “You are right on all you have said; however, one thing is true. 
A certainty of a brutal death without judge or jury for one’s crimes if 
caught by the Eagle has been a bit of a deterrent. The Eagle has once 
again stepped into a hornet’s nest with this gangland situation in order 
to protect a people who can’t or won’t protect themselves and police 
departments that are impotent, unable, and or unwilling to do what 
needs to be done to rid the streets of these animals once and for all. But 
the Eagle won’t be around forever, Chris … I guarantee you that.”

John opened the door to operating room one. The savageness of 
the beating that Chris had given to Richards was not only evident on 
Richards’s body, it was painted on the white walls of the operating 
room in blood streaks and pools. Brent’s breathing was very labored, 
and he winched in agony with each short breath that he took. Chris had 
broken every rib and several were protruding through Brent’s chest; 
others were obviously penetrating his lungs. John walked to him, and 
Richards asked, “Now can I die?” John nodded and told Chris to take 
one end of the gurney. They pushed it out of the operating room and 
to the back hall and out to the incinerator. John looked at Richards 
and said, “Yes, you can die now, Mr. Richards; however, I’m afraid it 
won’t be a peaceful death. It will be agonizing.”

John pressed the button on the incinerator, and its steel doors 
opened. Brent looked over to see the black opening to the giant oven 
and said, “You’re going to burn me alive?” John nodded as he rolled 
Brent Richards’s body into the furnace. Chris looked at Richards as 
the steel doors closed on the unit and said, “If there is a God or an 
afterlife, I wish no mercy on your soul.” John smiled as he pushed 
the button on the incinerator, and it fired up. He looked at Chris and 
said, “Let’s go get the weaponry and take care of these gangs once 
and for all.” The two men walked off as the furnace fired up, and the 
sound of the blasting flames melted away the flesh and burned up the 
bones of Brent Richards.
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It was half past one a.m., and Paul Garrard had finished stocking 
the refrigerator case in the store. He had a new guy he was training 
who was watching the store as he walked the boxes out to the back 
and threw them into the dumpster. He heard the sound of screeching 
tires as he walked back to the front of the store. Paul saw five local 
Mexican gangbangers that he knew far too well walking into the store. 
None of them had seen him come from the side of the store.

Edgar Howell was standing behind the counter when the five 
walked into the store. It was his first night on shift, and at eighteen, 
his thin five foot six inch frame was no match for the older and more 
aggressive men. Edgar looked around for Paul, but he was nowhere to 
be seen. Three of the men went to the back of the store to the beer cooler 
and grabbed several cases of beer and some jug wine. The two others 
walked around the front of the store near the front counter picking up 
chips and other snacks. When the five finally placed the goods on the 
counter one of the men asked, “So, amigo, the beer’s free, si?” Edgar 
shook his head and began to ring up the merchandise. One of the others 
reached across the counter and grabbed his shirt and pulled him close 
to his face. The man had a tear drop tattoo on his right cheek and was 
wearing a muscle shirt that showed his whole body was inked. Edgar 
could smell alcohol and marijuana on the older Mexican who said in 
a low and intimidating tone, “My boy doesn’t speak good English, so 
you might not have understood him … the beer is free … now open the 
register and give me all of the cash, or I’ll beat your brains in. Got it?”

Edgar was trying to type in the password on the cash register with 
wildly shaking hands and two men started to round the corner to get 
behind the counter when Paul walked through the front doors. The 
door chimed, which drew everyone’s attention. The Mexican let go of 
Edgar and looked at Paul who was pointing his Smith and Wesson at 
the men. Paul called out in a steady and firm voice, “Get away from 
the counter and down on the floor.” The men started laughing, and 
one of them asked, “So, esé, where you get the gun, man? We robbed 
you plenty of times, and you never had no gun.”
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Paul saw that three of the men had guns in their waistbands and 
said, “Get your asses on the floor now, or I will blow your goddamn 
heads off.” Edgar pushed the panic button and stepped back away 
from the register. The store’s security system was tied directly to 
911, and when the panic button was pushed police were dispatched 
immediately. Paul knew all too well that even though the West Valley 
police station was only five blocks down Vanowen, if he got a response 
in an hour he would be lucky. Paul moved slowly to the counter as the 
five men stepped back. Paul reached for a phone on the back counter 
and pressed the three numbers 911 and put the phone on speaker.

“This is Paul Garrard, the graveyard shift manager at the seven-
eleven store at the corner of Vanowen and Tampa. I have five 
known gang members in my store attempting a two–eleven. I need 
assistance.” The operator started asking him questions and told him 
that units were tied up on other calls and would get to him as soon as 
possible. One of the men reached for the gun in his waistband, and 
Paul pulled the trigger. It was over in a matter of seconds. All five 
Mexicans lie dead or near death on the floor of the store. The operator 
was yelling out over the speakerphone, asking what happened. Paul 
walked around the corner of the counter where two of the five men 
were still moving. He grabbed a refill cartridge from his pocket and 
reloaded the weapon. Paul stood over the Mexican who had robbed 
him several times over the past few years and pointed the gun at 
his head. The man’s eyes were as wide as saucers as Paul pulled the 
hammer back and put a bullet into the last two living men’s heads.

He walked back behind the counter as he heard sirens off in the 
distance. The operator was still calling out over the phone line, and 
Paul said, “They went for their weapons. I took them down … Edgar, 
we need a clean up on aisle six.” With those words, Paul hung up the 
line and waited for the police.
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The last of the trucks arrived at the Eagle’s lair at a little after five 
a.m. John walked the underground garage where ten military vehicles sat 
loaded with weaponry. C4 pointed at two of the trucks and said, “Those 
are for me and Cosmo. I loaded them with remote explosives and plain 
wrap C4. I picked up pressure point land mines and incendiary mines. I’m 
going to head out with Cosmo and start setting up the burn lines and land 
mines, so we have the jump on this thing and don’t set the city on fire.”

John nodded, and Patrick called out to Lance and said, “Grab two 
of the other men and let’s get these trucks out to Dark Canyon Road in 
Hellman. We need to start booby trapping the area.” Lance looked at 
John and asked, “We are going to start setting live mines in a fuckin’ 
park that is actively used by the public? Are you out of your goddamn 
minds?” John looked at Lance and said, “C4 knows what he’s doing. 
No one will get hurt until I want them to. I will order the park closed 
as soon as I talk to Jim. Don’t worry. No civilians will be hurt.” Lance 
just shook his head as he walked over to the truck and said, “This isn’t 
fuckin’ Oat Mountain in the middle of the night with a military base 
under it. It’s a goddamn public park, and we are going to do this work 
in broad daylight? Jesus! Someone has lost his mind.”

Lance grabbed two of the other drivers and got into the truck 
and drove off following Patrick with his men. John called out to the 
others and said, “I want you men to start arming the heavy artillery 
in the other trucks. Let’s make sure the M60s are loaded and we 
have extra capacity rounds for them. The same with the sniper rifles 
and the M-16s. Hellman Park is a high fire danger situation, which 
means we have to lay down fire on the enemy while trying not to 
set the middle of Los Angeles on fire.” He turned around to see Jim 
leaning against the wall near the entrance, talking on his cell phone 
and smoking a cigarette. John and Chris walked over to Jim but kept 
enough clearance as not to eavesdrop. Chris looked at his watch; it 
was half past six, and he looked at John and asked, “Hey … can I go 
catch a few hours sleep? I don’t run on the same schedule as you.” 
John nodded, and Chris headed to his house.
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Jim hung up his cell phone, took a drag off his cigarette, and dropped 
the butt to the floor, putting it out with the heel of his shoe. John looked 
at him and asked, “What’s going on?” Jim said, “Um … let’s go to the 
conference room.” When they got in, Jim said, “Why don’t you turn on 
those TVs and tune in to all the major local news stations here in LA.” 
John looked confused and asked why. Jim smiled and said, “Oh … I 
can’t tell you. It’s a fuckin’ surprise.” John shrugged, pressed a button on 
a panel near his regular seat, and the monitors came to life. He watched 
in amazement at what the news was reporting from around Los Angeles.
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Chapter Sixteen
“Jim O’Brian has the sympathy  

and compassion of a troll.”

K
aren was sitting in the kitchen alone when Chris walked in looking 
tired and beaten. She walked over to him and put her arms around 
him, saying nothing. Chris leaned down and wrapped his arms 

around her and put his head down, smelling her hair as tears ran down 
his face. Karen could feel her giant muscular man trembling in her 
arms and the moisture from his tears striking the back of her neck. She 
didn’t move or say a word. Just held on with everything she had, and 
she felt him grip her unlike she had ever felt in the whole time they 
had been together. She could feel it in his touch and his tears. Chris 
was broken inside, and she held on and waited until he released.

His massive body towered over her after he let go. She took him 
by the hand, sat him down, and got him a bottle of water. There were 
no words for several minutes outside of a soft, “Thank you.” Chris sat 
slumped over the table. He took a few sips of the water and said, “I see 
why people drink and do drugs to escape the pain of loss.” Karen sat 
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down next to him and put her hand on his arm. “Yes … but it only masks 
the pain. It doesn’t stop it. Those who dive into a bottle or worse only 
end up two ways, dead or at rock bottom having to deal with the feelings 
they ran from.” Chris took another drink of the water and without 
looking at her said, “I killed the man who ordered my sister’s death.”

She sat back and asked, “So, now that he’s dead and all of those 
who committed this heinous act on your sister are too, how do you 
feel?” Chris looked out over the surf crashing on the rocks in the 
early morning sunlight and said, “Right now? Cold and indifferent. 
Their deaths will not bring Andrea back. I beat the man that ordered 
her death nearly to death. John helped me finish him off. The man 
suffered until his very last fire-filled breath.”

Karen got up and started a pot of coffee and said as she worked, 
“Jade, Barbara, and Jessica came over last night. We had our own 
meeting about the situation at hand and the Eagle’s challenge to the 
gangs of LA.” Chris sat quiet, sipping his water until Karen returned 
with her coffee, and then he asked, “How are you feeling, Karen?” She 
took a sip and said, “Scared mostly … John … the Eagle can only last 
so long. Sooner or later he is either going to get himself killed, burned 
out, or my worst nightmare, become a monster like the ones he has 
been killing for over a decade.” Chris drank the last of the water and 
asked, “Do you think that John could lose it so much that he would 
become a cold-blooded serial killer with no regard for humanity?” 
Karen held the coffee cup between her fingers and said, “It’s possible. 
Is it probable? I don’t think so … he is too grounded in who he is as 
an agent and a husband. He understands right from wrong, and Sara 
has told me that through the years she has been with him she has had 
her moments when she feared that would happen. She’s confided in 
me that she’s seen John close to that edge, but he always comes back.”

Chris got up and poured himself a cup of coffee and asked, “Do 
you think that I could become what John is? That I have the capability 
of doing the things that the Eagle does?” Karen sipped her coffee not 
answering right away. She had a far off and distant look on her face, 
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which made him ask, “Where are you?” Karen put her cup on the table 
and said, “Do I think that you have the ability to do what the Eagle 
does? Yes … with the proper training and discipline. I could see you 
avenging and saving those that can’t save themselves. I’ve been on the 
saved victim side of the Eagle. You have the passion and compassion to 
help people. Do I see you killing those who would do harm to innocents 
in the same manner as the Eagle? I don’t know … it’s one thing to kill 
a person for their crimes; it is another to truly mete out punishment that 
you feel fits the crime like the Eagle does. The Eagle isn’t impulsive, 
and he isn’t out to grandstand. He is a deliberate and brutal killer, Chris, 
with years of military, police, and federal training that have allowed 
him to hone his skills as a killer and exactor of justice.”

Karen paused and let out a light laugh under her breath. “Justice 
… such a strange concept. There is no such thing as justice for all. 
One person’s justice is another’s injustice. The Eagle’s detractors see 
him as a brutal serial killer. They don’t see him as a hero but a villain. 
The other side of the argument sees the Eagle as a savior, one who 
rids society of the worst in a manner fitting their crimes and saving 
taxpayer dollars. I think that you have the capability of becoming like 
the Eagle, but it can’t be just because of what happened to Andrea. 
You can’t just decide that you are going to start taking the law into 
your own hands and hunt down the bad guys and kill them because 
you think you are right. If you do that, you will be no better than the 
killers themselves, and I think that even the Eagle and John would tell 
you that you will end up killing innocent people. Ultimately, Chris, 
you’re going to have to figure this out for yourself. I will be here for 
you to talk to always, but ultimately there will be some tipping point 
outside of Andrea’s murder that will send you one way or the other, 
and until you hit that situation you are not going to know.”

Chris leaned over and kissed her and thanked her for the talk. He 
told her that he was going to grab a few hours sleep. There was a lot 
about to happen in the next day or so, and he needed to be prepared. As 
he walked out the side door off the kitchen headed for his guest house, 
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Karen muttered to herself, “There will be a tipping point for you, Chris, 
and I fear for you and me when you reach it.” Sara walked in after Chris 
had left and saw Karen sitting at the table looking out at the sea. She 
poured a cup of coffee and leaned against the stainless steel counter and 
asked, “So, have you spoken to Chris yet?” Karen nodded. “And?” Sara 
asked. “And … he wants to know if I think he can do what the Eagle 
does.” Sara took a sip of the coffee and said, “Oh? And what did you tell 
him?” Karen finished off the coffee and got up. Sara filled her cup again 
as the two leaned against the counter. “I told him that Andrea’s death 
can’t be the catalyst for him to become like the Eagle. I told him that 
he will know if he can do it, that there will be a tipping point and then 
and only then will he know if he can do the work of the Eagle or not.” 
Sara sipped her coffee and asked, “And what do you think will happen 
to Chris if he can’t?” Karen looked away and said, “I don’t want to think 
about that.”

“Fifty gangland killings last night, John. Fifty fuckin’ gangland 
killings. Now that has to be some new kind of record,” Jim was saying 
as John looked on at the television monitors and listened to the news 
reports as they sensationalized a polarizing moment in Los Angeles 
history. John said, “Twenty citizens killed fifty gang members across 
Los Angeles last night?” Jim pointed to the morning news programs 
and said, “You’re watching the same goddamn news programs as I am. 
Yes … the mother fuckin’ people are rising up against gang violence. 
Your speech and video seems to have struck a deep chord with those 
who saw it. The damn thing is all over social media … it’s had like a 
million hits on two or three video sharing sites. You hit a damn chord 
with the people of LA, man … and they are fighting back.”

John looked at the monitors and said, “If we had fifty kills in less than 
twelve hours, then today is going to be an even bloodier day on the streets 
as the people start to take back their city.” Jim nodded, taking a cigarette 
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out of his top left pocket, “Yep, you’re a fuckin’ celebrity. The people are 
listening to the Iron Eagle, and they are taking to the streets and killing 
gang members. So how do you plan to put your mission in motion to get 
these fuckers to Hellman Park?” John grabbed a bottle of water from the 
fridge and threw Jim an orange juice as he answered, “Well, the best way 
to draw these guys and gals out is the disrespect factor. They run around 
using respect or disrespect as the catalyst for their behavior. So, the Eagle 
is going to post another message online disrespecting these folks.”

Jim laughed, taking a drink of the juice and asked, “And how are you 
going to get gang members ‘only’ to the park with an online posting?” 
John laughed and said, “Oh, that’s easy … just a little cryptic language. 
You see, there’s a Buddhist temple at the upper end of that park; the 
gangs like to do their initiations and also killings out on Dark Canyon 
Road in a draw in the middle of the park. All I have to do is mention 
that the Eagle will be waiting for the cowards in the DCR, and they 
will know what the acronym stands for.” Jim asked, “Okay smartass, 
and how are you going to get them there at the same time?” “Easy … 
send a few hundred well armed and heavily body armored men into 
the neighborhoods and start killing gang members. They aren’t hard to 
find. We send troops into the six major neighborhoods I highlighted on 
the map I showed you guys earlier, and the rest will take care of itself.” 
Jim let out a laugh as he lit his cigarette and took a deep hit off it, “Oh 
yeah, Jesus, you make it sound like just another day at the beach.” John 
finished off his water and said, “Park, Jim, just another day in the park.”

There was a sour chemical smell in the coroner’s lab when Jade 
walked in with Jessica to start a day of autopsies on a large number of 
dead gangbangers. The corpse of an Asian man in his early twenties 
lay nude on the autopsy table, and Jade cried out to the staff and 
asked, “What the fuck did you use in here?” Harold Stans, her head of 
sanitation, walked into the room with a white mask on and handed the 
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two women masks as well and said, “I’m sorry, Dr. Morgan. One of 
my new staff thought that it would be a good and sanitary idea to mix 
bleach and ammonia to clean the rooms.” Jade’s eyes got huge, and 
she said, “Oh for Christ sake, Hal. How many years have you worked 
here?” “Twenty-two years, Dr. Morgan.” “And you thought it was 
okay to let some newbie clean these rooms? Fuck, how long has the 
corpse been on the table?” “It was just brought in, Doctor, and hazmat 
has cleared the room. It’s not hazardous anymore; it’s just going to 
smell for a while.” Jade waved her arm and walked over to the table 
and pulled the microphone over to the edge, and she and Jessica went 
over to wash up to start what was going to be a long day.

Jade told Jessica to scrub and dress, that she would be right in and 
needed to make a call. Jade walked back to her office while Jessica 
scrubbed. Jade called John’s cell phone. “Swenson.” “Good morning, 
Agent Swenson … or as good a morning as it can be. First, I want to 
thank you for the backlog of dead gangbangers I have in my lab today, 
and second and more importantly, I need to talk to you about Andrea’s 
remains.” John sat down on one of the oversized leather chairs in the 
conference room at the lair as Jim looked on at him and asked, “What 
about her?” Jade got pissed, “What about her? What about her? Jesus 
Christ, John. Can you be any more insensitive? Chris’s baby sister is in 
one of my cold storage lockers, and I need to know what he wants to do 
with the body.” John looked at Jim who was sitting with his feet up on the 
desk and smoking a cigarette. “I don’t know what he wants to do with her 
remains. Have you called Chris and asked him?” “NO, you insensitive 
prick. I’m calling you because you are his mentor and I thought friend. 
Has he talked about her final resting place?” John frowned at Jim who was 
nodding off in the chair and said, “No … no we haven’t even been able 
to think about it. We’ve been up to our eyeballs in death and mayhem.”

“Well something needs to be done here. I mean it’s not a crisis 
or anything, but every day she is in the icebox the less and less she 
looks like the sister Chris knew. If he wants to have a funeral with an 
open casket then something needs to get done quickly.” John looked 
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around the room then said, “Jade, Chris is a big boy. He understands 
that his sister is dead. Call him and ask him what he wants to do with 
her. You are more tactful than me … unless you want me to have Jim 
talk to Chris.” Jade snapped, “Don’t you dare let Jim get near him. Jim 
O’Brian has the sympathy and compassion of a troll … I’ll deal with it 
like I do all your damn dirty work. You better fuckin’ be there for Chris 
in this, John. This is a long way from over for him, and dealing with 
her final end, whatever that end might be, is going to open the wounds 
again right away. You can only distract him with police work for so 
long before reality come knocking.” John said, “Believe me, reality has 
been knocking for Chris and the rest of us over the past several days. 
Deciding how to inter his sister is not going to be as tough as you might 
think. I will keep an eye on him, but you need to speak to him.” “Oh 
fuck you … just go fuck yourself.” John started to tell Jade that Chris 
was asleep, but she hung up before he could get the words out.

Jim looked at him and said, “I think you and I need to take sensitivity 
classes.” John looked at Jim and said, “You really think so? I don’t think 
that you have a sensitive bone in your body.” Jim laughed, stubbing out 
the cigarette in an ashtray on the table. “Oh, I do have sensitivities, 
but they are for my flesh and bones, which usually become sensitive 
when they are being shot, stabbed, or beaten. So what’s it going to be 
this time, John? I’m going to be with you and the men in Hellman Park 
when this goes down. Which part of my body is at risk and what action 
do I have to look forward to this time? I have been through all of the 
above with you since I got in bed with the Eagle … give me a heads up, 
or are you going to leave it as one of those un-fuckin’ pleasant surprises 
like you usually do?” John shrugged his shoulders as he walked out of 
the room saying, “Let’s make it a surprise. What’s life without a little 
adventure and risk?” Jim screamed, “IT’S FUCKIN’ BLISS MOTHER 
FUCKER … IT’S GODDAMN FUCKIN’ BLISS!” Jim threw a coffee 
cup across the room and said to himself, “Like you would fuckin’ know, 
Swenson. Like the Eagle would fuckin’ know.”
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Patrick stopped at the Whittier fire station to talk to the battalion 
commander about fire conditions in Hellman Park. Battalion Chief 
Trevor Porter greeted Patrick and Lance with a smile and a handshake. 
“So what the fuck are you two doing asking about Hellman Park?” 
Patrick laughed and said, “We have some maneuvers we are going to 
do up in the park and through the canyon, and we are going to be using 
live ammunition and wanted to know what the fire threat is.” Trevor 
sat back in his chair and asked, “Who’s doing maneuvers up there?” 
Patrick got more stone faced and said, “You served with us, Trev. You 
know the rules. I can tell you, but then I will have to kill you. What’s 
it like up there?” Trevor sat back then leaned in and said, “The Eagle’s 
planning a firefight up there, and you know the type of fire I’m talking 
about.” Patrick grinned and said, “I can neither confirm nor deny that.” 
Trevor punched some keys on his keyboard and said, “You two come 
over behind me, so you can see where the greatest fire danger is.”

Patrick and Lance walked behind Trevor’s desk, and for a half an 
hour he showed them topography maps, fire risk dangers, and where 
his department had already set some back fires and were planning to set 
others to keep the area safe. When they were finished, Trevor handed 
Patrick several maps and other information then asked, “Are you going 
up there to do a setup?” Patrick and Lance nodded. Trevor said, “I tell 
you what I’m going to do. I will bring out three stations this afternoon, 
and we will set backfires and do brush clearance. It wasn’t supposed 
to be done until mid-October, but shit … it’s the end of September. It 
will give my men some practice in working with fire and give you two 
dimwits cover to do your magic … you know what I mean, C4!”

Patrick smiled and said, “Trev, when I tell the Eagle what you did to 
help this mission he will want to kiss you.” Trevor scrunched up his face 
and said, “I’ll pass on that one … if he can keep the momentum going to 
kill off these fuckin’ gangs, he will be keeping me and my men safe. You 
have no idea what it’s like to fight fires in some parts of Los Angeles. 
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Jesus, just last week we had to have a SWAT team protect us while we 
worked to knock down two industrial fires in rival gang territory. Two 
of my men got winged by bullets. Fuck, man, one of them quit.” Trevor 
looked around his office and continued, “I became a fireman to help 
people. I’m willing to die doing that, but I’m not willing to get killed by 
the very people I’m supposed to be protecting. My guy left LA fire and 
joined the LAPD and is in the academy as we speak.”

Patrick and Lance laughed, and Lance said, “Well, in your guy’s 
defense, once he’s a cop he can ‘protect and serve’ from behind a gun 
and badge.” Trevor and Patrick let out a loud laugh, and Trevor sent out 
an all call for three stations to meet at Hellman Park for fire clearing 
and fire protection drills. Trevor asked, “Do you have enough men?” 
Patrick and Lance nodded. “Well then, follow my truck up the hill and 
show me where you are going to put the incendiary mines. Those are 
the ones that I am most afraid of. I assume you’re going to use the 
Pincer movement then encircle your prey?” Patrick stood up and asked, 
“Why the fuck did you leave the Corps, Major? You are the best damn 
military tactician the Corps had since the army had General Patton.”

“Because I was smart enough to see that we were becoming a weak 
nation, and my commanders and commander and chief didn’t have the 
stomach for bloody winning warfare.” Patrick nodded and said, “Well, 
you know my strategy and the Eagle’s. There will only be one way 
in and then no way out. We are going to rain hell down upon those 
gangbang bastards. They want war … we’re going to give them war.” 
Trevor smiled as the men walked out of the station to their vehicles.
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Chapter Seventeen
“I don’t think a message,  

‘Come to DCR and die’  
would get many takers.”

E
rnest Campbell stood looking out his corner office window on the 
seventy-first floor of the U.S. Bank Building in downtown Los 
Angeles, thumbing his fingers on the window ledge. The skies 

were clear, and he could see out to the Pacific Ocean. The shine of the 
late morning sunlight reflected off the sea as light reflects off glass or 
crystal, and rainbows of light were reflecting on the back wall of his 
office. It was ten-thirty a.m., and he had an office full of gangbangers 
called up as his protection detail to keep him safe and alive. Campbell 
had told the others left alive that he was not going to have the same 
fate as that of Jones and Taluchi. He walked back to his desk and was 
preparing to call Chen Ho when there was a knock on his door. Ernest 
looked up to see Chen standing in his doorway sheet white.

“You look like you have seen a ghost, Chen. What’s up?” “Have you 
been watching the news at all today?” Ernest sat flat footed and said, “I 
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saw the news this morning … I know that the citizens are now killing 
our members. Why?” Chen walked in and grabbed Ernest’s remote and 
turned on his television. The newscaster was repeating the words of 
the Eagle, and Ernest shrugged his shoulders and said, “I already know 
this, Chen.” Chen put his fingers to his lips and said, “Just watch and 
listen.” Ernest’s face dropped when he saw a video clip come up as part 
of the same story, and there on the screen was Brent Richards, beaten 
and bleeding, and the Iron Eagle talking over his pleadings.

The Eagle was interrogating Richards who was systematically 
undermining everything that the LA gangs had been working to put 
together over the past several years. Richards was telling all to the Eagle, 
and the Eagle had released the video with a statement, which the reporter 
read on live television: “To the gangland murderers of Los Angeles, I 
send you this video and this warning. Your days of terrorizing this city 
and any other are now numbered. I know where all of your leaders are, 
and there is no way you can protect them. The citizens of Los Angeles are 
rising up against you, and if you’re a gang member and you’re going to 
do any of the things that you have done for decades, drive-by shootings, 
gangland warfare, or attacking the general public be warned … the 
public is arming itself in self defense, and they will kill you. The gangs 
of LA think they know war … they don’t. I’m going to show them war … 
I am going to rid the streets of this city once and for all of the presence 
of these gangs, and in so doing rid the world of a group of thugs that 
deserve neither respect or mercy, just all out merciless violence until the 
last gangster falls. For those in your ranks with any intelligence, you 
have twenty-four hours to turn yourselves in to law enforcement whether 
that be state or federal. If you do so, you will be treated fairly under your 
constitutional rights. For those who refuse to come forward and pay for 
your crimes, twenty-five hours from now, you will all die.”

Ernest stared at the TV in silence for several minutes and then looked 
at Chen and said, “Brent is dead. He has confessed to our misdeeds, 
and you and I know that he has named names, which means that the 
FBI and local law enforcement are going to start raiding our business 
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any time.” Chen nodded his head slowly. Ernest continued, “The rule 
of law won’t work for us. We have to get out of here, and we need to 
go under deep cover until this blows over.” Chen sat down in a chair 
across from Campbell and said, “This isn’t going to blow over, Ernie. 
We’ve been outed by Brent. The Eagle, I’m certain, knows everything 
that you, I, and the others have been doing. Did you see Brent’s face? 
Jesus, man, he was barely recognizable. We are finished in law. We 
are finished in Los Angeles. We need to get the hell out of this town 
as quickly and quietly as we can and get to a non-extradition country.”

Ernest looked on in shock while the words were coming out of Chen’s 
mouth. Chen could see the wheels in Ernest’s mind spinning, but there was 
no other answer. Ernest stood up and said, “Gather your security and call 
the others. We need to get to a safe house until we can figure a way out 
of the country. We are heading for Andorra, a nice, small non-extradition 
country nestled between France and Spain. Do you ski? Like cold weather? 
There is much to do there, but it is a hell of a change from LA.”

Chris was fast asleep when his cell phone rang. He answered 
groggily and heard Jade say, “Chris, I’m sorry. Did I wake you?” He 
sat up in bed and looked at the clock; it was a quarter to eleven, and 
he was confused. “Um … yeah. John let me get a few hours sleep. We 
pulled an all-nighter.” “So I heard … listen, I’m sorry to call you like 
this, but I need to talk to you.” “Yeah sure. About what?” “We need to 
talk about how you want to take care of Andrea’s remains.” There was 
a moment of silence, and Jade held the phone prepared to pull it away 
from her ear expecting anger, an anger that to her surprise didn’t come.

“Yes, Jade. I need to take care of Andrea. Um … I know that she 
wouldn’t want a lot of fanfare and a big deal made of her death no matter 
how she died. Can you recommend a funeral home that can do a simple 
cremation?” Jade was somber and said, “You don’t want a funeral home. 
I know that John has facilities at his house that can take care of this. You 
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might speak to him and see if he would do it for you, allowing you to 
have as private a moment as you can with Andrea before she is cremated 
and having the peace of mind knowing that the ashes you get back are 
Andrea’s. I’m not trying to be insensitive, Chris. I’m being real. Death 
is my occupation, and I know that families don’t always get back all of 
or even the same person that they left in the hands of a funeral home.” 
Chris started to tear up and was quieter on the line and said, “I will 
speak to John and call you back.” He hung up the phone, got dressed, 
and walked out into the main house in search of John.

Jim and Barbara were sitting in the kitchen of John and Sara’s house 
when Chris walked in. He looked at them and asked, “Do you know where 
John is?” Jim nodded and got up and told Barb he would be right back. 
“Follow me, kid.” Chris walked behind Jim until they were at the entrance 
to the lair. Jim put his hand on the wall, and it opened. They walked back 
into the long dark corridor and into the conference room where John and 
Sara were sitting talking about the upcoming events. Chris walked in with 
Jim behind him, and John pointed to a chair, and Chris sat down.

“Did you get some sleep?” John asked. “Yeah … a little. I was 
really going out when Jade called me about taking care of Andrea’s 
body.” Sara had tears in her eyes, and she couldn’t look at him. John 
asked, “What do you want to do, Chris? Whatever you need, Sara and 
I as well as Jim and Barbara are here for you.” Chris looked up at the 
TV monitors and the news. The logo of the Iron Eagle was on several 
of the news screens. The volume was low, so he couldn’t hear the 
conversation, but he knew it was gang related.

Chris looked at John and said, “I asked Jade if she could 
recommend a good funeral home to cremate Andrea, and she brought 
to my attention that you have the facilities here to take care of the 
job. I want to have a quiet, private moment with my sister then 
cremate her and release her ashes into the sea. Can you do that for 
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me?” John nodded and said, “I will clean out the incinerator right 
now, so that there are no other remains in it. Tell Jade to bring your 
sister here this afternoon, and we will see her off just like you want. 
We can even take her remains out on one of our boats, and you can 
spread her ashes at sea.” Chris stood up and thanked John and Sara, 
who still couldn’t look him in the eye. She nodded, holding back 
tears, and Chris left the room. John stood up and looked at Jim and 
said, “Come out and help me empty the incinerator, would you?” Jim 
nodded and followed John out of the room.

Trevor and his men had been working all morning with Patrick 
and Lance, setting backfires and cutting back lines to keep any type 
of fire that could rise out of Hellman Park at bay. It was closing in 
on noon, and Trevor ordered his men to take a lunch break while 
he walked over to talk to Lance and Patrick who had been setting 
mines and booby traps of all kinds while the firemen worked to clear 
the hills around the park. He walked over to the two men who were 
covered in dirt and soot and threw them each a bottle of water.

“Dehydration is the enemy, guys, even in this cooler weather.” 
The three men sat down and Trevor asked, “How many mercs does 
the Eagle have for this mission?” Patrick took a swig of the water 
and said, “We have right around fifteen hundred men.”

“Fifteen hundred men for some forty thousand gangbangers?” 
Patrick nodded and Lance said, “We have the element of surprise. 
Heavy weapons and with the Pincer action once we close them in 
and open fire, the Uzis and other small arms those dumb asses have 
will be no challenge to our fire power.” The men were sitting at the 
highest point in the park, and Trevor looked around the whole area 
and said, “I will help you guys out with strategy. You have a great plan 
but a poor way of executing it. How many remote mines have you 
set?” Patrick looked at his tablet, which had the mine map on it, and 
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said, “We have just about five hundred set. Mostly remote detonated 
Claymores and half of those are daisy chained for maximum kill.”

Trevor nodded, looking at the map on Patrick’s screen. “How are 
you going to continue this, so there are no friendlies killed?” “The FBI 
is supposed to order the park closed, but I’m not sure how that is going 
to work without triggering suspicion.” Trevor shook his head and said, 
“It won’t work. If the fire department closes the park for maneuvers or 
other clearing matters that’s not going to set off warning bells. If the 
FBI shuts down the park, the only thing you’re going to get in here is 
wildlife.” Patrick and Lance laughed, and Trevor said, “Tell Swenson 
I’m ordering the park closed to civilians effective immediately … since 
my men have been working in the park, it’s already closed. We will just 
keep it closed. That will take care of most of the public, but the gangs 
won’t stay out of here. They run a lot of their operations here.”

Patrick said, “Yeah, we know that. That’s why Swenson wants to 
use the park.” Trevor was looking at the tablet and said, “You want 
M60s all along the ridge tops around the canyon. You can then fire 
down on your enemy from concealed positions, and no one is going to 
get up the steep hills to your nests. How is it that Swenson thinks he’s 
going to get so many gang members into one spot?” Patrick looked at 
Lance who said, “That’s a hell of a question. Want to ask him?” Trevor 
nodded as Patrick dialed John’s cell phone and handed it to him.

The incinerator was empty and cleaned out, and Jim was sitting off 
to the side covered in soot and ash, smoking a cigarette while John was 
putting the last of the remains into heavy plastic bags. Jim was just 
about to say something when John’s cell phone started ringing.

“Swenson.” There was a moment of silence, and John said, “Major 
Porter, it’s nice to hear your voice.” Jim perked up and said, “Is that 
Trevor on the line?” John nodded with the phone to his ear. Jim looked 
confused and mumbled half to himself and half to John, “What a bitch. 
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What I wouldn’t give to have him head up the operation in Hellman.” 
John was listening, and the longer John was silent the more interested 
Jim became. After several minutes, John said, “It’s a brilliant plan, sir 
… and you are with C4 and Cosmo?” He was quiet again and then said, 
“Sir, if you want to head up the Hellman mission, I would be grateful for 
your assistance. I have granted a stay of execution to the general gang 
populace for twenty-four hours, then we open the kill gates.” Trevor 
asked John, “Okay, now that we have the mission part of this worked 
out and you have the manpower and equipment and weapons to do the 
mission, what’s your plan to get these assholes into the park?”

“Well, sir, that’s a hell of a question. I was thinking of using the 
acronym for the park in a post to the media from the Eagle with a time, 
which will be midnight tomorrow night.” Trevor laughed and said, “Use 
the acronym for the park and then use gangland language for a rave or a 
rumble. Call them out into the park for a one-on-one party.” John looked at 
Jim and shrugged his shoulders and said, “We would need an attraction … 
I don’t think a message, ‘Come to DCR and die’ would get many takers.” 
Jim started laughing as he heard the words, so hard he pissed himself. 
Trevor was laughing on the other end of the line as well and said, “No, I 
think you’re right. You would get a few of the really stupid thugs but not 
the numbers you need. How about we really make a stretch here and lie.”

John smiled and asked, “Okay … and what’s the lie?” Jim was in 
stitches on the ground, trying to put the cigarette he had been smoking 
out as it burned his fingers. The second line from John set Jim into more 
laughter, and for a fraction of a second John thought Jim was going to 
literally laugh himself to death. Trevor said, “I will put out a release 
through the fire department that we have heard rumors of a midnight 
gathering of all gang members in the city and county of Los Angeles at 
DCR. You can leak something to the media that there is rumor that the 
gangs of LA are going to be gathering for a battle preparation meeting 
to take out the Eagle once and for all. That the gangs are calling out 
the Iron Eagle on his promise to kill them, and it is going to be on their 
own turf at DCR. If you get the story in the media now and keep it 
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alive for the next twenty-four hours, Dark Canyon Road will become 
the place to be for bangers tomorrow at midnight.”

John asked, “What about the media, sir … if they run the story, 
they are going to be out there.” Trevor’s voice echoed with impatience, 
“Hey, I can’t do all the thinking for you. I will run the Pincer operation 
and close the park. You get the gangs into the funnel. I’m certain that 
you can come up with a way to keep the media a safe distance from 
the fighting.” John nodded and said, “I have the ball on that, sir. The 
sheriff and I can work together with LAPD and Whittier police to seal 
off the area around the park.” Trevor laughed and said, “O’Brian? Is 
that asshole there with you?” “Yes sir.” “Put me on speakerphone.” 
John did, and Trevor was loud and clear on the line.

“Jim, what the fuck, man? Can’t you do your own dirty work?” 
Jim was still laughing and said, “Jesus, if I knew an old fuck like you 
was going to head up an operation like this, I would have hit one of the 
sports books in Vegas, man.” Trevor laughed and asked, “So what’s 
this shit I hear? You’re not running for sheriff, and you’re backing a 
chick?” “You heard right. I have been a cop long enough. It’s time to 
pass the ‘torture’ onto a new generation, and Sam Pritchard is just the 
person for the job.” Trevor laughed and said, “Yeah, I’ve seen a few 
of her ads and heard some of her speeches. I also had a few run-ins 
with her back during the LA fires. She is one tough nut.”

“She’s a ball buster, Trev. She will make a great sheriff.” Trevor 
asked, “Is she in on this operation?” “No … not yet, but she will be.” 
“Does she know that John’s the Eagle?” John’s face sank, and Jim 
laughed and said, “I think John just shit himself. He didn’t know you 
knew. No. She has no idea, but she will in time.” Trevor asked, “John 
… don’t sweat it. I’ve known your secret for a lot of years. Jim and I 
served together, and Cosmo and C4 served under my command and 
called in a few favors for the Eagle with the whole Hernandez issue a 
few years back. I didn’t want my input advertised to the world, and the 
Eagle does a lot of good for this city. I will head up this operation. It’ll 
be fun. What are you going to do about the heads of these dumb asses?”
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“Kill them, sir.” “Well, you might want to get a move on because 
with this all over the media and with the new releases that are going 
to come out as well as your very public killing of Brent Richards, 
these folks are going to scatter like roaches.” John said, “Yes, sir, I 
have one more thing that I need to take care of here for someone close 
to me, and then Jim and I will take out the heads of these groups, 
so that tomorrow night we can finish off the whole thing.” Trevor 
wished him luck and called Jim a few names then hung up. Trevor 
handed the phone back to Patrick and said, “There … we have a plan, 
so let’s get our shit together, so we can execute it.”

Chen and Campbell had left their offices for a safe house in the 
Santa Monica Mountains off of Mulholland Drive and Park Lane Circle 
near Los Angeles Park. The house was held in trust by several different 
LLCs and LLPs, all allowing anonymity for the owners. It was also a 
retreat of sorts for several affiliated gang families and was a place where 
justice could be meted out when there was a situation that required it. 
The house was a sprawling seven thousand square foot ranch style home 
with ten bedrooms and ten baths. It was set back off the street with a ten 
foot concrete wall around it, leaving neighbors to speculate for years at 
what was hidden behind the fortress-like gates and walls.

Chen and Ernest were sitting in the formal living room when 
Julio Esponzo arrived, and the three men talked about the fact that 
they were the last living members of the Los Angeles street gang 
leadership. Julio asked, “So what’s the plan?” Ernest asked if he 
wanted a drink, and he nodded and said, “Jack Daniels, neat.” Ernest 
poured him a drink and said, “We are going to take a trip to a non-
extradition country.” Julio asked, “And what fuckin’ country would 
that be?” “Andorra.” “Where the fuck is Andorra?” Julio asked, 
swigging down his drink.” “A little country nestled between France 
and Spain,” Ernest said, sitting down across from him.
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Julio looked at the two men and asked, “Are you two fuckin’ loco? 
What’s a spick, a nigger, and a chink going to do in Andorra? It has to be 
an all white fuckin’ country.” Ernest laughed and said, “Race makes no 
difference over there. It’s dollars, and we have billions of them between 
us. I have access and control over several off shore accounts. We can 
live like kings and work to regain control of our gangs from there.” Julio 
shook his head and said, “If our passports aren’t already in Interpol, they 
will be. There’s no fuckin way we are going to get out of the country.”

Chen spoke up and said, “We have a private Jet at Van Nuys Airport 
that can make a direct flight. Austin Aviation has a modified seven fifty-
seven fueled up and waiting for us. We are no use to our groups dead … 
with Brent, Heather, and Fabio gone, we are all there is for our respective 
gangs, and since my gangs have their lieutenants handling my security 
and local issues, I have my shit under control. What about you two?” 
Ernest nodded as did Julio, and Ernest said, “We need to get it together 
and move out tonight under the cover of darkness. The Eagle has given 
gang members twenty-four hours to turn themselves in, which means 
that we have a window tonight to get out before all hell breaks loose.”

Julio looked at the two men then stood up and poured himself 
another drink and said with his back to the others, “I don’t know 
… our own gangs could turn on us as traitors for running instead of 
leading the fight.” Chen said, “My people are loyal to the end, and 
they know that they must protect me and those from their homelands 
to keep our race and gangs alive.” Ernest was sitting back, sipping 
a cocktail, and said, “This is both self preservation and preservation 
of the gangland creed. My boys are ready to kill the Eagle, and they 
are going to go to whatever lengths they have to to do it. I say, at 
midnight, we get on that plane with our guards and get the hell out 
of here. Then when the smoke clears on this situation, the Eagle will 
be dead, and our groups can reorganize, and we will have a hiccup 
in operations instead of the possibility of a massive disruption with 
us in jail or dead.” There were head nods around the room as they 
toasted their departure and the death of the Eagle.
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 Chapter Eighteen
“I’m here, dickhead. So you 

really have a global reach 
on this thing, huh?”

T
he antagonizing taunts of the Eagle to turn themselves in had yielded 
few takers. The morning had been busy with preparation for the DCR 
operation. Jade and Chris had worked out a time in the late afternoon 

for Andrea to be brought to John’s home. Jim and John had spent the bulk 
of the night working out the final details and movements of the mercs and 
their push through the streets of LA and other areas later that evening. 
There had been conference calls and strategy meetings with Trevor and 
the men, and all was in order for the first phase to begin.

It was half past three when a plain, white hearse pulled up to the 
gates of John and Sara’s home. The gates opened, and the car pulled 
into the circular drive of the main entrance and parked near the front 
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doors. John was standing with Jim, Sara, Karen, and Chris as Jade 
stepped out. She walked up to Chris and put her hands around his 
neck and pulled him down to her face and kissed his cheek. Karen 
was holding Chris’s hand with tears running down her face. After the 
tender moment, Jade asked, “How do you want to do this?”

John said, “Jim will drive the hearse down into the tunnel of my lair, 
and we will meet him there.” Jade handed Jim the keys, and without a word, 
Jim got in the car and drove it back out onto PCH. John led the solemn 
group into the lair and to the garage where Jim had parked and stood next 
to the car at attention. Sara had opened the back door of the lair, leading to 
the incinerator, and John asked Chris, “Would you allow all of us to carry 
Andrea?” Chris nodded with tears in his eyes, and Jade opened the back of 
the hearse where a white casket with chrome handles sat. Jim pulled out the 
tray in the hearse, and the casket moved with it. John, Sara, and Jim took the 
right side handles, and Karen, Barbara, and Jade took the left.

Chris walked somberly behind them as they carried his little sister 
inside. When they got to the entrance of the machine, the group sat 
the casket on a small steel gurney, and Jade opened the viewing panel 
for Chris. Everyone stepped out of earshot but in view of Chris as he 
walked up to the casket and looked down at Andrea’s face. He leaned 
down and kissed her cheek and said, “I’m sorry, Andrea … I’m sorry 
for what those men did to you. I killed them, all of them. I hope that 
you’re not angry with me for doing that, but it was the only way to 
ensure no other women would suffer like you suffered. I failed you … 
I failed to protect you, and I will live with that for the rest of my life. I 
love you so very much.” Chris was stretched over the casket, and there 
wasn’t a dry eye as the others stood and watched.

Sara and John held hands as did Barbara and Jim. Karen stood off 
alone, watching the man she loved, respecting his space. She watched 
his lips moving and was able to make out some of what he was saying 
by reading his lips, and that only made the tears flow harder. After a few 
minutes, Chris motioned to the group, and as they stepped into the afternoon 
sunlight, Chris asked for just Karen to come over before they finished.
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She dried her eyes as best she could and walked out to stand next 
to him. She took his hand and held it as he wept. She could feel Chris’s 
whole body shudder as he cried, and she held on tight and waited. He 
looked over at her and said, “I failed her. I failed my little sister. Look 
at her. She looks like she’s asleep, but she’s not, and I’m to blame.” 
Karen looked down at Andrea’s serene face and said, “You didn’t fail 
her … you did all you could … it could have been anyone, Chris.”

Chris looked over to John and said, “I’m ready to let her go home 
now.” John and the group walked out, and Jade closed the casket, and 
they pushed it into the incinerator. It barely fit, and John looked at 
Chris and asked, “Do you want to push the button?” He shook his head, 
and John pressed the red button. As the doors closed, the group walked 
back into the house. Chris didn’t want to hear the start of the flames.

-  T H E  S T R E E T S :  D C R  PH A SE  ON E  -

For th ree in the af ter noon, the streets of the Crenshaw 
Distr ict of L os A ngeles were ver y, ver y q u iet … too q u iet. W here 
there wou ld usua l ly be the hustle and bustle of k ids get ting out 
of school, street fights, and g u n fire, there was an eer ie, cold 
si lence. For those who were on the streets, there was tension so 
th ick you cou ld cut it w ith a k n ife. T here were no colored rag s 
hang ing of f cloth ing, no one wa l k ing the streets w ith a weapon 
ex posed or g roups of you ng men and boys gathered on cor ners 
f lash ing gang sy m bols and tau nting police and loca ls. Instead, 
there was just a q u iet ca lm, a ca lm that had never ex isted but 
for a ver y, ver y br ief per iod af ter the L A fires.

Ph i l lip Soranto and Bla ke Stroud wa l ked the streets, t wo 
wh ite men in m i litar y fatig ues w ithout so much as an eye bat ted 
at them. T he t wo men wa l ked Crenshaw Bou levard open ly and 
w ith a swagger u nti l they reached Crenshaw High School where 
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they began to be joined by other men of a l l races, ten by ten, 
a l l mercs, as they wa l ked the main drag in the m id af ter noon 
su n light. Ever y man was in the same fatig ues and wa l k ing 
beh ind Ph i l ly and Blaco, and the neigh borhood that wou ld spel l 
death to wh ite ma les wa l k ing the street began to empt y. T heir 
intel ligence said they wou ld meet their first resistance at the 
intersection of Crenshaw and West For t y-E ighth Street. T here 
were no police to be seen as the g roup of now fif t y men broke 
into g roups of ten and f lan ked out arou nd the intersection. T he 
first shots rang out at th ree t went y p.m., and by th ree th ir t y, 
th ir t y-five gang mem bers lay dead on the streets as Ph i l ly and 
Blaco’s men pu l led the cor pses of the dead men into the m idd le 
of the intersection and then van ished.

The media had jumped all over the news of the brazen late afternoon 
‘ambush.’ The way the media was spinning the story, they were telling it 
as if the gangland brazen killers deserved sympathy or pity. The words 
of the Iron Eagle were being propagated throughout the media and the 
coded message of a midnight calling of the Eagle to all gang members city 
and countywide to DCR ran rampant through the gangland community. 
Leaders of the gangs and their higher ups had been called out to defend 
the overall commanders of the groups, and with the leaders of Das 
Players, the Italian mafia, and the white supremacist gangs dead, there 
was no consistent leadership for those players now left adrift having to 
fight alongside the very people they despised.

Word of the Crenshaw massacre went through the gangs like 
shit through a goose, and fear gripped a community of men and 
women used to instilling fear not being intimidated and made to fear. 
Crenshaw was the warning shot; it was the first toll of the bell for 
those who dared take on the Eagle as was so eloquently put by one 
of Los Angeles’s major news anchors.
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Carol, all that this reporter has to say to those who would challenge 
the Iron Eagle and whomever these men are that are enlisted in his 
service, is to say to those gang members, ‘The bell tolls for thee.’

He had simply ripped off a line from the poem by John Donne and for 
which Ernest Hemingway had so titled one of his most famous novels. 
However, the bulk of the reporter’s audience had probably never heard of 
either poet or author, and even if they had they certainly had not read the 
works. However, the words rang across a wide spectrum of the city as a 
warning and the death toll at thirty-five gave reason to all of them to fear.

Meetings of local and mid-level gang leaders from across LA 
began to pop up in parks and recreation centers all over the city 
and county. Cell phones were being conference called together in 
an attempt to draw some type of reply to the Crenshaw killings. 
Confusion ran rampant as did mistrust and accusations of one group 
ratting out the other to the feds, the cops, or even the Eagle himself. 
There was dissension and disorganization, and it was all playing out 
just the way that the Eagle and his men had hoped.

Chris walked the lawn near the deck of the pool at John’s house at just 
after four. Andrea’s remains would not be ready until morning, and John 
and Jim as well as Sara, Barbara, and Karen were in the Eagle’s war room 
getting updates on the movements of the mercs and their targets. Chris 
finally pulled himself together and walked into the house and through the 
open wall into the Eagle’s lair. He could hear John calmly speaking with 
other voices responding. All of the lights were on in every room that lined 
the usually dark hallway, and Karen and Sara were working at a fever 
pitch carrying IV bags and white linens from room to room. Chris looked 
at Karen and asked, “Is the Eagle planning to have guests?”

Sara was in an operating room in earshot but out of sight and 
said, “I imagine that these rooms will be occupied by some folks 
before the night is over. Do you have your head on straight?” Chris 
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was staring into Karen’s sad yet serious eyes and said, “Yeah … 
Sara. As straight as I think I can.” “Then get in the war room with 
the Eagle and Jim. It’s going to be a long and bloody night.” Karen 
nodded then walked over and tugged on Chris’s shirt, pulling his 
hulking six foot eight inch frame down to her tiny face and kissed 
his cheek and said, “Make Andrea proud, Chris.” She released his 
shirt and walked off into one of the operating rooms. He turned and 
walked slowly in the direction of the conference room, now the war 
room, and through the entry door.

“Okay … Trevor, do you have the man power you need to deal 
with cutting these animals down when they get into Dark Canyon?” 
Trevor came back with a simple, “Roger that.” The Eagle had maps of 
the city up and circles around areas that the city’s police departments 
as well as federal agencies knew were the only places these groups 
could gather. The Eagle called out to Patrick on the line and asked, 
“Your recon on Crenshaw was very good. How many teams do we 
have out there and how many have reported back?” Patrick’s voice 
was a little broken up, and the Eagle told him to hang on while he 
cleaned up the connection. A few seconds and keystrokes later, 
Patrick was coming in as clear as a bell. “Go ahead, Patrick.”

“Roger that, Eagle. We have six recon teams that have covered 
nearly all of LA county. We have enough intel on the group’s movements 
to take out at least four to five thousand of them in their meeting 
places with no civilian casualties.” Jim was smoking a cigarette and 
sitting across from the Eagle and yelled, “Don’t fuck this up, C4 … 
you might have set up the park for the finale of this mission, but none 
of that makes a goddamn bit of difference if you don’t make the kills. 
What do you have for ammunition to cause that kind of death toll?” 
Patrick ran down the list of weapons that the Eagle and the men had 
procured from the base, and Jim was nodding his head and blowing 
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smoke in the air as he looked at the Eagle and said, “They got this. We 
need to get to Ho, Campbell, and Esponzo before they blow town.”

The Eagle nodded and asked Patrick, “Who has the intel on the 
safe house?” Blake spoke up and gave the Eagle the address of the 
house off Mulholland and told him that there were two men who have 
them under surveillance. There was a moment of silence, and Jim 
looked at John and said, “Let the men that are at the safe house take 
out the others, and let’s get our asses to the park.” Chris chimed in 
and said, “If the men at that house are truly the heads of some of these 
groups, then the Eagle needs to take them and bring them here.”

Trevor came over the line and asked, “We need sniper skills. We 
have several great guys, but we need more. If the men out there can 
make the kills, let ‘em. The Eagle and Jim and whoever else he has 
should get their asses out here to the park to lead this mission with 
me.” Chris looked at the Eagle and said, “If these three aren’t taken 
by you and made an example of and to suffer for their deeds, then 
what the fuck are you doing all of this for?” Jim stubbed out the 
cigarette, and Trevor came back over the line and said, “Fuck, if the 
kid doesn’t have a good goddamn point. The Eagle has to grab those 
fuckers, and then get his ass out to the park.” Jim looked at the clock 
on the wall at the far end of the room and said, “It’s five thirty. I think 
the Eagle and Chris need to take down those three. Once they have 
them secure in the lair, they can join the firefight in Dark Canyon.”

There were head nods around the room including Chris. The Eagle 
gave some final orders and said, “Okay, keep the pressure on the streets, 
keep killing. We have to keep the pressure on. These gangbangers don’t 
have the discipline or formal training, which means that they are going 
to start to bug out like rats on a sinking ship. The more kills you make 
outside the park the less we will make inside of it; and for those who 
run from their gangland fight, the penalty is death, so they won’t be 
returning.” Jim asked, “And tell me, Mr. Eagle, what about this global 
assault on these gangs and their crime family connections? Who’s dealing 
with all of that, and when is it going to happen?” A smile broke across the 
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Eagle’s face, and he said, “That part of the operation started twelve hours 
ago across the globe. By this time tomorrow we will have dealt a near 
death blow to many of these groups and their supply routes. We have to 
deal with the gang capital of the U.S. The world is already taken care of.”

There were a few more things to wrap up, then the Eagle signed off. 
His men had their orders, and Jim stood up and said, “So, you and Chris 
are headed out to deal with the last three?” Chris looked at the Eagle 
who was dialing the speakerphone. The Eagle said, “I just need to get 
verification of one more thing.” The phone rang twice, and a familiar 
voice answered the line, “Bellock.” “Brent, it’s the Eagle … where are 
we globally?” “Right on track, Mr. Eagle … how the fuck are you, John? 
Jesus, your men have been doing a hell of a job so far. My operatives 
have their operations well underway around the globe. Do you have LA 
under control?” There was a moment of silence before John said, “The 
Eagle has it under control, Brent. I just want to make sure that we can 
make front page headlines tomorrow with the biggest blow in the history 
of these cartels and crime families the world over, leaving them reeling 
with death and destruction. It doesn’t really do a damn bit of good if the 
Eagle and his men take out the national hub if the lines are still intact.”

Brent laughed and said, “That’s true, that’s really fuckin’ true. I 
have my end of the mission covered, and it will make the front page the 
world over starting in just a few hours. Is that shit O’Brian with you?” 
Jim laughed and said, “I’m here, dickhead. So you really have a global 
reach on this thing, huh?” “You got that right, mother fucker. Do you 
think that you can keep from getting shot or wetting yourself?” Jim let 
out a laugh at Brent’s words and said, “Oh go fuck yourself. I got my 
end covered, now go do your goddamn job.” The line went dead, and 
Jim looked at the Eagle and said, “Go get Ho, Esponzo, and Campbell 
before they start getting some wise ideas about grabbing innocents … 
like what happened to Chris’s kid sister. If they start grabbing people, 
they might grab someone else that we care about.”

The Eagle nodded and told Chris, “Go back to the foyer of my 
lair. I have body armor for you as well as the non-lethal weapons 
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you are going to need to make this mission a success.” Chris walked 
out of the room, and Jim asked, “Are you sure you want him out 
there with the Eagle?” There were a few thoughtful moments and 
then the response, “Chris has to be, Jim. He has to understand how 
capture and not directly kill works if he is going to do the work of 
justice.” Jim nodded slowly as the Eagle left the room. He pulled out 
his phone and called Barbara, and said, “Barb … I want you to stay 
here at John’s house tonight with Sara and Karen. All hell is about to 
break loose, and I want to know you’re safe.” She told him okay, and 
he waited for her to arrive at the house before he got ready to leave.

When Barbara came through the door and into the lair, she could 
see the fear in Jim’s eyes. She didn’t say anything, just kissed his 
cheek as he pulled on some body armor the Eagle had made for him 
and headed for Dark Canyon.
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 Chapter Nineteen
“You deal with those 

alligators, sheriff-to-be.”

I
t was nearing seven p.m., and Chen Ho was sitting with a drink watching 
the news. The Crenshaw hits by the Eagle were old news as four more 
gangland hideouts had been hit by the Eagle’s men, and the body count 

had gone from single digits to over three thousand and rising. Julio was 
drinking a beverage on the other side of the room and said, “I suppose 
when you look at it in the grand scheme of things this Iron Eagle character 
is giving us a dose of our own medicine.” Ernest Campbell was less than 
amused by the comments and said, “No … what he’s doing is fucking 
with our livelihoods. He has stripped us of our homes, our business, and 
now our safety. What we need to do is push back against him.”

Chen asked, “And how do we do that?” Ernest took a drink of a 
scotch he had in his hand, snorted a line of coke from a mirror on a table, 
and said, “That’s a great fuckin’ question, Chen.”
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The black Chevy Silverado parked three doors down from the safe 
house where Chen, Ernest, and Julio were held up. Chris looked at the Eagle 
and asked, “Do I call you John or the Eagle?” “Grab those two gym bags 
from the back of the truck and follow me.” Chris grabbed the bags and saw 
the Eagle putting on his mask with night vision and pulling his body armor 
plates on over his chest. He handed Chris a large bag and said, “Have you 
ever been in full body armor before?” Chris nodded, and the Eagle said, “I 
guarantee you have never been in armor like what is in this bag. I designed 
it just for you based on your measurements from the Bureau.” The Eagle 
handed Chris the bag, and the sheer weight caught him by surprise.

“Jesus Christ! What the hell is in here?” Chris asked, putting the bag 
on the ground and opening it. “I told you, body armor. It’s Kevlar that I 
customized along with steel plates for added protection.” Chris pulled out 
the garments and began to dress. When he had the final vest on and had 
zipped it up to his neck, the Eagle handed him a black mask and said, “This 
mask is also made of Kevlar and has built in night vision. To activate it, 
simply touch your hand to the right side of your face. Do the same to turn 
it off.” Chris looked down at the nondescript mask. He looked at the Eagle 
and asked, “No Iron Eagle logo? No special colors or signage?” The Eagle 
looked at Chris with the dead black eyes of the mask and said, “I’m not a 
superhero. This is not fantasy. I designed this equipment for two purposes – 
to protect my identity and my life. What … were you expecting Batman?”

Chris laughed a little under his breath and said, “Batman doesn’t 
torture and kill people.” The Eagle said, “I do. Now let’s move out. We 
don’t have much time.” Chris struggled with the last of the equipment 
and pulled two weapons from the bag, one marked with blue ink, 
the other red. He asked, “The blue striped Glock with silencer is a 
tranquilizer, and the red with silencer is live ammo?” The Eagle nodded 
as he pulled out two wireless units and said, “Stay behind me. This 
place will be a fortress, and there will be blood. I want the three leaders 
alive, the rest we kill if we have to.” Chris slid behind him, and the two 
men made their way to the entrance as the Eagle worked with his tablet 
and sensors to disable security as they moved to the residence.
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-  T H E  S T R E E T S :  D C R  PH A SE  T WO  -

Deput y Sam Pr ichard stood at the scene of the Crenshaw 
massacre, tr y ing to raise Jim on the phone w ith no luck. She 
stood bark ing out orders wh i le tr y ing to ca lm a neigh borhood of 
men, women, and ch i ldren who wanted noth ing to do w ith those 
who had been g u n ned dow n. She heard q u iet voices of suppor t 
for the Eagle, voices that never dared say any th ing against the 
gang s that control led their streets.

One elderly black woman was sit ting on her front porch in an 
old rock ing chair. Sam saw her sit ting and watch ing and wa l ked 
over to her and asked, “Ma’am did you see what happened here?” 
“ Yes, Of ficer, I su rely did. T he dam nedest th ing I ever have 
seen. A bu nch of them you ng gangbanger k ids were gathered 
r ight over there by the ch icken restau rant. Had to have been 
t went y or th ir t y of ‘em. Some fel lers in m i litar y cloth ing moved 
toward ‘em, and those fools took g u ns and star ted shooting at 
the m i litar y men. Now you k now you’s gots a rea l ly st upid g roup 
of you ng ones when they decide they’s gon na shoot at m i litar y 
men. Wel l, long and shor t of it … them boys were a l l shot dead, 
and I’m sit tin’ on my front porch in peace for the first time in 
fif teen years. I su re hopes that Eagle fel ler can get r id of these 
you ng idiots … I’d li ke not to live in fear any more.” T he old 
woman paused and looked up at Sam and asked, “Does you k now 
what I’m say in,’ Of ficer? It’d be m ight y fine to have my home 
and neigh borhood back again.” Sam nodded and wa l ked back to 
the cr ime scene where the bodies of the v ictims had been pi led.

She was a bout to ca l l out to some of the coroners mov ing 
the bodies when her cel l phone rang. She pu l led the large PDA-
sized phone of f her h ip and said, “Pr itchard.” “ You hav ing f u n, 
yet?” She asked ang r i ly, “Sher if f O’Br ian, where the hel l are 
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you? I’m up to my ass in a l ligators at the Crenshaw scene.” 
T here was a pause, and Jim said, “ Wel l, you dea l w ith those 
a l ligators, sher if f-to-be … you’re going to be get ting another 
ca l l a bout another scene and a hel l of a lot more bodies. See you 
soon.” Jim hu ng up, and Sam looked dow n at her phone, tr y ing 
to u nderstand what the hel l he meant.

Five synchronized assault teams of twenty men were scattered 
throughout Los Angeles County from Lancaster to Chatsworth, Van Nuys, 
Inglewood, and Compton. Meetings were being held in open forums 
by multiple LA street gangs in open parks and abandoned warehouses. 
Warring gangs were uniting as the clock struck eight p.m., and the time 
frame for battle with the Eagle approached. In all, the five locations held 
nearly seven thousand gangbangers, all pounding their chests and swearing 
to kill the Eagle and all with him. There was not a single voice of reason 
at any location, just more and more gang members moving to unite with a 
universal cause in mind – kill the Iron Eagle and take back their turf.

While the gangs argued and pumped themselves up, the Eagle’s 
teams moved into position, launching a simultaneous attack on all five 
locations. It was over before it could begin. Body after body hit the floor 
as the Eagle’s men cut them down. The scenes were chaos, men dropping 
down to fire on unseen attackers, while others ran for exits, street corners, 
and neighborhoods to hide from the bloodshed. By eight thirty over ten 
thousand gangbangers across Los Angeles and Los Angeles County were 
dead with another three thousand wounded. The orders were made clear, 
‘Shoot to kill. If there are any survivors, shoot them again.’ The Eagle’s 
men moved amongst the dead and injured, shooting gang members 
at point blank range. Two of the mercs sustained non life-threatening 
injuries and continued moving through the crowd, killing and disarming 
gang members as they went. By nine p.m. the real horror of what the 
Eagle and his men had unleashed on the city’s gangs was beginning to 
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take form, and the media could not keep up with the calls as there were 
no police on scene until the Eagle’s men had cleared the area.

Philly, C4, Cosmo, and Blaco had done their magic. Along with their 
mercs, nearly a third of the cities’ gang members had been wiped out, 
and the men made their way to the hills of Dark Canyon Road for the 
midnight offensive to rid the city of the vermin once and for all.

There were no outside lights at the safe house where Chris and 
the Eagle had moved to take down the last remaining gang lords. The 
Eagle put his fingers to the lips of his mask as he looked at Chris and 
motioned for him to move to the other side of a back entrance door. 
They had counted twenty men outside of the targets in and around the 
house. The Eagle had taken care of ten that were walking the outside 
perimeter as Chris took out five others guarding entry doors. The two 
men worked to disable several cars in the driveway and now were 
positioned to enter the residence and take down their targets.

The Eagle pulled a red-striped Glock from his body armor, and Chris 
followed suit. With a quick motion, the Eagle burst into the outer rooms, 
firing on the men standing guard. Chris, caught up in the moment, watched 
the Eagle move slowly and meticulously from room to room, firing as 
he walked with purpose and conviction. Every shot was a head shot, and 
blood and brain matter were hitting the walls until there were only three 
men standing between the Eagle and his prize. Chris raised his weapon 
as one of the men got off a shot from a small Uzi that struck the Eagle in 
the chest. Chris fired, striking the shooter in the chest, but the Eagle didn’t 
flinch. He fired a second shot that blew the back of the shooter’s head off.

Chris was standing in a pool of blood and watched as the Eagle 
pulled out the blue Glock and threw his full body weight against a 
set of double doors.
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Ernest, Chen, and Julio had been watching the news in amazement. 
Every five seconds there was a new breaking story. Men around the 
world that the three reported to were destroyed. Their local gangs were 
being systematically wiped out, and according to the media, nearly 
a third of the known gang members in LA and LA County had been 
killed. Police were not protecting the groups, and law enforcement 
was spread so thin they were unable to keep up with the calls. To 
make matters worse, the public was coming out in support of the 
Eagle. The news was reporting that even the gang members who were 
able to flee the many conflicts in the city were being shot dead in their 
own neighborhoods by bands of neighbors fed up with the violence 
and behavior of the thugs that made their lives and neighborhoods 
hell. The three men sat mesmerized by the news while only a few 
short feet away the Eagle and Chris were about to pounce.

Troy “Killer man” Helms and Arty “Slim” Albert had fled the 
local park in Compton where nearly two thousand of their fellow gang 
members had been gunned down. Killer called to Slim and said, “Yo, 
bro, comes ova here. I knows this crib … there’s a chick wit a couple 
my kids … I rape da bitch every time I get out the joint, but her shit 
won’t move. Sides, we can get laid whiles we waits for quiet.” Slim 
followed Killer down a dark alley and over a fence into the backyard 
of a rundown house. Troy rapped on the door, but there was no answer.

“Da bitch is in there. I knows it … Troy pulled back his thin, bony 
leg and kicked in the back door. There was a light on near the front of 
the house, and he walked in with Slim behind him and said, “Darla, 
ya cunt, bring that sweet ass out to Killer, or do I have to finds ya and 
shove my gun up your ass?” There was no response. The two men 
moved through the house until they came into the living room. The 
news was going on and on about killing after killing. Troy pointed to a 
closed door and said, “Dat the bafroom. Da bitch is in there.”
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The two men approached, and Troy pulled a nine millimeter from his 
waistband and said, “I knows you in there, bitch … It’s Killer. Come out 
and suck my cock or get beat!” The two men laughed, but there was no 
movement or response. Troy yelled out, “Okay, fuck you, bitch. I’s going 
to rape you and your fuckin’ kid’s cunt.” Troy kicked in the bathroom door, 
and as he did, there was an explosion from inside. Slim saw Troy’s feet lift 
off the ground and his whole body fly back against the wall. His chest was 
blown open, and he was gasping and gurgling but couldn’t move. Slim 
turned to run out of the house when he heard the pump of a shotgun from 
behind him. He turned to see a small black woman, maybe five feet tall, 
holding a weapon almost as big as she was and pointing it at him.

“You’s come to rape me with Killer over there?” She motioned in 
the direction of Troy’s now dead body. Slim said, “No way, bitch. I’s just 
running wid Troy, and he said this his crib. I don’t mean you no harm.” 
Darla told Slim not to move and walked through the dark room and turned 
on a light. She looked over at Slim’s scared face and said, “I knows you … 
you fucked me a few months ago … you broke in here with some of those 
other boys, lookin’ for Troy. You hate Troy’s ass. Why you wid him?”

“I has no idea what’s you talkin’ ‘bout … I’s never seen yo before, 
I swears.” Darla lifted the gun and pointed it at Slim’s crotch. “You’s 
want to rethinks that last word, asshole.” Slim started shaking, 
looking at the now lit remains of Troy whose open chest was spitting 
out blood even as he lay lifeless on the floor.

“I meant nuthin’ by it. I was just makin’ an example of you. Troy 
broke the rules. He always bragged about his woman, so I take it out yo 
ass, bitch. Dat’s da rule of da street.” Slim reached for a weapon in his 
waistband, but Darla fired the shotgun first. The kick of the gun threw 
her to the floor. The double buckshot spread in the small room almost 
tearing Slim in half. His mid section was wide open, and his dick and 
balls had been blown away. He stared at Darla as she stood up, and he 
fell to the floor, trying to speak. She held the shotgun against Slim’s face 
and said, “Karma’s a bitch,” as she pulled the trigger once more.
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Chapter Twenty
“Jesus Christ … first you  

call me, then you blind me.”

C
hen and the others never heard a thing, not a gunshot, not a warning 
call. All they saw was the Iron Eagle and another man dressed 
in black standing over them as they were losing consciousness. 

Ernest cried out when he saw the Eagle, “Oh Jesus … no … Jesus, 
not you. How did you find us? Oh God! How did you find us?” The 
three men were almost out but all heard the response from the Eagle, 
“Believe me … God had nothing to do with how I found you.” He told 
Chris to pick up Campbell since he was the larger of the three, and 
the Eagle lifted the other two men onto his shoulders and said, “Let’s 
get them into my truck. We have to drop them in the lair to deal with 
later. We have a war zone to get to.” The Chevy Silverado sped down 
Mulholland headed for the 405 Freeway to the 10 Freeway and Malibu.

Chris sat listening to the radio chatter of confused law enforcement 
as well as others. He looked over at the Eagle and asked, “I understand 
why we did what we did to Brent Richards. He and his men killed my 
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sister. Why are you going to these extreme lengths with these guys?” 
The Eagle never took his eyes off the road as he answered, “There 
are thousands of little brothers and sisters in the world who die every 
day, Chris. I didn’t ask for the war, but it found me. I’m just going to 
make sure that when the smoke clears the only ones left standing are 
me, my men, and those men and women who have sworn an oath to 
protect the citizens of this city and county.”

Chris looked over at the masked face and said, “You’re not insane. 
You’re not a sociopath or psychotic. You’ve spent over a decade trying to 
protect people you don’t know, avenging the deaths of people you don’t 
know, and for what? To show your late wife that you can do it? I don’t 
understand … did you really kill the man who killed your first wife?”

The Eagle kept his eyes on the road as he answered, “It took ten 
years to find Amber’s killer. Ten years of wading through the filth and 
depravity of sick twisted minds, seeing the cruelty that man inflicts on 
man. While I had stopped a couple of killers before Amber’s murder, 
nothing could prepare me for her brutal death or stop me in the search 
to take out her killer. I had no idea the depth of depravity that Amber’s 
killer, Walter Cruthers, had sunk to or just how brutal and vicious he 
was. I caught Cruthers by accident. He abducted Sara. If it hadn’t been 
for that he would still be out there killing.” Chris looked surprised.

“Sara knew Cruthers? Was she there when you killed him?”
“Yes … she helped me kill him.” Chris’s face lost all color as 

they pulled into the underground garage. The Eagle quickly called 
Sara, and in a matter of seconds both she and Karen appeared in 
the entrance to the lair. Chris didn’t say anything. He picked up the 
men as instructed and brought them into the operating rooms where 
Sara and Karen restrained them and set IVs. Sara was talking to 
Karen as they worked on each man. She pulled out three syringes 
of medication and told Karen to inject each of the men in their IVs.

Sara said, “This will keep them in a low grade coma until the Eagle 
is prepared to deal with them.” Chris turned to see Barbara standing 
in the foyer dressed in a pair of jeans and a T-shirt. She called out to 
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Sara while smiling at Chris, “Do you need me to do anything to these 
three other than what you two are doing?” Sara told her no and asked 
Barbara to stand guard near the rooms as she and Karen worked.

“Remember what happened the last time one of the Eagle’s guests 
got free while he was gone?” Sara said. Barbara nodded, looking into 
operating room one and the meat grinder. Barbara smiled and said, “I 
remember … he didn’t get you, though. Instead, he got ground up!” The 
look in her eyes scared Chris, and she knew it. She smiled as she stood 
guard. The Eagle called to Chris and said, “Things are under control 
here. We need to get to Dark Canyon.” Sara looked up at the clock in 
operating room one and said, “It’s ten thirty. How long do you want these 
guys out?” The Eagle called back and told her at least twenty-four hours.

“Let’s go.”
The two men pulled out onto PCH heading for Whittier and Dark 

Canyon.

Sam pulled her car onto a residential street not far from the park 
where Jim had told her to go. She got out, and all was quiet, too 
quiet. Pulling her radio off her hip, she called out to Jim, “Sheriff, it’s 
Pritchard. I’m on location. Where are you?” There was silence, and 
Sam pressed the button to call out again when a pair of headlights came 
around the corner in her direction. The car was driving slowly toward 
her, and she reached over to her right hip and unbuckled the harness on 
her sidearm. She was in gang country, and in this part of town, no one 
is respected by the gangs, not even police. When the car pulled up next 
to her, she had her flashlight in her left hand and shined it quickly into 
the driver’s side window, only to hear Jim start cursing a blue streak. 
“What the fuck is your problem, kid? Jesus Christ … first you call me, 
then you blind me. Are you out of your goddamn mind?” Sam walked 
around to the passenger’s side, slid in, and pulled out a cigarette and 
leaned in Jim’s direction. He pulled out his Zippo and lit it for her.
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She said, “If you had just let me know you were going to steal me 
in the night I wouldn’t have had to take you for a group of bangers 
that were going to take me for a joy ride.” She blew smoke out of her 
nose and mouth as she spoke, and Jim could see her hands shaking 
as she took another hit. He silently drove up to Dark Canyon Road. 
Sam sat quiet beside him as they drove through the darkness with the 
headlights off until they came to a steep fire road.

Jim pulled off behind some bushes and said, “Follow me. We have 
another ride from here.” She followed him through the thick brush 
and saw the tail lights of a truck in the distance. “Where the hell are 
we, and where are we going?” she asked. Jim let out a chuckle and 
said, “You are about to meet some friends of mine. We’re going to 
ride with them up to the top of Hellman Park. All will be explained 
when we get there.” Sam got into the rear cab of the waiting Chevy 
Silverado, and Jim told her to slide over, so he could get in. She did 
as instructed and looked at the driver and his passenger, but there 
were no features she could make out. The truck began to ascend the 
hilly area, and as it did she began to become more and more nervous. 
Jim could hear it in her voice as she spoke.

“Dark Canyon … this is where the Iron Eagle has called out the 
gangs of LA for a final battle.” Jim nodded. She could see only his 
silhouette against the dark truck window with the ambient light from 
the city and the moonlight. She looked down on the city of Los Angeles 
as the truck crested the top of the hill and parked. All four occupants 
got out, and Jim grabbed Sam by the arm and pulled her away from the 
others. She drew back from him when he stopped and asked, “What the 
fuck is this, Jim? Who are those men? What are we doing here?”

“Those men that just drove us up here are very, very important 
people. Follow me. There are some introductions that need to be 
made quickly before all hell breaks loose.”
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The Portal de la Paz Mausoleum, ironically meaning ‘doorway 
to peace,’ was filling with gangbangers from all over LA and the 
surrounding area. The mausoleum had been dedicated as part of Rose 
Hills Cemetery in the early nineteen thirties. The cemetery is a well-
known location and the Portal de la Paz was constructed mission 
style with open areas and arched openings leading to courtyards and 
a serene setting. The cemetery spanned some fourteen hundred acres 
and was one of the largest cemeteries in Southern California. It’s 
proximity to Whittier and Whittier Heights made the location perfect 
for the bangers to enter into Hellman Park. The rugged terrain was 
thought by the few who were in charge of the some twenty-five 
thousand bangers to be perfect for entrance and silent attack.

Marco Espranza and Sergio Espino were met by Harold Owens and 
Nathan Alton to lead the group into battle against the Eagle. It was half 
past eleven, and several leaders and their subordinates stood inside and 
outside the mausoleum with bullhorns calling out instructions. Those 
who had little education and even less battle experience were the ones 
on the bullhorns calling out to the large congregation.

“We are all gathered here for one cause, our gang families. This Iron 
Eagle has disrespected us and our families, so together we agree to fight 
side-by-side to rid this place of his existence. We will kill the Eagle and 
all who are with him and drag his bloodied carcass through the streets of 
Los Angeles as a warning to any who dare cross our paths again.”

The four leaders listened to the propaganda being spouted outside 
while inside the mission style walls four men stood in sheer terror. 
Marco and Sergio both from warring Mexican gangs, who only days 
ago were killing each other for territory, were standing in a room 
with Harold and Nathan. A diverse group of gang members in one 
room not shooting at one another. Two Mexican gang members and 
a black and white leader stood looking into each other’s eyes trying 
to figure out how to lead a group of undisciplined bangers into the 
woods and come out alive. At twenty-three, Harold was the oldest, 
so he took the lead.
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“I say we go ahead and follow Workman Mill Road until we get to 
Dark Canyon Road then work our way up the path, staying in the low 
country out of view of the attacker.” Sergio said, “That seems a surefire 
way to get ambushed. I think we take the high ground. We move along 
the ridges of the canyons. The Eagle and any men he has will be down 
in the thick, waiting to pounce us. We will have the element of surprise 
and will also have an elevated position over our enemy.”

Marco laughed and asked, “What the fuck, man? You been reading 
one of them gun magazines again? We’d be fucked if we got caught high. 
We go low. Lots of cover, man. We are twenty thousand plus strong. 
There’s no way the Eagle guy has enough men to stop us. Our strongest 
power is our number.” The men argued back and forth until there was an 
agreement to take the low ground and then lie in wait for the Eagle and 
any men he might have. The men dispersed, and three mercs who were 
part of a larger recon movement moved out of the darkened corridors 
and into the empty wilderness of the park to radio back the position and 
information on the large group and their movements.

Sam stood silent in the darkness, watching men of all shapes 
and sizes move in shadow with weaponry in their hands. She heard 
the crackle of a radio. “Recon four calling Eagle. Come in Eagle.” 
She saw a large man dressed in all black with no face raise the 
radio to his lips and say, “Go recon four, this is Eagle. Go.” The 
reconnaissance unit radioed back coordinates as well as locations 
for the bangers who were beginning the five-mile hike into the deep 
and darkest part of the canyon.

The Eagle radioed and said, “All units check in. Head count on 
enemy.” One by one the radio numbers came in, staggering numbers, 
numbers that were making Sam so nervous she could feel the sweat drip 
down her back and through her bra under her bulletproof vest. When the 
last number had been given, the Eagle squawked back over the radio a 
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new frequency and the number of people on their way into the canyon. 
“Roger that, men. Over twenty-five thousand. Copy that.”

Sam looked at the huge dark figure and watched as he gave 
orders to men around him including Jim. Jim stepped away from a 
makeshift table and walked over to Sam and asked, “So, are you still 
confused as to where the fuck you are?” Sam slowly shook her head 
and asked, “You’re in bed with the Iron Eagle?” Jim laughed, pulling 
two cigarettes out of his top left pocket and lighting them. The flame 
from his Zippo made his round face look evil to Sam, and she told him 
so. He laughed and said, “If it’s evil to assist a fellow law enforcement 
officer in cleaning the streets and protecting the people of Los Angeles, 
then I am guilty as charged.” Sam took the cigarette and said, “You 
know who the goddamn Eagle is, and you have said nothing to no one? 
You work for him, with him? Jesus! Do you kill people, too?”

Jim laughed, releasing a large amount of smoke from his lungs 
and said, “I know the Eagle’s identity. I work with him, and I don’t 
kill people … that’s the Eagle’s job. Though in my own defense, I 
have been shot, stabbed, and beaten in some really hairy missions 
while helping him over the past few years.” Sam brought the cigarette 
to her lips, her hand shaking. She laughed slightly and said, “I can’t 
fuckin’ believe you would bring a candidate for Los Angeles County 
Sheriff on an illegal killing mission.” Jim took a hit off his smoke, 
and the cherry tip lit bright as he drew in the smoke.

Jim said, “Listen and listen well. You’re here because I fully 
believe that you are going to be the next Sheriff of LA County. I 
brought you out here for two reasons. One, to meet the Eagle, and 
two … if you play your cards right tonight, you will solidify the race 
and can start planning your new office as sheriff.” Sam sniped a 
few bitter unintelligible words when the large man in black stepped 
forward and said, “You must be Deputy Samantha Pritchard.” She 
nodded strongly, and the Eagle reached out his hand and said, “I’m 
the Iron Eagle. I’m pleased to meet you. Jim has said great things 
about you.” Sam didn’t extend her hand. She held it tight at her side.
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The Eagle looked at her and then Jim and said, “It’s time to begin 
the offensive. Ms. Pritchard, as much as I would like your assistance 
in this battle, I think that it would be a bad idea. Please hand me your 
service weapon.” Sam stood defiant and shook her head. The Eagle 
reached out and grabbed her weapon and said, “I don’t want you, me, 
or anyone else to get shot. Please stay behind those two steel walls 
and concrete burial vaults until Jim or I come for you.” The Eagle 
turned to walk away and Sam said, “What? Is the big bad Eagle afraid 
a little woman will show him up?” The Eagle stopped with his back to 
Sam and said, “Ms. Prichard, have you ever served in the military?”

“NO!”
“So, you have no concept of guerrilla warfare.” Sam was silent. 

The Eagle continued, “Do you know what the Pincer offensive is and 
how it is used?” Still silence. Jim was staring at Sam who was looking 
sheepish, and the Eagle said, “You have no idea what’s going on here. 
You have no idea how an inferiorly numbered force can defeat a larger 
force. You have not sacrificed for the good of your nation to near the 
last of your blood, and you dare challenge me?” Jim could see that 
Sam’s face was going from one of indignation back to fear, yet she 
remained silent. The Eagle continued, “Until you have walked a mile 
in my boots, Ms. Pritchard, don’t you dare judge me or the men who 
serve with me. This is a well-organized military operation. The men 
that are serving here have been in the thick of battle the world over 
and have stepped up out of their civilian lives to serve and protect a 
city full of people they don’t even know. You would be best served to 
follow my instructions. If you choose to pick up a weapon, you do so 
at your own peril, and I guarantee you will be killed.”

Jim didn’t say a word. He stubbed out the cigarette he was smoking 
and looked at Sam and said, “Do as the Eagle has instructed.” Sam 
began walking toward the barricades of steel and concrete, and as 
she did she heard the Eagle ask Jim, “This is the person you endorsed 
for sheriff? She is arrogant, ignorant, and uneducated in the realities 
of urban warfare. I can tell you this much, I’m not casting a vote 
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for her.” Sam moved out of earshot as she watched men moving in 
different directions across the top of the ridge and dropping out of 
sight. She didn’t know what was going to happen but whispered, 
“Note to self, take foot out of mouth and learn to listen.”

She watched Jim move into the darkness as the Iron Eagle stood 
on a large outcropping looking over the city and the canyon below. A 
man in black, taller and thinner but still massive in size, caught her 
eye. “Who the hell is that?” she mumbled to herself as the first land 
mine exploded somewhere in the distance.
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Chapter Twenty-One
“Welcome to the dark  

side of what we do.”

-  T H E  D C R  OF F E N SI V E  -

T
here was no leadership for the tens of thousands of men and 
women who had walked blindly into the Hellman rural park. 
The last of the stragglers had made their way, and two teams of 

fifty mercs moved in behind them. The noose now set was ready to 
be tightened on the gang members, and C4 hit the first set of daisy 
chained remote land mines, blowing up the exit for those that had 
walked into the trap.

Some small arms fire from the gangs rang out, and the stragglers 
began running back to the entrance, firing blindly behind them sometimes 
striking their own comrades. A hundred men waited for the runners, and 
on Trevor’s command, they opened fire with M16s and M60s.

The bangers were running in every direction and dropping like 
flies as the men kept up the steady barrage of fire until all of those that 
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had entered had retreated deeper into the canyon and into the trap. 
The Eagle was standing with Porter and said, “Brilliant maneuver, 
sir. They are trapped.” Trevor nodded and said, “Yes, they are but 
don’t call it brilliant just yet. These gangbangers are now trapped 
animals, and when an animal is backed into a corner it is more 
dangerous than ever. You know what I’m talking about?” The Eagle 
nodded and said, “Fight or flight instinct. I think it’s time to shed a 
little light on this situation.”

Trevor nodded and ordered the nightsun flood lights turned on. 
It started slowly as the lights warmed up, and one by one complete 
bars of lights began to illuminate the hill sides of the canyon. The 
men on the hills could see the bangers, but they were blinded by the 
lights. Small arm fire started coming from down in the canyon, a 
desperate attempt to hit anything to stop the carnage. Though they 
didn’t know it yet, while not outnumbered, they were outgunned by 
highly trained mercenaries all in the service of the Iron Eagle.

From the mercs’ positions above the canyon, the bangers looked 
like ants running in every direction. The small arms and Uzi fire kept 
up for several minutes with no return of fire from the Eagle or his men. 
Then as the firing began to stop, the Eagle’s voice came on over a PA 
system saying, “Here is what it feels like to be one of your victims 
… men … open fire.” The hills around the area lit up with the blaze 
orange of machinegun fire. Bangers were dropping by the hundreds, 
and the group that boasted over twenty thousand men and women was 
reduced in a matter of minutes to one or two thousand and fading fast. 
The barrage of gunfire was relentless. Bangers ran for cover anywhere 
they could find it, but no place was safe from the heavy artillery.

C4 sat on a hilltop overlooking the groups and as each wave swept to a 
new location he would detonate remote mines. When he wasn’t detonating 
them himself, standing laser mines were detonating all over the battlefield. 
Screaming and confusion was the order for those souls as the mercs kept 
up a merciless assault. What the gangbangers didn’t know was that their 
own credo was about to be employed against them. The war began at 
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twelve thirty-one a.m., and by one a.m. the only sounds were the pleas 
from injured bangers in the deep brush and trees in the canyon below.

Porter radioed to his men and said, “All right men, it’s time for 
cleanup. If there are any survivors, shoot the fuckers again. Make sure 
they are dead.” A group of two hundred men moved down the hillsides 
headed into the thick brush to kill any and all survivors.

Sam hid behind the barrier, tears running down her face as she 
heard men and women pleading for their lives. She sat with her knees 
up to her face, holding her hands over her ears as if it would push the 
horror away. But it didn’t. She heard every word and every gunshot. 
It seemed like it had gone on for hours, but it had only been minutes.

Jim walked back to where she was and handed her a handkerchief 
and said, “Come on. It’s time to see what we have accomplished.” Sam 
stood up and looked at him and said, “Accomplished? Accomplished? 
Jesus, Jim! What I just heard was a massacre, a cold-blooded murder 
scene orchestrated by the Iron Eagle.” Jim motioned for her to follow 
him, but she froze, drew a hidden weapon from her thigh and said, 
“Freeze right where you are, Sheriff. You and the Eagle and all the rest 
of his men are under arrest.”

She pulled her radio off her hip while pointing the weapon at Jim. 
She didn’t see anyone else around, and she put the radio to her lips 
and called in a mass homicide and asked for back up in the Whittier 
hills. Her first few calls went unanswered, and she called again with 
desperation in her voice. “Officer needs assistance … there are mass 
casualties. I have the Iron Eagle and his men in my sight.” Jim moved 
slowly and took a cigarette out of his top left pocket and asked, “Is 
it okay if I enjoy a smoke while you wait for back up?” Sam didn’t 
respond, the weapon waving up and down in her trembling hand.

Jim watched her closely and said snapping the Zippo shut, “You 
need to calm down, or you could shoot someone in error.” Sam 
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called yet again, only this time her radio crackled to life with a most 
terrifying voice. “Deputy Pritchard, no one is coming to the aid of the 
gangbangers in the canyon below. Police are holding a line, and there 
is a no fly zone for fifteen miles around the park. Now … lower your 
weapon or prepare to be shot.”

Sam looked around as Jim leaned against one of the concrete burial 
vaults, smoking his cigarette and listening to the conversation. What Sam 
didn’t know was that Jim was looking at the Iron Eagle who was standing 
only a few feet out of Sam’s earshot. She could only hear his voice over 
the radio. He was close enough to drop her if she made an aggressive 
move. Jim took a deep hit off the cigarette and walked over to Sam, who 
was staring at her radio with her gun half in the air. Jim disarmed her 
gently and said, “There is so much to this that I can’t explain.”

He stepped back as the Eagle walked out of the darkness behind 
Sam and put his arm on her shoulder and said, “Justice has been done 
here tonight. You have no idea the scope of what has happened here and 
around the country and the world. You will know it all at first light.” Sam 
turned around and asked, “So that’s it? You murder tens of thousands of 
innocent people and law enforcement supports you?”

The Eagle sat down on one of the concrete boxes and pointed down 
into the canyon where the lights were shining on dark specks littering 
the ground. “There is not an innocent in the bunch down there, Ms. 
Pritchard. I don’t kill innocents, and my men don’t kill innocents. 
Everybody down there is a known gang member. Cold-blooded killers 
who thrived on intimidation and murder and made their living off the 
misery of the people of Los Angeles. The victims of these gangs are 
free, free from the terror and tyranny they wreaked on the public. Yes, 
there are a lot of dead bodies down there, but there are no innocents.”

Jim stood up and stubbed out his cigarette. He looked at the Eagle 
and then at Sam and asked, “So, what’s it going to be, Sam? You want 
to help process a crime scene and start identifying the dead and see their 
backgrounds for yourself or stand here and call the Eagle more names?” 
Sam looked at the two men and then the ground and walked out from 
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behind the cover to the edge of a ravine, looking back out over downtown 
Los Angeles and said, “I don’t know what to do here. I don’t know who 
the Eagle is; I know that the Sheriff of LA County supports the Eagle, and 
that there are thousands of dead people down in that ravine. How do I deal 
with that? How do I deal with a rogue killer and a rogue sheriff?”

The words had just left her lips when a tall, well-built man walked 
up from the hillside. He had no mask on but was dressed in the same 
black body armor that the Eagle wore. She watched him approach 
until she could see his face, and when she did she put her hand to her 
mouth and said, “Agent Mantel?” Chris nodded. He had an M16 over 
his shoulder and several sidearms hanging off his gear. “You know 
who the Eagle is?” Sam asked as Chris nodded slowly. “But you’re 
new to the Bureau. How could you know?”

Chris pulled out a tablet and handed it to the Eagle and said, “They 
are fingerprinting bodies as they go down there. All of your men are in 
the ravine. I thought you might want to see the tally so far. I set it up to 
give you an individual and group breakdown of all of the dead by their 
crimes so far. These are just statistics of crimes in order of severity on 
the rap sheets. Jade will be the one dealing with the overflow of corpses.”

The Eagle took the tablet and looked over the data and then 
handed it to Jim. He looked over the report and said, “Jesus Christ, 
the information is fuckin’ updating live!” Chris nodded and said, “As 
soon as one of the men print a victim, his or her information runs 
straight into the NCIC, INTERPOL, and local and state databases. We 
get an immediate hit, and the rap sheets are individualized and then 
given a general category based on their most violent behavior.”

Jim was watching the numbers change as he looked at the stats and 
said, “Well, based on this fuckin’ information, in the past hour since 
the shooting stopped and fifteen hundred mercs started doing police 
work, they have printed nearly ten thousand people.” Sam looked at 
Jim and asked, “What does it say?” Jim handed her the tablet, and 
she looked at it. Her eyes grew huge. The tablet screen was set up in 
a spreadsheet format and was spread out over major felony offenses. 
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She stared at the charts, which broke down every offense on the books 
and said, “There’s not an innocent person down there so far.”

Jim took the tablet back and looked at the Eagle and asked, “You’re 
not going to let this become Jade’s problem, are you?” The Eagle shook 
his head and pointed down the hill to Workman Mill Road where there 
were at least fifteen big rig trucks with flat bed trailers. The Eagle said, 
“Jade isn’t even out here … she’s elsewhere. The bodies are being moved 
onto flatbeds after they’ve been identified. Each has a fifty pound ball 
and chain attached and will be taken to the port of Los Angeles where 
I have made arrangements to have a flat barge load them up and dump 
them in the channel between LA and Catalina Island.”

Sam stood staring off in shock. She had no words, at least at first. 
She looked at Chris and asked, “How much of this have you helped to 
plan?” Chris looked on and said, “None of it. I’m here at the will of the 
Eagle … call it training.” Sam fell to her knees, and Jim looked at them 
and said, “You two better leave us alone. I think Ms. Pritchard is going 
to puke!” Jim handed Chris the tablet and told him good job, and he and 
the Eagle walked away. Sam took a few steps and then began to throw up. 
Jim took out a cigarette, lit it, and said, “Welcome to the other side of law 
enforcement, Deputy Pritchard. Welcome to the dark side of what we do.”
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Chapter Twenty-Two
“I need to know who the Eagle  

is before I really put my ass  
on the line for this job.”

I
t was just after sunrise when the last truck pulled away from 
Hellman headed for the port. Both John and Chris had changed out 
of their body armor and were now down walking the ravine on Dark 

Canyon Road headed out to Workman Mill Road. The early morning 
sunlight at first made the whole valley look like it was wet with dew 
… but as the sun rose and shed light on the scene, the peaceful dew 
was in fact blood, and a lot of it. There were body parts and entrails 
all over the park. Chris looked around and was about to ask something 
when he saw a pack of coyotes eating remains and other wild life 
grabbing pieces of the carcasses and taking them back into the woods.

John looked at Chris and said, “I bet you were trying to figure 
out how the remains would get cleaned up?” Chris nodded and said, 
“For a moment, then I watched nature take care of itself.” John put 
his arm on Chris’s shoulder and said, “It’s the circle of life. It’s just 
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the damn circle of life.” They walked down Workman Mill Road to 
the entrance of the Portal de la Paz Mausoleum. John looked around 
and asked Chris, “Do you speak Spanish?” Chris shook his head, and 
John said, “Portal de la Paz translates into ‘doorway to peace.’”

Chris looked around and said, “Well, if you think about it, they all 
walked through here to enter Hellman where we put them all to peace.” 
John laughed slightly and said, “An interesting way of looking at it.” 
Chris walked into the parking lot and asked, “What now, John? What 
happens now?” John looked down over the 605 Freeway and the early 
morning traffic as it was beginning to build for another work day and 
said, “Now? Now we go back to the lair. We have three men who need 
to pay for their crimes, and then we will talk about the future.”

It was just past seven a.m., and Jim saw John’s Silverado pull 
out and head down the road. He had seen Chris get in, and he knew 
where they were headed. Sam was sitting on one of the burial vaults 
staring out at the city with a cigarette in her hand and her back to 
Dark Canyon. She had seen enough of what the night had hidden in 
darkness when the sun rose. Jim had Chris transfer the spreadsheet to 
his tablet, so he could keep a tally, and Sam was holding it, looking at 
the terrible number and the things that the dead had done. Jim walked 
back from the edge after seeing John and Chris drive off and asked, 
“So … you still want to be the Sheriff of Los Angeles County?”

Sam asked, “Is it always like this?” Jim took out two cigarettes 
and lit his off of the half finished one of hers and handed her the other 
unlit, knowing she would want it.

“Is it always like what?” Sam finished the cigarette between her fingers 
then lit the one Jim handed her with the hot butt and said, “You know what 
I mean. Is there always an undercurrent of crime that the Iron Eagle is 
constantly hunting?” Jim nodded, blowing smoke into the morning air. 
He took a deep breath and said, “Yea … pretty much. The Eagle has his 
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finger on the pulse of the city. Sometimes he knows exactly what and who 
he is looking for, but most of the time he ends up locating these situations 
through hard investigative work and on occasion just dumb fuckin’ luck.”

Sam took a hit off the smoke and said, “Do I want to be Sheriff, Jim? 
Yes, yes I do. I think I can do a lot of good and keep the department on the 
right track like you have done.” Jim laughed and said, “But?” “But … if 
I’m going to have to deal with and work with the Iron Eagle and know his 
identity and keep it a secret as he continues his killing sprees, I don’t know 
if I can handle it. It’s contrary to the job I would be sworn to do.” Jim sat 
next to her and said, “Police work isn’t pretty. We don’t always get the bad 
guy or gal. We have bad apples in our own departments that we have to 
keep a watch on, and as the sheriff, it’s your job to make sure the whole 
fuckin’ thing works like a well-oiled machine. You have to make it all 
look to the public like the sheriff’s department is a friend to the people and 
looking out for its best interest. Now, you and I know that that is a crock 
of shit … for every five good cops there are two bad ones. You and I know 
that we shoot first and ask questions later. We also know that most deputies 
on the streets and in the jails judge the people they deal with by the color of 
their skin.” Sam nodded, so he continued, “The best part of my job over the 
past four years has been working with the Iron Eagle because every once 
in a while you get to watch that son of a bitch put a stake through a bad 
guy’s heart. No judges, juries, legal processes. Just a proven guilty person 
receiving his or her just reward for inflicting cruelty upon others.”

She looked into Jim’s eyes, and he said, “When that happens … 
it feels damn good to know that at least one bad guy is off the street 
and not in the system.”

Sam stubbed out the cigarette and asked, “And if the Eagle crosses the 
line and starts killing innocents?” Jim smiled and said, “I think when you 
meet the Eagle … or should I say the man behind the mask, you will have 
no worries about that happening.” Sam stood up and asked, “So, what do 
we do now?” Jim stood up a little more slowly and said, “We go home, 
take a shower, and dress for a long day of news conferences and typical 
political bullshit to cover the city and state higher ups from trouble.”
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The two started walking down a steep path to Workman Mill Road 
when Sam asked, “That’s more of what the job is about than anything 
else, isn’t it?” Jim looked over at her and asked, “What … protecting 
politicians?” She nodded. Jim said, “Yep … when the smoke clears it 
doesn’t matter what side of the case you’re on. You’re the one whose job 
it is to protect all of those politicians who need to look tough on crime 
while being soft in the middle on their own behavior.” They got down the 
hill and over to the side street where Sam had parked. As she opened her 
cruiser door she said, “Yeah Jim … I want the job. I can do the job, but 
before I am elected I want to meet the man behind the mask of the Iron 
Eagle.” Jim laughed as he walked away and said, “You will, kid. You 
have my word. You’ll be meeting the Eagle sooner rather than later … at 
his request.” Sam drove off for her home in Sylmar as Jim headed back 
to Malibu. As she turned onto the 605 Freeway North she said, “I need to 
know who the Eagle is before I really put my ass on the line for this job.”

The television monitors had been left on in the Eagle’s lair and 
in the operating rooms where Julio Esponzo, Chen Ho, and Ernest 
Campbell were being held. Ernest was half in and out of consciousness 
but alert enough to know that the world of his gangland violence had 
been destroyed from the inside out.

John and Chris pulled into the Eagle’s parking garage at just before 
eight a.m. Chris got out of the truck and followed John into the main 
house. Karen and Sara were sitting in the breakfast nook drinking 
coffee and talking about the mass murders that had taken place all 
over the world the night before. When John walked in, Sara walked 
over and put her arms around him and held him without saying a word. 
He wrapped his arms around her, and she disappeared into his hold as 
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she rested against his chest, listening to his heartbeat. Chris walked in 
behind him, and Karen got up and poured him a cup of coffee.

“Are you feeling better?” she asked. Chris nodded slowly and 
said, “Yeah … in some strange way I am. I mean, I saw savageness 
on a level I have never seen before, but I also watched as horrible 
people were cut down and eliminated from this world, and it made 
me happy.” Karen smiled and asked, “So, do you think that all people 
who go through the prison system can and deserve an attempt at 
rehabilitation?” Sara and John released their hold on each other, and 
Sara handed John a Coke Zero as they waited for Chris’s response.

He took a couple sips of his coffee before answering, “No … no. I 
now believe that there are people out there so sick, so twisted in their 
pathology, that they will remain a constant threat to the public and even 
the prison system. I believe that there are those who deserve one thing 
and one thing only.” Karen asked, “And that is?” Chris put his cup down 
and said, “Swift, brutal, and in some cases, extended torture for their 
crimes.” John stood up and said, “I have some business to take care of 
in the lair.” Sara and Karen followed. Before they left, Chris asked John, 
“Can I help the Eagle, too?” John nodded, and the four of them walked 
over to the Eagle’s lair, and Chris watched and listened as the Eagle 
systematically killed the last three leaders of the LA street gangs.

Local, national, and international news was abuzz with the overnight 
murders and brutal takedowns of the most violent gang families in the 
world. No country was untouched by the violence. No one knew who 
had carried out the attacks on the gangs and their leadership, but as one 
news reporter said as he gave his news broadcast in Spanish, “While we 
may never know who was behind the brutal assassinations and killings 
of so many high ranking gang kingpins and their respective operatives, 
for the first time in many decades Mexico and countries the world over 
have the chance to not only work with what has been started here but 
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use this as a launching point to keep these gangs from ever rising to 
power again. But alas … the old saying is true … he who forgets the 
past is doomed to repeat it, and I fear that while this was an eradication 
in a lot of ways … without diligence Mexico and all other nations are 
doomed to repeat the same violence. It may take a few years, but without 
the power of the people and the police, it will happen.”

It was just after noon, and John was watching the news program on 
one of the many Spanish language channels in LA from his office on 
Wilshire. Jim had called just before the news broadcast and asked if he 
and Chris would meet him and Sam at Santiago’s for a beer and lunch, 
in that order. John agreed, and he and Chris headed out to Malibu.

Jim was sitting in his usual spot along with Sam, both smoking 
cigarettes and drinking beers when they arrived. Javier poured John 
and Chris non-alcoholic beverages and put an order for lunch into the 
kitchen. None of them needed menus. Javier knew what they liked.

“Well,” Jim said, “what a fuckin’ night the world over, huh?” John and 
Chris nodded as Sam stared at the two men intently. Jim asked, “So, what 
now? The gangs have been beheaded, and the streets are safer than they 
have probably ever been. The world is a safer place overall as a result of the 
actions of the Iron Eagle and his men, and Sam Pritchard here says she still 
wants to be the Sheriff of LA.” John took a sip of his tonic water, and with 
a slight laugh looked at Sam and asked, “After all you have seen in the last 
forty-eight hours you still want to be sheriff?” She nodded slowly, looking 
John in his piercing blue eyes. Chris laughed and said, “Not me, man … Jim 
should keep the job. He knows how to handle the media and the rest of it.”

Sam looked at Chris and asked, “Are you the Iron Eagle?” He shook 
his head. She looked at John, but the look on her face said it all. They 
finished their lunch, and John invited Jim and Barbara as well as Sam to 
his home for dinner. They both accepted the invitation and when lunch 
was over the four left the bar without saying another word.
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Chapter Twenty-Three
“She will have to work with  
the Eagle … does she have  

the stomach for that?”

T
he shiny white and black yacht was headed back to the boathouse 
at John and Sara’s at just after six thirty p.m. Chris had released 
Andrea’s remains into the sea in a somber ceremony out near the 

Channel Islands. There was no conversation as they went out or came 
back. Karen had just held Chris’s hand the whole time but said nothing, 
and John and Sara sat on one of the upper decks of the boat and talked 
about the past days’ events and their future plans. Andrea’s murder only 
crystallized the dangers of John’s line of work and what could happen to 
those John loved should the wrong person learn his identity as the Eagle.

Sara had said, “The time is coming, John, when you are going to 
have to choose life with me over life at the Bureau.” John had replied, 
“And the time is coming when you will have to choose life with me or 
life as the owner and operator of a hospital.” They knew they had each 
other at a disadvantage. Neither wanted to leave what they loved, but if 
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there was a tipping point in advantage it was to Sara. John’s work as FBI 
agent and vigilante killer put both of their lives as well as those close to 
them in more jeopardy than her work as a doctor.

When the boat was docked, the four went to the main house for 
dinner with Jim and Barbara as well as a much needed one-on-one 
between Sam Pritchard and the Iron Eagle. Sara asked John as they 
were walking down the stairs to the main deck, “How is the Eagle 
going to deal with Ms. Pritchard?” John looked at her and said, “He 
is going to let her see both sides, the man and the Eagle, and let her 
decide for herself if she can deal with it.

Barbara was sitting on the edge of the infinity pool at Sara and 
John’s, sipping an after dinner scotch and listening to the surf crash 
on the beach. Jim walked out and asked, “So … what do you think 
of Samantha Pritchard?” Barbara took a sip of her drink and said, 
“She’s a real ball buster, Jimmy. She can do the job, no doubt in 
my mind. Tomorrow is October first, just a little more than a month 
before the elections. What are you going to do to raise her up in the 
department before then?” He sat down in a lounge chair next to the 
pool and looked into the blackness of the sea and said, “That’s a 
tricky spot. If I do anything to promote her within the department 
before the elections that could come back to haunt her and me.” 
Barbara nodded and said, “You put her in play in this race, Jimmy … 
while I think she will do a great job, she has several big hurdles to 
overcome.” “Like what?” he asked.

Barbara took another drink of her scotch and asked for a cigarette. 
Jim took two out of his left top pocket, lit them, snapped his Zippo 
shut, and handed one to her. Barb took a hit off the cigarette and said, 
“Well, first, she will be the first openly bisexual Sheriff of LA County. 
Second, she will have to work hand in hand with the Eagle. Does she 
have the stomach for that? And third, who’s going to be there to help 
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her cut her teeth for the first several months? You did the job because 
you understood it and had been in the politics of police work for 
decades. I don’t think Sam has a clue as to what she is walking into. 
Her first major case is going to rip her like a buzz saw.”

Jim took a hit off the cigarette and said, “This is LA. No one gives 
a damn what her sexual preferences are; second, she is meeting with 
the Eagle one-on-one as we speak; and third, how she deals with the 
pressure of the job is her problem. Contrary to your beliefs, I didn’t 
know everything about my job until I got into it, and I still don’t 
have all the answers. I spend more time covering people’s asses than 
I do being LA County’s top cop.” Barbara nodded, taking another hit 
off the cigarette and looking out at the sea.

The Eagle’s lair was dark but for two coved lights in the ceiling of 
the foyer that cast an eerie blue glow over the room. It was nearly nine 
p.m., and Sara had taken Sam to the room when dinner was done. She 
was instructed to take a seat and that her host would be with her shortly. 
Sam sat down but as soon as Sara was out of the room, she got up 
and started exploring. She saw the long dark corridor off the foyer and 
walked slowly in its direction. The first motion sensitive light scared 
her, and she jumped as she reached the edge of the hall entrance. She 
walked slowly down the corridor. There were several doors on each 
side, and she tried the handles on them, but they were locked.

When she reached the back of the hall, there was a partially open 
door and a bright slit of light coming though it. She walked over to it 
hesitatingly and pushed on the door. It opened with no effort, and as it 
did, she saw a long conference table with brown leather chairs around 
it. As she stepped in, she saw the mark of the Iron Eagle staring back 
at her. She had stepped two or three steps into the room when she saw 
the giant wood symbol with its crimson eyes and black and crimson 
wings raised in preparation for flight. The circle around the image was 
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gunmetal gray and in the Eagle’s talons was a bar with a globe with the 
scales of justice on one end and another globe with a bundle of arrows.

She stared at the crest of the Eagle with the same scale and an anvil 
dropping down from the same steel bar in the middle of the Eagle’s 
chest. Sam tilted her head looking at the image. She was so engrossed in 
the sculpture that she never heard John enter the room behind her.

“You want to know about the anvil?” Sam about leaped out of 
her skin, and she turned quickly to see John standing behind her. He 
was dressed in a pair of blue jeans and a muscle T-shirt and a pair of 
sandals. He pointed to a chair and asked her to sit. Sam looked at him 
and said, “It’s you. You’re the Iron Eagle.” John nodded as he took a 
seat at the head of the table beneath the sculpture. Sam sat at the other 
end of the table and looked around the high tech room.

She said, “What’s the deal with the anvil?” John told her it was a 
symbol for change. An anvil in the hands of an experienced blacksmith 
can take a powerful product like steel and bend it to his will. “That’s what 
the Eagle does, Sam. The Eagle takes those people who have committed 
atrocities amongst men and forges out revenge and justice.” Sam said, 
“That’s the court’s job.” John shook his head and said, “No … not always 
… you have seen enough of the underbelly of this city to know that’s 
not true. Justice is an illusion, and if a person has enough money, power, 
influence, or all or some of those, they get away with murder.”

Sam looked around the room and asked, “So, now that I know 
you’re the Eagle, what’s to keep me from bringing you to justice?” 
John laughed and walked over to where she was sitting and said, 
“That would never happen, Ms. Pritchard. I have influence, money, 
and power, but most importantly the Iron Eagle does the work that 
the justice system can’t do. Don’t get me wrong, there’s not a human 
being out there that does not want the type of justice that the Eagle 
metes out, but that is not possible in civil society. This place is 
reserved for a select few, and those who enter these doors as wrong 
doers do not come out alive. Society needs the Eagle, Ms. Pritchard. 
If for no other reason than to exact justice when the system can’t.”
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Looking into John’s blue eyes, she said, “You seem so normal.” He 
laughed and said, “I am … I’m just one man working to help the system 
along and rid the streets of some really, really bad people.” Sam sat 
back in the chair with a little more comfort and asked, “So, how does it 
work, Agent Swenson? Do I just turn over the bad guys that I think need 
the Eagle’s ‘special attention?’” John shook his head and said, “No … 
nothing like that. The Eagle is working cases right alongside all of LA’s 
law enforcement community, actually law enforcement agencies around 
the country, local and federal. The Iron Eagle is not the only internal 
police justice system in this country or the world.” Sam’s face dropped, 
and she said, “What?” “You heard me, Sam … there are others just like 
the Eagle all over the country doing the same exact work.”

Sam paused for a long time before asking, “Are you telling me 
that there are other cops out there killing people outside of the call 
of duty?” John laughed again and said, “You mean outside of their 
day jobs as law enforcement officers?” She nodded, and John said of 
course. “Hundreds … spread out from coast to coast. Do we know 
each other? Yes and no. We don’t talk about it. We are not a club or 
anything like that. We are a minority of mostly ex-military personnel 
who have a unique set of skills, skills that make us a more formidable 
force capable of tracking down and eliminating the worst of the worst. 
Do we get all the bad guys? No. I wish we had better success rates, but 
we’re working on it. We work in the dark corners of justice, hunting 
and eliminating. If you’re elected sheriff in just a little over a month, 
you’re going to come into the world of the Eagle … you will both need 
his help and in some cases help him. Can you deal with that?”

“This is a lot to process,” she said after pausing momentarily. John 
nodded and said, “Yes it is. Take your time but don’t take too long. The 
election is around the corner. Jim tells me he sees some untested genius in 
you. He sees a sheriff who can do the job as well or better than he did it. 
I’m sorry, but I don’t see that, Ms. Pritchard. I see a scared woman who is 
undecided and indecisive … those are two qualities that do not serve the 
people and could cost you and your people their lives. Make damn sure 
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you’re ready to get into this because you are going to spend a hell of a lot 
of time kicking the hornet’s nest … and that makes you unpopular with 
everyone. If you are going to roll over to the old ways of law enforcement, 
then step aside and let someone else take the helm from Jim.”

Sam remained silent, and John couldn’t tell if she took his words 
as an insult or advice. The one thing he was certain of was that she 
was mulling it over carefully in her mind. “Well, if you will follow 
me, Ms. Pritchard, we need to get you back to the rest of the guests 
for some dessert and a nightcap before calling it a night.” Sam looked 
at one of the large clocks on the wall of the room. It was ten after 
nine. She got up and followed John down the hallway and through the 
secret door to the main house without saying another word.

Karen was standing in the doorway to the deck off Chris’s home. 
“Hey … Sara is calling everyone for dessert … you want some?” He 
was sitting in a lounge chair looking up at the cold October night. “It’s 
October first, my sister is dead, and I’m in bed with the Iron Eagle. 
I’m a sworn federal agent, and I am culpable in the brutal murder of 
three men at my own hands.” Karen walked out and put her hand on 
Chris’s shoulder and said, “It’s not too late to walk away, Chris. You 
got revenge for Andrea. You helped to get rid of some really, really 
bad guys. You don’t have to work with John and Jim and the Eagle. I 
know they would allow you to walk away.”

Chris walked over and pulled her into his huge arms and said, “I 
have no wish to walk away from anything. I need to look at the past 
work of the Eagle, so I understand who he is and why he does what he 
does.” Karen pulled away and said, “You know why. He does it because 
it’s the right thing to do.” Chris said, “How can you call it the right 
thing to do?” She was teary eyed as she answered, “Because without 
the Eagle I would not be standing here in your arms. I would most 
likely have been brutally murdered years ago. You have seen barely a 
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glimpse of the savageness of man. I have been on both sides, and I am 
thankful every day for the Iron Eagle, my Black Angel. If you can’t 
deal with the heat, then you better get out, Chris. The Eagle exists and 
will exist in some form permanently in law enforcement and for the 
protection of the people. If you’re not going to embrace the horror and 
try and fix it … then step out of the way before you become a victim.”

Chris looked at her and asked, “Is that a threat? Are you telling 
me that I’m going to end up a victim of the Eagle?” She shook her 
head and said, “Not at all. I’m saying that if you’re not going to be 
a part of the solution then get out of the way. Also … if you’re not 
willing to take the law into your own hands to save others, then don’t 
bitch when something happens to the people you love.” Karen’s cold 
honesty rocked him back on his heels, and he looked into her tender 
young eyes and saw through the beauty of her face to her soul. For a 
fraction of a moment, he felt everything that she endured under her 
adoptive father, Simon Barstow, and in that moment his life changed.

Chris dropped to one knee and said, “I would never let anyone hurt 
you or anyone else that I love. Karen, I’m sorry. You have been my rock 
through all of this as well as my voice of reason. I can’t imagine my 
world without you in it. Will you marry me?” Karen started crying hard 
and held onto Chris’s neck and said, “I was starting to think you were 
never going to get a clue … yes … yes, I will marry you.”

It was half past three, and John was lying on top of the sheets, nude, 
staring up at the ceiling and listening to Sara breathe. He turned on 
his side and spooned Sara, who nuzzled into him and yawned. There 
were a few moments of silence, and she said in a sleepy voice, “Sleep 
won’t come tonight, will it honey?” John whispered, “Not tonight.” 
She rolled over and put her head on his chest, playing lightly with his 
chest hair. She was more alert and asked, “Is it Sam?” “No.” “Jim?” 
John took a deep breath and said, “No.” “What then?” Sara asked. 
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Her eyes were wide open, and she was looking past John’s heaving 
chest out the wall of windows of the master bedroom.

“I know I have said this before,” he said, “but I have to say it again. 
I sense a bad moon rising, and I’m worried about everyone close to me.” 
Sara caressed his chest and said, “I know there’s more out there … and I 
know that you will protect all of us from it.” John said, “I don’t know that 
I can. I don’t know where it’s coming from. I just feel that something is 
going to touch all of us deeply and forever, and I don’t know what it is.”

“You’re unsettled, sweetheart. There’s a changing of the guard 
coming … not right now but soon. You are going to pass the ‘torture,’ 
as you always say, onto another’s shoulders. Chris’s shoulders to be 
exact. He’s not ready yet. I know that, and you know that. Shit, John, 
even Chris knows that. But he will be. You are going to train him. The 
Iron Eagle is going to train him, and I know that Jim, Barbara, and I 
will help to make the transition possible.” John’s eyes were getting 
heavy as he listened to Sara’s voice. He softly said as he fell asleep, 
“I hope for all of our sakes you’re right, Sara … I hope you’re right.”
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Deliverance
The Iron Eagle Series: Book Eleven

Prologue

“I
t isn’t that I don’t trust you; it’s that I don’t trust myself.” 
Ralph Sessions was speaking into a small microphone 
attached to a pair of mud covered blue coveralls as he put the 

shovel into the corner of the tool shed. He had a clear earpiece in 
his right ear, and the screams of the man on the other end of the line 
were excruciating. Ralph turned down the volume and tried to speak 
calmly to the man.

“Screaming is only going to do one thing, Harry. It makes you 
use up more and more oxygen until you use it all up, and then you 
won’t be able to breathe. Now, I don’t want you to suffocate yourself. 
I know it’s a bit cramped, but it will be fine. It’s the best thing for 
you. It takes away my temptation to do terrible things to your body. I 
have regulated the oxygen for you based on your body size and intake 
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to keep you alive, so relax. Now, I’m going radio silent as I have to 
shower and dress for work. Have a great day!”

Ralph took out the earpiece and took the microphone off his clothes. 
He closed the shed door and looked out into the field where he had just 
come from. He shook his head as he looked at the mound of earth in the 
field at the back of his home. “Jesus, I bought Harry the nicest casket 
and customized it for him, too … I don’t know what he has to complain 
about.” Ralph walked into the house, taking off the coveralls and putting 
them in a washing machine in an outbuilding next to the house. He walked 
inside, his strong muscular build making its way up the stairs to the master 
bedroom and bath. As he started the shower, he looked at his nude figure in 
the mirror. Five eight with a strong, well-proportioned muscular physique. 
His black hair and brown eyes were glistening as he bathed and scrubbed 
the dirt from beneath his nails. When he was clean, he stepped out of the 
shower, flexed a few times, then dressed and went downstairs for some 
breakfast. He could almost hear the desperate cries and pounding coming 
from the backyard as he ate and cleaned up and headed off to work.

Harry Baldwin had no memory of how he got into the plush coffin that 
he was desperately trying to get out of. The last thing he could remember 
was a pair of police lights behind him on the 118 Freeway in Sylmar. He 
had been speeding and remembered an officer asking for his ID and then 
having him sit in the back of his cruiser. Then he woke up in this dimly 
lit box. There were two battery-operated lights on each side of the casket, 
but he was barely able to move his arms as he screamed to no response. 
He didn’t know it, but he’d been buried alive.

Sam Pritchard had just finished her last campaign ad for the 
sheriff’s election and walked out of sheriff’s headquarters and sat 
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down on the smoker’s bench. Sheriff Jim O’Brian was walking up to 
the building and saw her sitting alone. He walked over and sat next to 
her, lighting a cigarette off hers and handing it back to her. He took a 
few hits to get it burning and then asked, “So … how did it go?”

“Good, I guess. The ad will run for the next two weeks, right up 
to the election.” He nodded and said, “Well, we have a case.” She 
looked at him and asked, “What type of case?” Jim took a hit off the 
cigarette and said, “The type of case you have to see to believe.” He 
stood up and waved for her to follow him to his car.

The small backhoe sat silent in the field next to the gas station 
in Canoga Park. It had done its job of unearthing its prize under the 
trusty hand of its operator. Jade Morgan was standing over the closed 
lid of a mahogany casket. She had orders to wait for federal and state 
police before she did anything. Two LAPD officers stood off to the 
side, standing guard as she examined what she could. She heard the 
familiar sound of John Swenson’s Chevy Silverado as well as Chris 
Mantel’s Toyota Tundra. She didn’t bother to look up, and in a matter 
of seconds she heard John say, “Did you find the note?”

Jade stood up and said, “You got the call, John. This killer called 
you directly. He told you where to find the body, so do you want to 
open the damn casket and see who the fucker buried alive this time, 
or do you want to play games?” Chris had a smile on his face as did 
John. She shot them both a look and said, “Do you two think this is 
funny?” She called for a crow bar, and the men put the bars into the 
sides of the casket and pried the viewing lid open. The face staring 
back at them was filled with terror. The body had an oxygen tube 
running into its nose, and the eyes were wide open and bulged out.

The hair and makeup on the female victim was perfect, and John 
looked down and said, “She hasn’t been dead more than an hour or 
two.” Jade shot him a look and asked, “How the hell can you know 
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that when I haven’t gotten a chance to look at her?” “That’s easy. 
The killer told me when he called me a little over an hour ago.” Jade 
stomped her feet and walked off. John looked at Chris and said, “Take 
a good long look, Agent Mantel. That’s any person’s worst nightmare 
… buried alive and kept that way for a while.” Chris nodded his head 
as he stared into the hopeless, terrified eyes of the victim.
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